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Abstract
Our aim in this review article is to present the applications of Connes’
noncommutative geometry to elementary particle physics. Whereas the ex-
isting literature is mostly focused on a mathematical audience, in this article
we introduce the ideas and concepts from noncommutative geometry using
physicists’ terminology, gearing towards the predictions that can be derived
from the noncommutative description. Focusing on a light package of non-
commutative geometry (so-called ‘almost commutative manifolds’), we shall
introduce in steps: electrodynamics, the electroweak model, culminating in
the full Standard Model. We hope that our approach helps in understanding
the role noncommutative geometry could play in describing particle physics
models, eventually unifying them with Einstein’s (geometrical) theory of grav-
ity.
∗Current address: Mathematical Sciences Institute, Australian National University, Canberra,
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1 Introduction
One of the outstanding quests in modern theoretical physics is the unification of
the four fundamental forces. There have been several theories around that partly
fulfill this goal, all succeeding in some (different) aspects of such a theory. We will
give an introduction to one of them, namely noncommutative geometry. It is a
bottom-up approach in that it unifies the well-established Standard Model of high-
energy physics with Einstein’s general theory of relativity, thus not starting with
extra dimensions, loops or strings. All this fits nicely in a mathematical framework,
which was established by Connes in the 1980s [24].
Of course, there is a price that one has to pay for having such a rigid math-
ematical basis: at present the unification has been obtained only at the classical
level. The main reason for this can actually be found in any gauge theory (such as
Yang-Mills theory) as well: its quantization is still waiting for a sound mathematical
description. The noncommutative geometrical description of (classical) Yang-Mills
theories – or the Standard Model, for that matter – minimally coupled to gravity
encounters the same trouble in formulating the corresponding quantum theory, in
addition troubled by the quantization of gravity. It needs no stressing that this
situation needs to be improved (though some progress has been made recently, see
the Outlook), and it is our hope that this review article strengthens the dialogue
with for instance string theory or quantum gravity. Intriguingly, noncommutative
spacetimes naturally appear in the context of both of these theories. In string the-
ory, this started with the work of Seiberg and Witten [71], in loop quantum gravity
the quantized area operator is a manifestation of an underlying quantum geometry
(cf. [69] and references therein). This has lead to a fruitful acre where ideas from
the fields involved are combined: noncommutative geometry and string theory al-
ready in [30], see the recent account in [50] and references therein; noncommutative
geometry and loop quantum gravity in [1–3] and more recently in [62].
Even though the noncommutative description of the Standard Model [19] does
not require the introduction of extra spacetime dimensions, its construction is very
much like the original Kaluza-Klein theories [49, 52]. In fact, one starts with a
product
M × F
of ordinary four-dimensional spacetime M with an internal space F which is to
describe the gauge content of the theory. Of course, spacetime itself still describes
the gravitational part. The main difference with Kaluza-Klein theories is that the
additional space is a discrete (zero dimensional) space whose structure is described
by a (potentially) noncommutative algebra, the idea essentially dating back to [31].
This is very much like the description of spacetime M by its coordinate functions as
usual in General Relativity, which form an algebra under pointwise multiplication:
(xµxν)(p) = xµ(p)xν(p).
Such commutative relations are secretly used in any physics textbook. However, for
a discrete space, there are not many coordinates so we propose to describe F by ma-
trices instead, yielding a much richer internal (algebraic) structure. Multiplication
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is given by ordinary matrix multiplication:
(AB)il =
∑
j
AijBjl.
The corresponding matrix algebra of coordinates on F is typically MN (C) or direct
sums thereof. It turns out (and we will explain that below) that one can also de-
scribe a metric on F in terms of algebraic data, so that we can fully describe the
geometrical structure of M ×F . This type of noncommutative manifolds are called
almost commutative (AC) manifolds, in contrast with the more serious noncommu-
tative spaces such as the Moyal plane appearing in, say, Seiberg-Witten theory and
for which (in contrast with the above)
[xµ, xν ] = i~.
We stress that this is not the type of noncommutativity that we are dealing with
here. Nevertheless, also such spaces fit in the framework of noncommutative ge-
ometry, see for instance [27, 28] for the compact and [38, 39] for the noncompact
case.
In this review article, we will give several examples of almost commutative
manifolds of interest in physics. In fact, adopting the chronological order of or-
dinary high-energy physics textbooks, we will derive electrodynamics, the Glashow-
Weinberg-Salam electroweak theory, and the full Standard Model (including Higgs
mechanism) from noncommutative spaces.
Let us briefly sketch how this goes, at the same time giving an overview of the
present article. Given an AC manifold M × F , one first studies its symmetries:
it turns out that the group of diffeomorphisms (i.e. general coordinate transfor-
mations) generalized to such noncommutative spaces combines ordinary diffeomor-
phisms of M with gauge symmetries [25]. In other words, for the above three
examples we obtain a combination of general coordinate transformations on M
with the respective groups U(1), U(1)× SU(2) and finally U(1)× SU(2)× SU(3),
appearing as unitaries in the corresponding matrix algebras. This is the first hint at
the aforementioned unification of gauge theories with gravity. All this is described
at length in Section 2 below.
The next step is to construct a Lagrangian from the geometry of M × F . This
is accomplished by the spectral action principle [15, 16]: it is a simple counting of
the eigenvalues of a Dirac operator on M ×F which are lower than a cutoff Λ. This
is discussed in Section 3, where we derive local formulas (integrals of Lagrangians)
for the spectral action using heat kernel methods (cf. [79]). The fermionic action is
given as usual by an inner product. The Lagrangians that one obtains in this way
for the above examples are the right ones, and in addition minimally coupled to
gravity. This is unification with gravity of electrodynamics, the Glashow-Weinberg-
Salam electroweak theory, and finally the full Standard Model. This is presented in
the respective Sections 4 to 6.
We study conformal invariance of the spectral action in Section 7, with particular
emphasis on the Higgs mechanism coupled to the gravitational background. This
has already found fruitful applications in cosmology [12, 60, 61, 67, 70].
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Finally, in Section 8 we present some predictions that can be derived from the
noncommutative description of the Standard Model (based on [19]). In fact, the
Lagrangian derived through the spectral action principle from the relevant noncom-
mutative space is not just the Standard Model Lagrangian, but it implies that there
are relations between some of the Standard Model couplings and masses. This allows
for a postdiction of (an upper bound on) the top quark mass, and a prediction of
the Higgs mass.
We end by presenting an Outlook on some future developments.
The main source to the noncommutative description of the Standard Model
is [19] or, for the more mathematically inclined reader, the book [29], on which
our discussion is heavily based. However, we attempt to make this material more
accessible to theoretical physicists by adopting a light version of noncommutative
geometry and describing separately the electromagnetic and -weak theory. The
case of electrodynamics was first formulated in noncommutative terms only quite
recently in [35]. There are also some shorter companions on the applications of
noncommutative geometry to high-energy physics such as [47] and [20, 21].
For more general treatments on noncommutative geometry, presented in its full
mathematical glory, we refer to [41, 51, 54, 78] or the original [24].
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2 Almost Commutative Manifolds and Gauge Theories
2.1 Spin manifolds in noncommutative geometry
One of the central ideas in Connes’ noncommutative geometry [24] is to characterize
ordinary Riemannian manifolds by a spectral data. By generalizing this spectral
data in a suitable way, one arrives at the notion of a noncommutative manifold.
Within this generalization, we will focus on the special case of what is called an
almost commutative manifold. This special case is given by the ‘noncommutative-
geometric product’ M × F of a Riemannian manifold M and a finite space F as
described in the next section.
Before we are ready to provide a description of an almost commutative manifold,
let us first focus on a reformulation of the description of an ordinary Riemannian
manifold. We restrict ourselves to the case of a compact 4-dimensional Riemannian
spin manifold M . The restriction on the dimension is just for notational simplicity
and by no means essential; the d-dimensional case can readily be obtained. Our aim
in this section is to illustrate how one replaces the usual topological and geometric
description of M by a spectral data in terms of operators on a Hilbert space. In the
next section, we will see that this spectral description of manifolds also perfectly
lends itself for the description of so-called finite spaces, and subsequently of almost
commutative manifolds.
The first step in noncommutative geometry is to shift our focus from the manifold
M towards the coordinate functions on M . We will thus consider the set of smooth
(infinitely differentiable) functions C∞(M). These functions form an algebra under
pointwise multiplication. As said, we restrict our attention to a spin manifold M ,
so that we may also consider the spinor bundle S → M , and spinor fields on M
are then given by (smooth) sections ψ ∈ Γ(M,S). We will consider the Hilbert
space H = L2(M,S) of square-integrable spinors on M . The algebra A = C∞(M)
acts on H as multiplication operators by pointwise scalar multiplication (fψ)(x) :=
f(x)ψ(x) for a function f and a spinor field ψ.
Using the spin (Levi–Civita) connection ∇S on the spinor bundle S, we can
describe the Dirac operator /D. In local coordinates, /D is given by −iγµ∇Sµ , in
terms of the Dirac gamma matrices γµ. The Dirac operator acts as a first-order
differential operator on the spinors ψ ∈ Γ(M,S). The spin connection satisfies the
Leibniz rule
∇Sµ(fψ) = f∇Sµ(ψ) + (∂µf)ψ,
for all functions f ∈ C∞(M) and all spinors ψ ∈ Γ(S). For the commutator [ /D, f ]
acting as an operator on ψ, we then calculate
[ /D, f ]ψ = −iγµ∇Sµ(fψ) + ifγµ∇Sµψ = −iγµ(∂µf)ψ. (2.1)
Therefore we see that the action of [ /D, f ] is simply given by multiplication with
−iγµ(∂µf). In particular, this means that although /D is an unbounded operator,
the commutator [ /D, f ] is always a bounded operator for any smooth function f ∈
C∞(M). In fact, this bounded operator is given by the Clifford representation of
the 1-form df = dxµ∂µf . Let us gather all data described here so far into the
following definition.
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Definition 2.1. Let M be a compact 4-dimensional Riemannian spin manifold.
The canonical triple is given by the set of data(
C∞(M), L2(M,S), /D
)
.
Furthermore, we also have a Z2-grading γ5 := γ1γ2γ3γ4, and an antilinear isomor-
phism JM , which is the charge conjugation operator on the spinors.
The operator γ5 is a Z2-grading, which means that γ52 = 1, γ∗5 = γ5, and γ5
decomposes the Hilbert space L2(M,S) = L2(M,S)+ ⊕ L2(M,S)− into a positive
and a negative eigenspace: chirality. With respect to this grading, the Dirac oper-
ator is an odd operator, which means that γ5 /D = − /Dγ5. In other words, we have
/D : L2(M,S)± → L2(M,S)∓. For the charge conjugation operator JM , one obtains
the relations JM
2 = −1, JM /D = /DJM and JMγ5 = γ5JM .
It turns out that a compact Riemannian spin manifold M can be fully described
by this canonical triple [25, 26]. The canonical triple is the motivating example for
the definition of so-called spectral triples (see Remark 2.8), and as such it lies at
the foundation of noncommutative geometry.
2.1.1 Geodesic distance
The claim that a Riemannian spin manifold M is fully described by the canonical
triple suggests that we are able to recover the Riemannian geometry of M from
the data given with the canonical triple. We shall illustrate how this works by
considering the notion of distance. The usual geodesic distance between two points
x and y in M is given by
dg(x, y) = inf
γ
∫
γ
ds = inf
γ
∫ 1
0
√
gµν γ˙µ(t)γ˙ν(t)dt,
where ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν and the infimum is taken over all paths γ from x to y, with
parametrizations such that γ(0) = x and γ(1) = y. Let us confront this formula
with the following distance formula in terms of the data in the canonical triple:
d /D(x, y) = sup
{|f(x)− f(y)| : f ∈ C∞(M), ‖[ /D, f ]‖ ≤ 1} . (2.2)
Because we take a supremum over functions that locally have ‘slope’ less than or
equal to 1, we can indeed measure the Riemannian distance between two points
in this dual manner. Full details can be found in e.g. [29, Prop. 1.119]. Thus,
the geometric structure of M is captured into the Dirac operator /D. Later on, we
will use (2.2) to generalize the geodesic distance to a notion of distance on almost
commutative manifolds.
Remark 2.2. We stress that the spin manifolds that can be captured in this way are
Riemannian and not pseudo-Riemannian. In particular, this leaves out Lorentzian
manifolds, which are of particular interest in physics. The reason for this is that
dealing with Dirac operators on pseudo-Riemannian manifolds is technically diffi-
cult, since one loses the property of these being elliptic operators. Some progress in
this direction has been obtained in [44, 64, 74, 76] though this program is far from
being completed.
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2.2 Almost commutative manifolds
In the previous section we have provided an alternative algebraic description of a
spin manifold M in terms of the canonical triple
(
C∞(M), L2(M,S), /D
)
, following
Connes [24]. In this section we will define the notion of an almost commutative
manifold as a generalization of spin manifolds. Such manifolds first appeared in
the work of Connes and Lott [31] and were later used by Chamseddine, Connes
and Marcolli [19] to geometrically describe Yang–Mills theories and the Standard
Model of elementary particles. The name almost commutative manifolds was coined
in [45], their classification started in [53] (see also the more recent [47, 48]).
The general idea is to take the ‘product’ M×F of the spin manifold M with some
finite space F , which in general may be noncommutative. Whereas the canonical
triple encodes the structure of the spacetime M , the finite space F will be used
to encode the ‘internal degrees of freedom’ at each point in spacetime. The main
goal of this section is to show how these internal degrees of freedom will lead to the
description of a gauge theory on M .
Analogously to our description of a spin manifold M , we will describe a (gener-
ally noncommutative) finite space F by a triple
F := (AF ,HF , DF ) .
Here we now have a finite-dimensional complex Hilbert space HF , say of dimension
N . The algebra AF is a (real or complex) matrix algebra, which acts on the Hilbert
space via matrix multiplication. The operator DF is given by a complex N × N -
matrix acting on HF , and DF is required to be hermitian.
Example 2.3. Consider the matrix algebra AF = MN (C) of N × N matrices
acting on itself by left matrix multiplication, i.e. HF = MN (C). The operator DF
is simply a hermitian N2 ×N2 matrix, N2 being the dimension of HF .
Suppose that the Hilbert space HF is Z2-graded, i.e. there exists a grading
operator γF for which γ
∗
F = γF and γF
2 = 1. This grading operator decomposes
the Hilbert space HF = H+F ⊕H−F into its two eigenspaces, where H±F := {ψ ∈ HF |
γFψ = ±ψ}. If such a grading operator exists, we say that the finite space F is
even if furthermore we have [γF , a] = 0 for all a ∈ AF and γFDF = −DF γF . In
other words, for an even finite space we require that the elements of the algebra
are even operators and that DF is an odd operator. Thus, in the above example, a
grading γF = 1 would force DF to vanish.
LetM be a compact 4-dimensional spin manifold. We will now take the ‘noncom-
mutative-geometric product’ of M with some even finite space F as described above.
The resulting product space M × F is called an almost commutative (spin) man-
ifold, or AC-manifold, and provides a generalization of compact Riemannian spin
manifolds to the mildly noncommutative world.
Definition 2.4. An even almost commutative (spin) manifold, or AC-manifold, is
described by
M × F := (C∞(M,AF ), L2(M,S)⊗HF , /D ⊗ I+ γ5 ⊗DF ) ,
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Data Spin manifold M Finite space F
Algebra A Coordinate functions Internal structure
Hilbert space H Spinor fields Particle content
Operator D Dirac operator /D Yukawa mass matrix DF
Table 1: Spin manifolds vs. finite spaces
together with a grading γ = γ5 ⊗ γF . The operator D := /D⊗ I+ γ5 ⊗DF is called
the Dirac operator of the almost commutative manifold.
The canonical triple describing a spin manifold M , is a special case of an almost
commutative manifold M × F . Indeed, if we take for the finite space F the simple
choice (AF ,HF , DF ) = (C,C, 0), then the almost commutative manifold M × F
is identical to the canonical triple for M . This can be interpreted as taking the
product of M with a single point: the functions on the point constitute the algebra
C, the spinor fields on the points form C and the Dirac operator cannot be anything
else but 0.
Let us take a closer look at the data in the triple describing an almost commuta-
tive manifold M × F . In order to understand how to interpret these data, consider
Table 1 for a comparison between a spin manifold M and a finite space F . Both M
and F are described by a triple, consisting of an algebra, a Hilbert space, and an
operator on this Hilbert space. For the spin manifold M , the algebra is given by the
coordinate functions on M . The algebra for the finite space F is typically a matrix
algebra, which might be noncommutative. This matrix algebra may be interpreted
as describing the ‘internal structure’ of each point in spacetime. For the almost
commutative manifold this combines to give matrix-valued coordinate functions,
which describe not only spacetime, but also the internal structure of spacetime.
The Hilbert spaces are used to describe fermionic particles. The Hilbert space
L2(M,S) for the spin manifold M makes sure that each fermion is described by
a spinor field. In the finite space F , we shall interpret each basis element of the
Hilbert space HF as describing a different fermionic particle. The Hilbert space HF
thus encodes the fermionic particle content of the model.
The properties of each fermion, and the interactions among the fermions, will
be determined by the way in which the algebra A and the operator D act on the
fermions. The Dirac operator /D acts as a first-order differential operator on the
spinors, and this will provide us with the kinetics of the fermions through the Dirac
equation Dψ = 0. The finite Dirac operator DF contains the Yukawa masses of the
fermions, and therefore DF will sometimes be referred to as the Yukawa operator.
Lastly, the action of the finite algebra AF on the fermions will determine their gauge
interactions. We will consider this at length in what follows, but observe already
that the gauge particle content is described by the internal degrees of freedom.
2.2.1 Generalized distance on AC-manifolds
In (2.2) we have found an alternative formula for the geodesic distance on a spin
manifold M . We can straightforwardly generalize this formula to provide a notion
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of distance on almost commutative manifolds, and define the generalized distance
function by
dD(x, y) = sup {‖a(x)− a(y)‖ : a ∈ A, ‖[D, a]‖ ≤ 1} . (2.3)
where ‖ · ‖ is the (matrix) norm in AF .
2.2.2 Charge conjugation
For a spin manifold M , we have a charge conjugation operator JM . This operator
is an anti-unitary operator acting on the Hilbert space H = L2(M,S) of square-
integrable spinors. We would like to have a similar notion of a conjugation operator
JF for a finite space F . This operator JF will be called a real structure, and is
defined as follows.
Definition 2.5. An (even) finite space F is called real if there exists a real structure
JF , i.e. an anti-unitary operator JF on HF such that J2F = ε, JFDF = ε′DFJF and
(if F is even) JF γF = ε
′′γFJF . The signs ε, ε′ and ε′′ determine the KO-dimension
n modulo 8 of the finite space, according to the following table.
n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
ε 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1
ε′ 1 −1 1 1 1 −1 1 1
ε′′ 1 −1 1 −1
Moreover, the action of AF satisfies the commutation rule
[a, b0] = 0 ∀a, b ∈ AF , (2.4)
where we have defined the right action b0 of b by
b0 := JF b
∗J∗F . (2.5)
The operator DF satisfies the so-called order one condition[
[DF , a], b
0
]
= 0 ∀a, b ∈ AF . (2.6)
If a finite space F is real, then the corresponding almost commutative manifold
M×F is automatically also real, because the operator J := JM⊗JF then determines
a real structure of KO-dimension n+4 mod 8 for the almost commutative manifold
M × F .
Example 2.6. Let us provide a general example of an almost commutative mani-
fold, which later on will be shown to describe a Yang-Mills gauge theory. Consider
the finite space FYM given by the triple
FYM := (MN (C),MN (C), 0) .
Both the algebra AF and the Hilbert space HF are given by the complex N ×N -
matrices. The action of AF on HF is simply given by left matrix multiplication.
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The finite Dirac operator is taken to be zero. We endow this finite space with
the trivial grading given by the identity matrix γF := IN (note that the relation
γFDF = −DF γF is now only satisfied by virtue of DF being zero). The real
structure JF is defined as taking the hermitian conjugate of a matrix m ∈ HF , i.e.
JFm := m
∗. We then have that J∗F = JF . In (2.5), we have defined the right action
of an element b ∈ AF by b0 := JF b∗J∗F . In this case, we see that
b0m = JF b
∗JFm = JF b∗m∗ = mb,
so the action of b0 is indeed given by right matrix multiplication with b. One then
readily checks that JF defines a real structure of KO-dimension 0. We now define
the Yang-Mills manifold as the almost commutative manifold
M × FYM :=
(
C∞(M,MN (C)), L2(M,S)⊗MN (C), /D ⊗ I
)
,
with a grading γ := γ5⊗ IN and a real structure J := JM ⊗ JF of KO-dimension 4.
Throughout this section, we will frequently return to this illustrative example.
Lemma 2.7. For any real even finite space F , we can write with respect to the
decomposition H = H+ ⊕H−:
KO-dimension 0: JF =
(
j+ 0
0 j−
)
C for symmetric j± ∈ U(H±);
KO-dimension 2: JF =
(
0 j
−jT 0
)
C for jj∗ = j∗j = I;
KO-dimension 4: JF =
(
j+ 0
0 j−
)
C for anti-symmetric j± ∈ U(H±);
KO-dimension 6: JF =
(
0 j
jT 0
)
C for jj∗ = j∗j = I.
Proof. Let the operator C denote complex conjugation. Then any anti-unitary
operator JF can be written as UC, where U is some unitary operator on HF . We
then have J∗F = CU
∗ = UTC, and JFJ∗F = UU
∗ = I. The different possibilities
for the choice of JF are characterized by the relations J
2
F = UCUC = UU = ε
and JF γF = ε
′′γFJF . By inserting ε, ε′′ = ±1 according to the KO-dimension, the
exact form of JF can be directly computed by imposing these relations.
Note that in the above Lemma we have not yet used all aspects of the definition
of the real structure JF . There are still two commutation rules that are required to
be satisfied, namely
[a, b0] = 0 ∀a, b ∈ AF ,[
[DF , a], b
0
]
= 0 ∀a, b ∈ AF ,
where b0 := JF b
∗J∗F (see Definition 2.5). Furthermore, we must have JFDF =
DFJF for even KO-dimensions. We will not examine the precise implications of
these commutation rules here, but one should be aware that these rules impose
further restrictions on the operators DF and JF . Later on in Proposition 4.1, we
will use these restrictions to show that the two-point space does not simultaneously
allow a real structure JF and a non-zero Dirac operator DF .
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Remark 2.8. An almost commutative manifold is a special case of a spectral triple
(see [29, Ch. 1, §10]). In general, a spectral triple (A,H, D) is given by an involutive
unital algebra A represented faithfully as bounded operators on a Hilbert space H
and a selfadjoint (in general unbounded) operator D with compact resolvent (i.e.
(1 +D2)−1/2 is a compact operator) such that all commutators [D, a] are bounded
for a ∈ A. A spectral triple is even if the Hilbert space H is endowed with a Z2-
grading γ which commutes with any a ∈ A and anticommutes with D. A spectral
triple has a real structure of KO-dimension n if there is an antilinear isomorphism
J : H → H with J2 = ε, JD = ε′DJ and, if the spectral triple is even, Jγ = ε′′γJ ,
where the signs are again determined by the table in Definition 2.5.
Even though many definitions and results that follow in this section equally
well apply to spectral triples in general, we will only present them in terms of
almost commutative manifolds. The reason is that we want to put main emphasis
on explicit results for almost commutative manifolds, avoiding the more technical
notion of spectral triple. For our purposes we shall therefore have no need for a
description of spectral triples in general. So, from here on we shall consider a real
even almost commutative manifold M×F , as described by the following data, using
the notation as above:
• An algebra A = C∞(M,AF );
• A Hilbert space H = L2(M,S)⊗HF ;
• An operator D = /D ⊗ I+ γ5 ⊗DF on H;
• A Z2-grading γ = γ5 ⊗ γF on H;
• A real structure J = JM ⊗ JF on H.
2.3 Subgroups and subalgebras
In this section, we shall have a closer look at the algebra A = C∞(M,AF ), and
especially at some of its subalgebras and subgroups. These subsets are presented
here in preparation for the next section, in which we shall discuss the gauge group.
2.3.1 Commutative subalgebras
We define a subalgebra of A by
A˜J :=
{
a ∈ A | aJ = Ja∗} = {a ∈ A | a0 = a}.
This definition is very similar to the definition of AJ in [19, Prop. 3.3] (cf. [29,
Prop. 1.125]), which is a real commutative subalgebra in the center of A. We have
provided a similar but different definition for A˜J , since this subalgebra will turn
out to be very useful for the description of the gauge group in Section 2.4.3.
Let us assume that the algebra A is complex. We easily see that aJ = Ja∗
implies a = Ja∗J∗ = a0 and vice versa. Since we must have [a, b0] = 0 for any
a, b ∈ A (cf. (2.4)), we have [a, b] = 0 for any a ∈ A and b ∈ A˜J , so A˜J is contained
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in the center of A. The requirement a = a0 is complex linear, and also implies
that a∗ = (a0)∗ = (a∗)0, so we have a∗ ∈ A˜J for a ∈ A˜J . Finally, we check that
for a, b ∈ A˜J , we find (ab)0 = b0a0 = ba = ab, so ab ∈ A˜J . Therefore, A˜J is an
involutive commutative complex subalgebra of the center of A.
If we consider a finite space F , the definition of (A˜F )JF is exactly as given above,
so it is the subalgebra of AF determined by the relation aJF = JFa∗. For an almost
commutative manifold M × F , we have the real structure J = JM ⊗ JF . Since the
effect of JM on a function on M is simply complex conjugation, we obtain that
the requirement aJ = Ja∗ must be satisfied pointwise, i.e. a(x)JF = JFa(x)∗, for
a(x) ∈ AF . This implies that for a ∈ A˜J we obtain a(x) ∈ (A˜F )JF . Thus, for an
almost commutative manifold, the subalgebra A˜J is given by
A˜J = C∞
(
M, (A˜F )JF
)
.
Example 2.9. Let us return to the Yang-Mills manifold M ×FYM of Example 2.6.
We have already seen that the right action was given by a0m = ma. If we consider
the requirement a0 = a, we see that this implies that a must commute with all
N ×N -matrices m ∈ HF , so a is contained in the center CIN of MN (C). For the
Yang-Mills manifold, we thus obtain that A˜J ' C∞(M)⊗ IN .
2.3.2 Unitary subgroups
The unitary group U(A) of a unital, involutive algebra A is defined by
U(A) = {u ∈ A | uu∗ = u∗u = I}.
The conjugation on A = C∞(M,AF ) is given by pointwise conjugation on AF . So,
the requirement uu∗ = u∗u = I must hold for each x ∈M , which gives u(x)u(x)∗ =
u(x)∗u(x) = I. Hence, u ∈ U(A)⇔ u(x) ∈ U(AF ), and the unitary group is given
by U(A) = C∞(M,U(AF )).
The Lie algebra of this unitary group is given by all anti-hermitian elements of
the algebra:
u(A) := {X ∈ A | X∗ = −X}. (2.7)
As for the unitary group, we now obtain u(A) = C∞(M, u(AF )).
For the finite-dimensional algebra AF , an element a ∈ AF acts on the finite
Hilbert space HF via matrix multiplication. Therefore, we can define the determi-
nant det(a) of an element a ∈ AF simply as the determinant of this matrix. We
can then define the special unitary group SU(AF ) by
SU(AF ) =
{
u ∈ U(AF ) | det(u) = 1
}
.
The Lie algebra of SU(AF ) consists of the traceless anti-hermitian elements
su(AF ) = {X ∈ AF | X∗ = −X,Tr(X) = 0}.
The condition det(u) = 1 or Tr(X) = 0 is often referred to as the unimodularity
condition.
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2.3.3 The adjoint action
For a finite space F := (AF ,HF , DF , γF , JF ), the operator JF provides a right
action of a ∈ AF on HF by a0 = JFa∗J∗F , as in (2.5). Using this right action, we
can define maps Ad: U(AF )→ End(HF ) and ad: u(AF )→ End(HF ) by
(Adu)ξ := uξu∗ = u(u∗)0ξ,
(adA)ξ := Aξ − ξA = (A−A0)ξ,
for ξ ∈ HF . By inserting a0 = JFa∗J∗F , we obtain
Adu = uJuJ∗,
adA = A− JA∗J∗ = A+ JAJ∗, for A∗ = −A.
If we would replace A = iB, we could then define
adB := −i ad(iB) = B − JBJ∗, for B∗ = B. (2.8)
The maps Adu and adA are often called the adjoint representations of u and A,
respectively, on the Hilbert space HF .
Let us consider the adjoint action Adu for an element u ∈ U(A˜J) in the unitary
group of the subalgebra A˜J . Since in this subalgebra we have uJ = Ju∗, we
see that Adu = uJuJ∗ = Juu∗J∗ = 1. In other words, the group U(A˜J) acts
trivially via the adjoint representation. We obtain a similar result for the Lie
algebra u(A˜J). If we take a hermitian element X = X∗ ∈ i u(A˜J), we see that
adX = X − JXJ∗ = X −X∗ = 0.
2.4 Gauge symmetry
2.4.1 Diffeomorphisms and automorphisms
For a spin manifold M , we have the group of diffeomorphisms Diff(M), which are
smooth invertible maps from M to M . A diffeomorphism is given by a coordinate
transformation, and the algebraic object corresponding to this coordinate trans-
formation is an automorphism (i.e. an invertible algebra homomorphism) from the
algebra C∞(M) to itself. Namely, for a diffeomorphism φ : M →M , we can define
the automorphism αφ : f 7→ f ◦ φ−1 for a function f ∈ C∞(M). For an algebra A,
we denote by Aut(A) the group of algebra automorphisms of A. For the algebra
of coordinate functions we then have Aut(C∞(M)) ' Diff(M). Based on this iso-
morphism, we will define the group of diffeomorphisms of an almost commutative
manifold as
Diff(M × F ) := Aut(C∞(M,AF )).
A diffeomorphism φ ∈ Diff(M) will also yield a diffeomorphism of M × F , namely
for a ∈ C∞(M,AF ) we again define the automorphism αφ : a 7→ a ◦ φ−1. More
explicitly, we thus have
(
αφ(a)
)
(x) := a
(
φ−1(x)
)
. However, because of the ‘internal
structure’ of the almost commutative manifold, given by the finite algebra AF , there
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are now more automorphisms than just the diffeomorphisms of M . For instance, for
a function u ∈ C∞(M,U(AF )) which takes values in the unitary elements of AF ,
we can define the automorphism αu : a 7→ uau∗, so
(
αu(a)
)
(x) = u(x)a(x)u∗(x). In
the mathematics literature, such automorphisms are called inner automorphisms,
and the group of inner automorphisms αu : a 7→ uau∗ is denoted by Inn(A).
The group Inn(A) is always a normal subgroup of Aut(A), which can be shown
as follows. For β ∈ Aut(A) and αu ∈ Inn(A), we find that
β ◦ αu ◦ β−1(a) = β
(
uβ−1(a)u∗
)
= β(u)aβ(u)∗ = αβ(u).
This means that we can define the outer automorphisms by the quotient
Out(A) := Aut(A)/Inn(A).
An inner automorphism αu is completely determined by the unitary element u ∈
U(A), but it is not uniquely determined by u. In other words, the map φ : U(A)→
Inn(A) : u 7→ αu is surjective, but it is not injective. The kernel is given by Ker(φ) =
{u ∈ U(A) | uau∗ = a, ∀a ∈ A}. The relation uau∗ = a implies ua = au for all
a ∈ A. Let Z be the subgroup of U(A) that commutes with A. We thus see that
Ker(φ) = Z. In other words, the group of inner automorphisms is given by the
quotient
Inn(A) ' U(A)/Z. (2.9)
2.4.2 Unitary transformations
We would like to study the notion of ‘symmetry’ for almost commutative mani-
folds. Since the symmetry of an ordinary manifold M is determined by its group
of diffeomorphisms Diff(M), we might be inclined to define the symmetry group of
an almost commutative manifold as Diff(M × F ) := Aut(C∞(M,AF )). However,
it turns out that an almost commutative manifold has an even richer symmetry,
which we will now attempt to derive.
Our starting point will be the notion of a unitary transformation as defined
below. The symmetry will then be revealed when it turns out that the bosonic and
fermionic action functionals, as defined in Section 2.6.1, are invariant under these
unitary transformations. We take our definition of unitary transformations from
[54, §6.9], but make a slight modification by incorporating the algebra isomorphism
α.
Let M × F be an almost commutative manifold given by the triple (A,H, D).
Let us now explicitly write the representation pi of the algebra A on the Hilbert
space H, so the action of a on H is given by pi(a).
Definition 2.10. A unitary transformation of the almost commutative manifold
is given by a unitary operator U : H → H. This unitary transformation yields the
triple (A,H, UDU∗), where the action of the algebra A on the Hilbert space is
now given by Upi(a)U∗. If the almost commutative manifold is even, the grading
γ transforms into UγU∗, and if the almost commutative manifold is real, the real
structure J transforms into UJU∗.
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Let us consider two basic examples of such unitary transformations on a real
even almost commutative manifold M ×F . First, we consider the unitary operator
U = pi(u) given by a unitary element of the algebra, so u ∈ U(A). Since the grading
commutes with the algebra, we see that γ is unaffected by this transformation. For
the action of the algebra, we obtain that Upi(a)U∗ = pi(u)pi(a)pi(u∗) = pi(uau∗) =
pi ◦ αu(a) for the inner automorphism αu.
Second, let us consider the adjoint action of the unitary group U(A), so we take
the unitary transformation U = Adu = uJuJ∗. The grading is again unaffected by
the transformation, since pi(u)Jpi(u)J∗γ = (′′)2γpi(u)Jpi(u)J∗. Because Jpi(u)J∗
commutes with pi(a) (cf. (2.4)), we find that
Upi(a)U∗ = pi(u)Jpi(u)J∗pi(a)Jpi(u)∗J∗pi(u)∗ = pi(u)pi(a)Jpi(u)J∗Jpi(u)∗J∗pi(u)∗
= pi(u)pi(a)pi(u)∗ = pi(uau∗) = pi ◦ αu(a).
Using J∗ = J , we see that
J ′ = UJU∗ = pi(u)Jpi(u)J∗JJpi(u)∗J∗pi(u)∗ = pi(u)Jpi(u)Jpi(u)∗J∗pi(u)∗
= pi(u)Jpi(u)pi(u)∗Jpi(u)∗J∗ = pi(u)JJpi(u)∗J∗ = J∗ = J.
Hence we find that the unitary transformation of the AC manifold yields the data
(A,H, UDU∗, γ, J), where the action of the algebra is again given by pi◦αu(a). This
second case is especially interesting because we see that the unitary transformation
has no effect on J . The group generated by all operators of the form U = uJuJ∗
characterizes equivalent AC-manifolds (A,H, UDU∗, γ, J), in which only the Dirac
operator is affected by the unitary transformation. This group shall be interpreted
as the gauge group, and this interpretation will later be justified by Theorem 2.19.
2.4.3 The gauge group
Definition 2.11. For a real almost commutative manifold M × F given by the
data (A,H, D, J), we define the gauge group G(M × F ) as
G(M × F ) := {U = uJuJ∗ | u ∈ U(A)} .
In order to evaluate this gauge group in more detail, let us consider the map
Ad: U(A) → G(M × F ) given by u 7→ u(u∗)0. This map Ad is by definition
surjective. And, indeed Ad is a group homomorphism, since the commutation re-
lation [a, JbJ∗] = 0 of (2.4) implies that Ad(b) Ad(a) = bJbJ∗aJaJ∗ = baJbaJ∗ =
Ad(ba). This map has kernel Ker(Ad) = {u ∈ U(A) | uJuJ∗ = 1}. The rela-
tion uJuJ∗ = 1 is equivalent to uJ = Ju∗, and we note that this is the defining
relation of the commutative subalgebra A˜J (see Section 2.3.1). Hence we have
Ker(Ad) = U(A˜J). We thus obtain the isomorphism
G(M × F ) ' U(A)/U(A˜J). (2.10)
From Section 2.3.1 we know that A˜J is a subalgebra of the center ofA. Hence the
group U(A˜J) of the previous proposition is contained in the subgroup Z of U(A).
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From (2.9) and (2.10) we then see that in general, the gauge group G(M × F ) is
larger than the group of inner automorphisms Inn(A). Only if U(A˜J) is equal to
Z, we have in fact Inn(A) ' G(M × F ).
In the same way as we have defined the gauge group G(M × F ), we also obtain
the groups G(M) and G(F ). For the canonical triple describing the spin manifold
M , we have seen that A˜J = A, which means that the group G(M) is just the trivial
group. For the finite space F , we obtain the finite or local gauge group G(F ). Let
us have a closer look at the structure of this local gauge group. We define two
subsets of AF by
HF := U
(
(A˜F )JF
)
, (2.11a)
hF := u
(
(A˜F )JF
)
. (2.11b)
Note that the group HF is the finite counterpart of the group U(A˜J) in (2.10). Let
us evaluate the structure of this group in more detail. Since (A˜F )JF is a subalgebra
of AF , we know that HF is a subgroup of U(AF ), and in fact it is a Lie subgroup.
Because HF is contained in the center of AF (see Section 2.3.1), the condition
uvu∗ = v for v ∈ HF and u ∈ U(AF ) is evidently satisfied, and hence HF is a
normal subgroup.
The set hF forms a real subspace of the real Lie algebra u(AF ). The elements of
hF are contained in the center of AF , so all commutators vanish: [hF , u(AF )] = {0}.
In particular, this implies that hF is a Lie algebra ideal of u(AF ). In fact, hF is the
Lie algebra of the normal subgroup HF of U(AF ).
The local gauge group G(F ) is given by the quotient U(AF )/HF , which consists
of the equivalence classes [u] for u ∈ U(AF ), where [uh] = [u] for all h ∈ HF
determines the equivalence relation. We can write u = eX for X ∈ u(AF ) and
h = eY for Y ∈ hF . Thus we obtain an equivalence class of X ∈ u(AF ) by
e[X] = [u] = [uh] = e[X+Y ] for all Y ∈ hF . We then recognize that the equivalence
relation [X + Y ] = [X] defines the quotient g(F ) := u(AF )/hF , so the Lie algebra
of G(F ) is given by g(F ).
Proposition 2.12. The gauge group G(M×F ) of an almost commutative manifold
is given by C∞(M,G(F )), where G(F ) = U(AF )/HF is the local gauge group of the
finite space.
Proof. We know that HF is a normal subgroup of U(AF ), so their quotient G(F )
is well-defined. The subgroup U(A˜J) equals C∞(M,HF ). We thus obtain that
G(M × F ) = U(A)/U(A˜J) = C∞(M,U(AF ))/C∞(M,HF ) = C∞(M,G(F )).
Unimodularity Suppose that AF is a complex algebra. The algebra has identity
I, and by complex linearity we see that CI ⊂ (A˜F )JF . By restricting to unitary
elements, we then find that U(1) is a subgroup of HF . Because HF is commutative,
U(1) is then automatically a normal subgroup of HF .
If, on the other hand, AF is a real algebra, we can only say that RI ⊂ (A˜F )JF .
By restricting to unitary (i.e. in this case orthogonal) elements, we then only obtain
that {1,−1} is a normal subgroup of HF .
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Proposition 2.13. If AF is a complex algebra, the gauge group is isomorphic to
G(F ) ' SU(AF )/SHF ,
where we have defined SHF = {g ∈ HF | det g = 1}.
Proof. An element of the quotient G(F ) = U(AF )/HF is given by the equivalence
class [u] of some element u ∈ U(AF ), subject to the equivalence relation [u] = [uh]
for all h ∈ HF . Similarly, the quotient SU(AF )/SHF consists of the classes [v] for
v ∈ SU(AF ) with the equivalence relation [v] = [vg] for all g ∈ SHF . We first show
that this quotient is well-defined, i.e. that SHF is a normal subgroup of SU(AF ).
We thus need to check that vgv−1 ∈ SHF for all v ∈ SU(AF ) and g ∈ SHF . We
already know that vgv−1 ∈ HF , because HF is a normal subgroup of U(AF ). We
then also see that det(vgv−1) = det g = 1, so vgv−1 ∈ SHF , and the quotient
SU(AF )/SHF is indeed well-defined.
There exists a λu ∈ U(1) such that λuN = detu, where N is the dimension of the
finite Hilbert space HF . Since U(1) is a subgroup of U(AF ) (because we assume AF
to be a complex algebra), we then see that λu
−1u ∈ SU(AF ). We can then define
the group homomorphism ϕ : G(F )→ SU(AF )/SHF by ϕ([u]) = [λu−1u]. We need
to check that ϕ is well-defined, i.e. that ϕ([u]) is independent of the choice of the
representative u ∈ U(AF ), as well as independent of the choice of λu. Suppose we
also have λ′u such that λ
′
u
N
= detu. We then must have λu
−1λ′u ∈ µN , where µN
is the multiplicative group of the N -th roots of unity. Since U(1) is a subgroup of
HF , we see that µN is a subgroup of SHF , so [λu
−1u] = [λ′u
−1
u] and the image of
ϕ is indeed independent of the choice of λu. Next, for any h ∈ HF , we also check
that
ϕ([u]) = [λu
−1u] = [λu−1uλh−1h] = [(λuλh)−1uh] = ϕ([uh]),
where we have used that g = λh
−1h ∈ SHF (because U(1) is a subgroup of HF )
and that (λuλh)
N = detuh.
Since SU(AF ) ⊂ U(AF ), the homomorphism ϕ is clearly surjective. Now sup-
pose ϕ([u1]) = ϕ([u2]) for some u1, u2 ∈ U(AF ). This means that λu1−1u1 =
λu2
−1u2g for some g ∈ SHF . We then obtain that u1 = u2h for an element
h = λu1λu2
−1g ∈ HF , so [u1] = [u2] and ϕ is also injective. Hence ϕ is a group
isomorphism.
The significance of Proposition 2.13 is that, in the case of a complex algebra with
a complex representation, an equivalence class of the quotient G(F ) = U(AF )/HF
can always be represented (though not uniquely) by an element of SU(AF ). In
that sense, all elements of G(F ) naturally satisfy the unimodularity condition. In
the case of an algebra with a real representation, this is not true. For this reason
one needs to impose the unimodularity condition on the inner fluctuations in the
derivation of the standard model from noncommutative geometry (see Section 6.2).
Example 2.14. Let us again consider the Yang-Mills manifold M × FYM of Ex-
ample 2.6. In Example 2.9 we have seen that the commutative subalgebra A˜J is
given by C∞(M)⊗ IN . The unitary elements of this subalgebra are then given by
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U(A˜J) ' C∞(M,U(1))⊗IN . Note that in this case U(A˜J) is equal to the subgroup
Z of U(N) that commutes with the algebra MN (C). We thus obtain that the finite
gauge group is given by the quotient G(FYM) = U(N)/U(1) = PSU(N), which
is equal to the group of inner automorphisms of MN (C). As in Proposition 2.13,
this group can also be written as SU(N)/µN , where the multiplicative group µN
of N -th roots of unity is the center of SU(N). The Lie algebra g(FYM) consists of
the traceless anti-hermitian matrices su(N).
2.4.4 Full symmetry group
Suppose we have two groups N and H, and an action of H on N given by a group
homomorphism θ : H → Aut(N). The semi-direct product N o H is defined to
be the group {(n, h) | n ∈ N,h ∈ H} with the product given by (n, h)(n′, h′) :=
(nθ(h)n′, hh′). One may verify that this product is associative, that the unit is
given by (1, 1) ∈ N o H and that each element (n, h) ∈ N o H has inverse
(θ(h−1)(n−1), h−1). Furthermore, H is a subgroup and N is a normal subgroup
of N o H. Note that this automatically means that H is given by the quotient
(N oH)/N .
We use this semi-direct product for the description of the full symmetry group
of an almost commutative manifold M ×F . The ‘internal symmetries’ of an almost
commutative manifold are given by the gauge group G(M × F ). Furthermore, we
also still have invariance under the group of diffeomorphisms Diff(M). There exists
a group homomorphism θ : Diff(M)→ Aut(G(M × F )) given by
θ(φ)U := U ◦ φ−1,
for φ ∈ Diff(M) and U ∈ G(M × F ). Hence, we can describe the full symmetry
group by the semi-direct product G(M × F )oDiff(M).
Principal bundles As an aside, let us now put the gauge group in the context of
principal fibre bundles (see e.g. [9, Def.3.2.1.]). Let G be a Lie group, and suppose
P is a principal G-bundle pi : P →M . Let the group of automorphisms Aut(P ) be
given by the diffeomorphisms f : P → P which satisfy f(pg) = f(p)g for all p ∈ P
and g ∈ G. Note that f induces a well-defined diffeomorphism f : M → M given
by f
(
pi(p)
)
:= pi
(
f(p)
)
. Let us consider the subgroup G(P ) of Aut(P ) defined by
G(P ) := {g ∈ Aut(P ) | g = IdM} .
Note that the condition g = IdM is equivalent to pi
(
g(p)
)
= pi(p) for g ∈ G(P ) and
p ∈ P . This subgroup G(P ) is called the group of gauge transformations of P . We
show that it is in fact a normal subgroup. From the definition f
(
pi(p)
)
:= pi
(
f(p)
)
we readily see that f ◦ g ◦ f−1 = f ◦ g ◦ f−1 for f ∈ Aut(P ) and g ∈ G(P ). Since
g = IdM for g ∈ G(P ), we see that also f ◦ g ◦ f−1 = IdM . Hence f ◦ g ◦ f−1 is
also an element of G(P ), so G(P ) is indeed a normal subgroup of Aut(P ). For their
quotient, we find
Aut(P )/G(P ) ' Diff(M).
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Consider now the (globally trivial) principal G(F )-bundle P = M × G(F ). The
group of gauge transformations is then given by G(P ) = C∞(M,G(F )), which is
precisely the gauge group G(M ×F ) of the AC-manifold. The full symmetry group
of an AC-manifold is thus given by
G(M × F )oDiff(M) ' Aut(P ).
This can be extended to topologically non-trivial principal bundles as was done in
[10, 13].
2.5 Inner fluctuations and gauge transformations
2.5.1 Inner fluctuations
In the previous section we have described the gauge group for an almost commu-
tative manifold. The next step towards the description of a gauge theory is to
determine the gauge fields. These gauge fields will be seen to be given by so-called
inner fluctuations. These inner fluctuations arise from considering Morita equiv-
alences between algebras. We will not discuss such Morita equivalences here, but
refer to [25] or [29, Ch. 1, §10.8] for more details. Instead, we will simply give the
resulting definition, which is of similar nature as the usual minimal coupling in the
physics literature.
Definition 2.15. For a real AC-manifold M × F given by the data (A,H, D, J),
we define the set
Ω1D :=
{∑
j
aj [D, bj ] | aj , bj ∈ A
}
.
The hermitian elements A = A∗ ∈ Ω1D are called the inner fluctuations of the
AC-manifold. We define the fluctuated Dirac operator by
DA := D +A+ ε
′JAJ∗,
for an inner fluctuation A = A∗ ∈ Ω1D.
Note that for the canonical triple of a spin manifold M , for which A = C∞(M)
and D = /D, we have by (2.1) the commutation relation
[ /D, f ] = −iγµ(∂µf) (2.12)
for all f ∈ A. In other words, Ω1/D is given by the Clifford representation of the
1-forms A1(M). The elements of Ω1D for a general Dirac operator D are therefore
regarded as a generalization of 1-forms. They will be interpreted as gauge potentials
or gauge fields.
We take a, b ∈ C∞(M) and calculate elements of the form A = a[ /D, b]. By using
the local formula /D = −iγµ∇Sµ we find the inner fluctuation
A = −iγµa∂µb =: γµAµ.
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Since A must be hermitian, Aµ = −ia∂µb must be a real function in C∞(M). Since
JM commutes with /D = −iγµ∇Sµ and anticommutes with i, we know that JM must
anticommute with γµ. Furthermore, JM commutes with Aµ since Aµ is real. Hence
we conclude
/DA = /D +A+ JMAJ
∗
M = /D +A−AJMJ∗M = /D.
So, for the canonical triple of a spin manifold M there are no fluctuations of the
Dirac operator /D, and hence there is no gauge field (see also [54]).
Let us now calculate the inner fluctuations for a general AC-manifold M × F .
The Dirac operator D = /D ⊗ I+ γ5 ⊗DF consists of two terms, and hence we can
also split the inner fluctuation A = a[D, b] in two terms. The first term is given by
a[ /D ⊗ I, b] = −iγµ ⊗ a∂µb =: γµ ⊗Aµ, (2.13)
where Aµ := −ia∂µb ∈ iA must be hermitian. The second term yields
a[γ5 ⊗DF , b] = γ5 ⊗ a[DF , b] =: γ5 ⊗ φ, (2.14)
for hermitian φ := a[DF , b]. Thus, the inner fluctuations of an even almost commu-
tative manifold M × F take the form
A = γµ ⊗Aµ + γ5 ⊗ φ, (2.15)
for hermitian operators Aµ ∈ iA 1 and φ ∈ Γ
(
End(E)
)
, where E is the trivial
bundle E = M × HF . In the context of the Standard Model (Section 6.2 below),
we will see that the field φ describes the Higgs field, explaining the notation.
The fluctuated Dirac operator is given by DA = D + A + JAJ
∗. We then
calculate
γµ ⊗Aµ + Jγµ ⊗AµJ∗ = γµ ⊗
(
Aµ − JFAµJ∗F
)
=: γµ ⊗Bµ, (2.16)
where we have defined Bµ ∈ Γ
(
End(E)
)
. We define the twisted connection ∇E on
the bundle S ⊗ E by
∇Eµ = ∇Sµ ⊗ I+ iI⊗Bµ.
We then see that we can rewrite /D⊗ I+ γµ⊗Bµ = −iγµ∇Eµ . For the remainder of
the fluctuated Dirac operator, we define Φ ∈ Γ(End(E)) such that
γ5 ⊗DF + γ5 ⊗ φ+ J(γ5 ⊗ φ)J∗ =: γ5 ⊗ Φ. (2.17)
The fluctuated Dirac operator of a real even AC-manifold then takes the form
DA = /D ⊗ I+ γµ ⊗Bµ + γ5 ⊗ Φ = −iγµ∇Eµ + γ5 ⊗ Φ. (2.18)
In Section 2.4.3 we have obtained the local gauge group G(F ) with Lie algebra
g(F ). For consistency we should now check that the gauge field Aµ arising from the
inner fluctuation indeed corresponds to this same gauge group.
1Note that iA = A for complex algebras only.
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The demand that Aµ is hermitian is equivalent to (iAµ)
∗ = −iAµ. Since Aµ is
of the form −ia∂µb for a, b ∈ A (see (2.13)), we see that iAµ is an element of the
algebra A (also if A is only a real algebra). Thus by (2.7), we have Aµ(x) ∈ i u(AF ).
The only way in which Aµ affects the results is through the action of Aµ −
JFAµJ
∗
F . If we take A
′
µ = Aµ − aµ for some aµ ∈ ihF = i u
(
(A˜F )JF
)
(which
commutes with JF ), we see that A
′
µ − JFA′µJ∗F = Aµ − JFAµJ∗F . Therefore we
can, without any loss of generality, assume that Aµ(x) is an element of the quotient
ig(F ) = i(u(AF )/hF
)
). Since g(F ) is the Lie algebra of the gauge group G(F ), we
have confirmed that
Aµ ∈ C∞(M, i g(F )) (2.19)
is indeed a gauge field for the local gauge group G(F ). For the field Bµ found in
(2.18), we can also write Bµ = ad(Aµ), where ad has been defined in (2.8). So, we
conclude that Bµ is given by the adjoint action of a gauge field Aµ for the gauge
group G(F ) with Lie algebra g(F ).
If the finite space F has a grading γF , the field φ satisfies φγF = −γFφ and the
field Φ satisfies ΦγF = −γFΦ and ΦJF = JFΦ. These relations follow directly from
the definitions of φ and Φ and the commutation relations for DF .
Using the cyclic property of the trace, it is easy to see that the traces of the
fields Bµ, φ and Φ over the finite Hilbert space HF vanish identically. For Bµ we
find
TrHF
(
Bµ
)
= TrHF
(
Aµ − JFAµJ∗F
)
= TrHF
(
Aµ −AµJ∗FJF
)
= 0.
For the field φ we find
TrHF
(
φ
)
= TrHF
(
a[DF , b]
)
= TrHF
(
[b, a]DF
)
.
Using the fact that the grading commutes with the algebra and anticommutes with
the Dirac operator, one can show that this trace also vanishes. It then automatically
follows that Φ = DF + φ+ JFφJ
∗
F is also traceless.
Example 2.16. For the Yang-Mills manifold of Example 2.6, the inner fluctu-
ations take the form A = γµ ⊗ Aµ for a traceless hermitian field Aµ = A∗µ ∈
C∞(M, isu(N)). Since JFAµJ∗Fm = mAµ for m ∈ MN (C), we see that for the
field Bµ = Aµ − JFAµJ∗F we obtain the action Bµm = Aµm −mAµ = [Aµ,m] =
(adAµ)m. Thus Aµ is a PSU(N) gauge field which acts by the adjoint representa-
tion on the fermions in L2(M,S)⊗MN (C).
2.5.2 Gauge transformations
In Section 2.4.3 we have seen that an element U ∈ G(M × F ) transforms the Dirac
operator as D → UDU∗. Let us now consider the effect of this transformation on
the fluctuated Dirac operator DA = D+A+ 
′JAJ∗. Using the commutation rules
[a, b0] = 0,
[
[D, a], b0
]
= 0 and JD = ′DJ , we calculate that
UDU∗ = uJuJ∗DJu∗J∗u∗ = ′uJuDu∗J∗u∗ = ′uJ(D + u[D,u∗])J∗u∗
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= uDu∗ + ′JJ∗uJu[D,u∗]J∗u∗ = D + u[D,u∗] + ′Ju[D,u∗]J∗.
Because of the commutation rules (2.4) and (2.6), we immediately find [A, JaJ∗] =
0, so we see that
UAU∗ = uJuJ∗AJu∗J∗u∗ = uAu∗
and
U′JAJ∗U∗ = ′uJuJ∗JAJ∗Ju∗J∗u∗ = ′uJuAu∗J∗u∗JJ∗
= ′uJJ∗u∗JuAu∗J∗ = ′JuAu∗J∗.
Combining these three relations, we find that
UDAU
∗ = DAu , for Au := uAu∗ + u[D,u∗]. (2.20)
Thus, the transformed operator UDAU
∗ can also be written as a fluctuated Dirac
operator DAu , for a new fluctuation A
u. This only works because we consider
the unitary transformation U = uJuJ∗ given by the adjoint action of u ∈ U(A),
to make sure that the conjugation operator J remains unchanged. The resulting
transformation on the inner fluctuation A → Au shall be interpreted in physics as
the gauge transformation of the gauge field.
Note that for an element U = uJuJ∗ in the gauge group G(M × F ), there is
an ambivalence in the corresponding transformation of A. Namely, for u ∈ U(A)
and h ∈ U(A˜J), we can also write U = uhJuhJ∗. By replacing u with uh we then
obtain, using (2.4) and (2.6), that
Auh = uAu∗ + u[D,u∗] + h[D,h∗].
However, when considering the total inner fluctuation Auh + JAuhJ∗, the extra
term h[D,h∗] will be cancelled:
h[D,h∗] + Jh[D,h∗]J∗ = h[D,h∗] + h∗[D,h]JJ∗ = [D,hh∗] = 0.
Hence the transformation of DA = D +A+ JAJ
∗ is well-defined.
For an AC-manifold M ×F , we can write A = γµ⊗Aµ + γ5⊗φ (by (2.15)) and
D = −iγµ∇Sµ ⊗ I+ γ5 ⊗DF , and by using that [∇Sµ , u∗] = ∂µu∗, we thus obtain
Aµ → uAµu∗ − iu∂µu∗,
φ→ uφu∗ + u[DF , u∗]. (2.21)
Let us rewrite the hermitian field Aµ as the anti-hermitian field ωµ := iAµ ∈
C∞(M, g(F )). The above transformation property of the field Aµ then corresponds
to
ωµ → uωµu∗ + u∂µu∗. (2.22)
This is precisely the gauge transformation for a gauge field ωµ, as desired.
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However, the transformation property of the field φ is more surprising. In the
usual setup in physics, a Higgs field transforms linearly under the gauge group.
The transformation for φ derived above on the other hand is non-linear. From the
framework of noncommutative geometry this is no surprise, since both bosonic fields
Aµ and φ are obtained from the inner fluctuations of the Dirac operator, and are
thereby expected to transform in a similar manner. It might be though that for
particular choices of the finite space F , the transformation property of φ reduces to
a linear transformation. An example of this will be discussed in Section 5, where
we derive the electroweak sector of the Standard Model as an almost commutative
manifold.
2.6 The action functional
We shall now continue to introduce interesting functionals on AC-manifolds, that
are invariant under the action of unitary elements of the algebra.
For an AC-manifold M × F given by the data (A,H, D), we define the spectral
action as [15, 16]
Sb := Tr
(
f
(DA
Λ
))
, (2.23)
where f is a positive even function, Λ is a cut-off parameter and DA is the fluctuated
Dirac operator. The function f may be considered as a smooth approximation of a
cut-off function and as such counts the number of eigenvalues of DA smaller than
Λ. However, such a restriction is not necessary and we will not do so.
The spectral action accounts only for the purely bosonic part of the action. For
the terms involving fermions and their coupling to the bosons, we need something
else. The precise form of the fermionic action depends on the KO-dimension of
the AC-manifold. We will only consider the case of KO-dimension 2 and give the
fermionic action for this case. Referring to the sign table of Definition 2.5, we thus
have the relations
J2 = −1, JD = DJ, Jγ = −γJ. (2.24)
We use the decomposition H = H+ ⊕H− by the grading γ. Following [19] (cf. [29,
Ch. 1, §16.2-3]), the relations above yield a natural construction of an antisymmetric
form on H+, namely we define
AD(ξ, ξ
′) = 〈Jξ,Dξ′〉
for ξ, ξ′ ∈ H+, where 〈 , 〉 is the inner product onH. This inner product is antilinear
in the first variable, and since J is also antilinear, AD is a bilinear form. We check
that it is antisymmetric:
AD(ξ, ξ
′) = −〈Jξ, J2Dξ′〉 = −〈JDξ′, ξ〉 = −〈DJξ′, ξ〉 = −〈Jξ′, Dξ〉 = −AD(ξ′, ξ),
where we have used the relations of (2.24) and the fact that J is antiunitary, i.e.
〈Jξ, Jξ′〉 = 〈ξ′, ξ〉 for all ξ, ξ′ ∈ H. Furthermore, we can restrict AD to H+ without
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automatically getting zero, since we have γJD = JDγ. For ξ = γξ, ξ′ = γξ′ ∈ H+,
we have
〈Jξ,Dξ′〉 = 〈Jγξ,Dξ′〉 = −〈γJξ,Dξ′〉 = −〈Jξ, γDξ′〉 = 〈Jξ,Dγξ′〉 = 〈Jξ,Dξ′〉.
We define the set of classical fermions corresponding to H+,
H+cl := {ξ˜ | ξ ∈ H+},
as the set of Grassmann variables ξ˜ for ξ ∈ H+.
Definition 2.17. For a real even AC-manifold M×F of KO-dimension 2 we define
the full action functional by
S := Sb + Sf := Tr
(
f
(DA
Λ
))
+
1
2
〈Jξ˜,DAξ˜〉,
for ξ˜ ∈ H+cl . The factor 12 in front of the fermionic action Sf has been chosen for
future convenience.
Remark 2.18. The above formulas for the bosonic and fermionic action look rather
different for both cases. A more symmetrically looking proposal was put forward
recently in [72].
One should note that we have incorporated two restrictions in the fermionic
action Sf . The first is that we restrict ourselves to even vectors in H+, instead of
considering all vectors in H. The second restriction is that we do not consider the
inner product 〈Jξ˜′, DAξ˜〉 for two independent vectors ξ and ξ′, but instead use the
same vector ξ on both sides of the inner product. Each of these restrictions reduces
the number of degrees of freedom in the fermionic action by a factor 2, yielding a
factor 4 in total. It is precisely this approach that solves the problem of fermion
doubling pointed out in [55] (see also the discussion in [29, Ch. 1, §16.3]). We shall
discuss this in more detail in Section 4, where we calculate the fermionic action for
electrodynamics.
2.6.1 Invariance of the action functional
Above we have defined the action functional Sb + Sf for an AC-manifold M × F ,
and of course we want this action to be invariant under the gauge group G(M ×F ).
Therefore, let us now check that both the bosonic action Sb and the fermionic action
Sf are indeed invariant functionals, and can thus suitably be used in the description
of a gauge theory.
Let us first consider the spectral action Sb. The transformation of the fluctuated
Dirac operator is given by DA → UDAU∗ for U ∈ G(M ×F ), so the spectral action
transforms as
Tr
(
f
(DA
Λ
))
7→ Tr
(
f
(UDAU∗
Λ
))
.
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The trace depends only on the discrete spectrum of the fluctuated Dirac operator
DA. The unitary transformation has no effect on this spectrum. Namely, if we let
ψn be the eigenvectors of DA with eigenvalues λn, then the vectors ψ
′
n := Uψn are
the eigenvectors of D′A := UDAU
∗ with the same eigenvalues λn:
D′Aψ
′
n = UDAU
∗Uψn = UDAψn = Uλnψn = λnUψn = λnψ′n.
For the spectral action, we thus obtain
Tr
(
f
(DA
Λ
))
=
∑
n
f
(λn
Λ
)
= Tr
(
f
(UDAU∗
Λ
))
.
Next, consider the fermionic action Sf . The transformation of the fluctuated
Dirac operator is given by DA → UDAU∗ for U ∈ G(M × F ), whereas the conju-
gation operator remains unchanged since UJU∗ = J . From the unitarity of U we
then easily see that
〈Jξ˜,DAξ˜〉 7→〈JUξ˜, UDAU∗Uξ˜〉 = 〈UJξ˜, UDAξ˜〉 = 〈Jξ˜,DAξ˜〉.
So, we have confirmed that the total action functional Sb + Sf is indeed invariant
under the gauge group G(M × F ).
2.7 Gauge theories from almost commutative manifolds
In this section we have used the data (A,H, D, γ, J) describing an almost commuta-
tive manifold M ×F to describe a gauge group, gauge fields, gauge transformations
as well as invariant action functionals. These results can now be summarized as
follows:
Theorem 2.19. A real even almost commutative manifold M×F describes a gauge
theory on M with gauge group G(M × F ) = C∞(M,G(F )).
Proof. In (2.19) we have obtained that iAµ(x) ∈ g(F ) = u(AF )/hF . The total
algebra is given by A = C∞(M,AF ), and this is by construction the space of
smooth sections of the trivial bundle M ×AF . Therefore the gauge field Aµ defines
a global smooth g(F )-valued 1-form ω = iAµdx
µ. Consider the trivial principal
bundle P = M ×G(F ). Because of the transformation property (2.22), we see that
ω is a connection form on P .
The group of gauge transformations for a trivial principal fibre bundle P =
M ×G(F ) is given by C∞(M,G(F )), and by Proposition 2.12 this group is equal to
G(M×F ). This means that the gauge group of this principal bundle P is identical to
the gauge group of the almost commutative manifold, as defined in Definition 2.11.
We have seen in Section 2.6.1 that the total Lagrangian we obtain from the bosonic
and fermionic action functionals is invariant under this gauge group.
Since the representation of AF on HF induces a representation of G(F ) on
HF , we see that M × HF is an associated vector bundle of the principal bundle
P = M × G(F ). We have thus seen that, from an almost commutative manifold,
we can recover all the ingredients of a gauge theory.
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In the above theorem, we have used the gauge field Aµ to construct a connection
on a (trivial) principal G(F )-bundle P = M×G(F ). We have seen that E = M×HF
is an associated vector bundle of P , and this provides an action of the gauge group
on the fermionic particle fields. One should note however that the total Hilbert
space of an AC-manifold is given by H = L2(M,S) ⊗HF = L2(M,S ⊗ E), so the
particle fields on an AC-manifold are sections of the total bundle S ⊗ E, and this
total bundle is not an associated vector bundle of P .
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3 The Spectral Action on AC-manifolds
In this section we shall derive, from the spectral action of (2.23), an explicit formula
for the bosonic Lagrangian of an almost commutative manifold M × F . We will
start by calculating a generalized Lichnerowicz formula for the square of the fluc-
tuated Dirac operator. Then, we will show how we can use this formula to obtain
the heat expansion of the spectral action. We will explicitly calculate this heat
expansion, allowing for a derivation of the general form of the Lagrangian for an
almost commutative manifold.
3.1 The heat expansion of the spectral action
3.1.1 A generalized Lichnerowicz formula
Suppose we have a vector bundle E →M . An important example of a second order
differential operator is the Laplacian ∆E of a connection ∇E on E. We say that a
second order differential operator H is a generalized Laplacian if it is of the form
H = ∆E −F , for some F ∈ Γ(End(E)). For more details on generalized Laplacians
we refer the reader to [8, §2.1].
We can then define a (generalized) Dirac operator on a Z2-graded vector bundle
E as a first order differential operator on E of odd parity, i.e. D : Γ(M,E±) →
Γ(M,E∓), such that D2 is a generalized Laplacian (see [8, section 3.3]).
Our first task is to show that the fluctuated Dirac operator DA of an almost
commutative manifold, is indeed a (generalized) Dirac operator. In other words, we
would like to show that DA
2 can be written in the form ∆E − F . Before we prove
this, let us first have a closer look at some explicit formulas for the fluctuated Dirac
operator. Recall from (2.18) that we can write
DA = −iγµ∇Eµ + γ5 ⊗ Φ,
for the connection ∇Eµ = ∇Sµ ⊗ I + iI ⊗ Bµ on S ⊗ E and for the Higgs field
Φ ∈ Γ(End(E)). Let us evaluate the relations between the connection, its curvature
and their adjoint actions. We define the operator Dµ as the adjoint action of the
connection ∇Eµ , i.e. Dµ = ad
(∇Eµ ). In other words, we have
DµΦ = [∇Eµ ,Φ] = ∂µΦ + i[Bµ,Φ]. (3.1)
We shall define the curvature Fµν of the gauge field Bµ by
Fµν := ∂µBν − ∂νBµ + i[Bµ, Bν ]. (3.2)
The curvature of the connection ∇E is defined as
ΩE(X,Y ) = ∇EX∇EY −∇EY∇EX −∇E[X,Y ] (3.3)
for two vector fields X,Y . Since in local coordinates we have [∂µ, ∂ν ] = 0, we find
ΩEµν = ∇Eµ∇Eν −∇Eν ∇Eµ
= (∇Sµ ⊗ I+ iI⊗Bµ)(∇Sν ⊗ I+ iI⊗Bν)
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− (∇Sν ⊗ I+ iI⊗Bν)(∇Sµ ⊗ I+ iI⊗Bµ)
= ΩSµν ⊗ I+ iI⊗ ∂µBν − iI⊗ ∂νBµ − I⊗ [Bµ, Bν ].
By inserting (3.2), we obtain the formula
ΩEµν =
[∇Eµ ,∇Eν ] = ΩSµν ⊗ I+ iI⊗ Fµν . (3.4)
Next, let us have a look at the commutator
[
Dµ, Dν
]
. By using the definition
of Dµ and the Jacobi identity, we obtain
[Dµ, Dν ]Φ = ad
(∇Eµ ) ad (∇Eν )Φ− ad (∇Eν ) ad (∇Eµ )Φ
=
[∇Eµ , [∇Eν ,Φ]]− [∇Eν , [∇Eµ ,Φ]]
=
[
[∇Eµ ,∇Eν ],Φ]
]
=
[
ΩEµν ,Φ
]
= ad
(
ΩEµν
)
Φ.
Since ΩSµν commutes with Φ, we obtain the relation[
Dµ, Dν
]
= i ad
(
Fµν
)
.
Note that this relation simply reflects the fact that ad is a Lie algebra homomor-
phism.
In local coordinates, the Laplacian is given by ∆E = −gµν (∇Eµ∇Eν − Γρµν∇Eρ ).
We can then calculate the explicit formula
∆E = −gµν (∇Eµ∇Eν − Γρµν∇Eρ )
= ∆S ⊗ I
− gµν
(
i(∇Sµ ⊗ I)(I⊗Bν) + i(I⊗Bµ)(∇Sν ⊗ I)− I⊗BµBν − iΓρµν ⊗Bρ
)
= ∆S ⊗ I− 2i(I⊗Bµ)(∇Sµ ⊗ I)
− igµν(I⊗ ∂µBν) + I⊗BµBµ + igµνΓρµν ⊗Bρ. (3.5)
We are now ready to prove that the fluctuated Dirac operator DA of an almost
commutative manifold satisfies the following generalized Lichnerowicz formula or
Weitzenbo¨ck formula. First, for the canonical Dirac operator /D on a compact
Riemannian spin manifold M we have the Lichnerowicz formula (see, for instance,
[41, Theorem 9.16])
/D
2
= ∆S +
1
4
s, (3.6)
where ∆S is the Laplacian of the spin connection ∇S , and s is the scalar curvature
of M .
Proposition 3.1. The square of the fluctuated Dirac operator of an almost com-
mutative manifold is a generalized Laplacian of the form
DA
2 = ∆E −Q.
The endomorphism Q is given by
Q = −1
4
s⊗ I− I⊗ Φ2 + 1
2
iγµγν ⊗ Fµν − iγµγ5 ⊗DµΦ,
where Dµ and Fµν are defined in (3.1) and (3.2).
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Proof. Rewriting the formula for DA, we have
DA
2 =
(
/D ⊗ I+ γµ ⊗Bµ + γ5 ⊗ Φ
)2
= /D
2 ⊗ I+ γµγν ⊗BµBν + I⊗ Φ2 + ( /Dγµ ⊗ I)(I⊗Bµ)
+ (I⊗Bµ)(γµ /D ⊗ I) + ( /D ⊗ I)(γ5 ⊗ Φ) + (γ5 ⊗ Φ)( /D ⊗ I)
+ (γµ ⊗Bµ)(γ5 ⊗ Φ) + (γ5 ⊗ Φ)(γµ ⊗Bµ).
For the first term we use the Lichnerowicz formula of (3.6). We rewrite the second
term into
γµγν ⊗BµBν = 1
2
γµγν ⊗ (BµBν +BνBµ + [Bµ, Bν ])
= I⊗BµBµ + 1
2
γµγν ⊗ [Bµ, Bν ].
where we have used the Clifford relation to obtain the second equality. For the
fourth and fifth terms we use the local formula /D = −iγν∇Sν to obtain
( /Dγµ ⊗ I)(I⊗Bµ) + (I⊗Bµ)(γµ /D ⊗ I)
= −(iγν∇Sν γµ ⊗ I)(I⊗Bµ)− (I⊗Bµ)(γµiγν∇Sν ⊗ I).
Using the identity [∇Sν , c(α)] = c(∇να) for the spin connection, we find [∇Sν ⊗
I, (γµ ⊗ I)(I⊗Bµ)] = c
(∇ν(θµ ⊗Bµ)). We thus obtain
( /Dγµ ⊗ I)(I⊗Bµ) + (I⊗Bµ)(γµ /D ⊗ I)
= −i(γν ⊗ I)c(∇ν(θµ ⊗Bµ))
− i(γνγµ ⊗ I)(I⊗Bµ)(∇Sν ⊗ I)− i(I⊗Bµ)(γµγν∇Sν ⊗ I)
= −i(γν ⊗ I)c(θµ ⊗ (∂νBµ)− Γρµνθµ ⊗Bρ)− 2i(I⊗Bν)(∇Sν ⊗ I)
= −i(γνγµ ⊗ I)
(
I⊗ ∂νBµ − Γρµν ⊗Bρ
)
− 2i(I⊗Bν)(∇Sν ⊗ I)
= −i(γνγµ ⊗ I)(I⊗ ∂νBµ) + igµνΓρµν ⊗Bρ − 2i(I⊗Bν)(∇Sν ⊗ I).
The sixth and seventh terms are rewritten into
( /D ⊗ I)(γ5 ⊗ Φ) + (γ5 ⊗ Φ)( /D ⊗ I) = −(γ5 ⊗ I)
[
/D ⊗ I, I⊗ Φ]
= (γ5 ⊗ I)(iγµ ⊗ ∂µΦ) = iγ5γµ ⊗ ∂µΦ.
The eighth and ninth terms are rewritten as
(γµ ⊗Bµ)(γ5 ⊗ Φ) + (γ5 ⊗ Φ)(γµ ⊗Bµ) = −γ5γµ ⊗ [Bµ,Φ].
Summing all these terms then yields the formula
DA
2 = (∆S +
1
4
s)⊗ I+ (I⊗BµBµ) + 1
2
γµγν ⊗ [Bµ, Bν ] + I⊗ Φ2
− i(γνγµ ⊗ I)(I⊗ ∂νBµ) + igµνΓρµν ⊗Bρ − 2i(I⊗Bν)(∇Sν ⊗ I)
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+ iγ5γ
µ ⊗ ∂µΦ− γ5γµ ⊗ [Bµ,Φ].
Inserting the formula for ∆E obtained in (3.5) we obtain
DA
2 = ∆E +
1
4
s⊗ I+ 1
2
γµγν ⊗ [Bµ, Bν ] + I⊗ Φ2 − i(γνγµ ⊗ I)(I⊗ ∂νBµ)
+ igµν(I⊗ ∂µBν) + iγ5γµ ⊗ ∂µΦ− γ5γµ ⊗ [Bµ,Φ].
Using (3.2), we shall rewrite
−i(γνγµ ⊗ I)(I⊗ ∂νBµ) + igµν(I⊗ ∂µBν)
= −i(γνγµ ⊗ I)(I⊗ ∂νBµ) + 1
2
i(γµγν + γνγµ)⊗ (∂µBν)
= −1
2
iγµγν ⊗ (∂µBν) + 1
2
iγνγµ ⊗ (∂µBν)
= −1
2
iγµγν ⊗ Fµν − 1
2
γµγν ⊗ [Bµ, Bν ].
Using (3.1), we thus finally obtain
DA
2 = ∆E +
1
4
s⊗ I+ I⊗ Φ2 − 1
2
iγµγν ⊗ Fµν + iγ5γµ ⊗DµΦ,
from which we can read off the formula for Q.
3.1.2 The heat expansion
Below we present two important theorems (without proof) which we will need to
calculate the spectral action of almost commutative manifolds. The first of these
theorems states that there exists a heat expansion for a generalized Laplacian. The
second theorem gives explicit formulas for the first three non-zero coefficients of
this expansion. Next, we will show how these theorems can be applied to obtain a
perturbative expansion of the spectral action for an almost commutative manifold.
Theorem 3.2 ([40, §1.7]). For a generalized Laplacian H on E we have the fol-
lowing expansion in t, known as the heat expansion:
Tr
(
e−tH
) ∼∑
k≥0
t
k−n
2 ak(H), (3.7)
where n is the dimension of the manifold, the trace is taken over the Hilbert space
L2(M,E) and the coefficients of the expansion are given by
ak(H) :=
∫
M
ak(x,H)
√
|g|d4x. (3.8)
The coefficients ak(x,H) are called the Seeley-DeWitt coefficients.
For a more physicist friendly approach, we refer to [79]. We also state here
without proof Theorem 4.8.16 from Gilkey [40]. Note that the conventions used by
Gilkey for the Riemannian curvature R are such that gµρgνσRµνρσ is negative for
a sphere, in contrast to our own conventions. Therefore we have replaced s = −R.
Furthermore, we have used that f ;µ;µ = −∆f for f ∈ C∞(M).
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Theorem 3.3 ([40, Theorem 4.8.16]). For a generalized Laplacian H = ∆E − F
the Seeley-DeWitt coefficients are given by
a0(x,H) = (4pi)
−n2 Tr(Id), a2(x,H) = (4pi)−
n
2 Tr
(s
6
+ F
)
,
a4(x,H) = (4pi)
−n2 1
360
Tr
(− 12∆s+ 5s2 − 2RµνRµν + 2RµνρσRµνρσ
+ 60sF + 180F 2 − 60∆F + 30ΩEµν(ΩE)µν
)
,
where the traces are now taken over the fibre Ex. Here s is the scalar curvature of
the Levi-Civita connection ∇, ∆ is the scalar Laplacian and ΩE is the curvature of
the connection ∇E corresponding to ∆E. All ak(x,H) with odd k vanish.
We have seen in Proposition 3.1 that the square of the fluctuated Dirac op-
erator of an almost commutative manifold is a generalized Laplacian. Applying
Theorem 3.2 on DA
2 then yields the heat expansion:
Tr
(
e−tDA
2
)
∼
∑
k≥0
t
k−4
2 ak(DA
2), (3.9)
where the Seeley-DeWitt coefficients are given by Theorem 3.3. In the following
proposition, we use this heat expansion for DA
2 to obtain an expansion of the
spectral action.
Proposition 3.4. For an almost commutative manifold, the spectral action given
by (2.23) can be expanded in powers of Λ in the form
Tr
(
f
(DA
Λ
))
∼ a4(DA2)f(0) + 2
∑
0≤k<4
k even
f4−kΛ4−kak(DA2)
1
Γ
(
4−k
2
) +O(Λ−1),
(3.10)
where fj =
∫∞
0
f(v)vj−1dv are the moments of the function f for j > 0.
Proof. This proof is partly based on [29, Theorem 1.145]. Consider a function g(u)
and its Laplace transform
g(v) =
∫ ∞
0
e−svh(s)ds.
We can then formally write
g(tDA
2) =
∫ ∞
0
e−stDA
2
h(s)ds.
We now take the trace and use the heat expansion of DA
2 to obtain
Tr
(
g(tDA
2)
)
=
∫ ∞
0
Tr
(
e−stDA
2)
h(s)ds ∼
∫ ∞
0
∑
k≥0
(st)
k−4
2 ak(DA
2)h(s)ds
=
∑
k≥0
t
k−4
2 ak(DA
2)
∫ ∞
0
s
k−4
2 h(s)ds.
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The parameter t is considered to be a small expansion parameter. From here on we
will therefore drop the terms with k > 4. The term with k = 4 equals
a4(DA
2)
∫ ∞
0
s0h(s)ds = a4(DA
2)g(0).
We can rewrite the terms with k < 4 using the definition of the Γ-function as the
analytic continuation of
Γ(z) =
∫ ∞
0
rz−1e−rdr (3.11)
for z ∈ C, and by inserting r = sv, we see that (for k < 4)
Γ
(4− k
2
)
=
∫ ∞
0
(sv)
4−k
2 −1e−svd(sv) = s
4−k
2
∫ ∞
0
v
4−k
2 −1e−svdv.
From this we obtain an expression for s
k−4
2 , which we insert into the equation for
Tr
(
g(tDA
2)
)
, and then we perform the integration over s to obtain
Tr
(
g(tDA
2)
) ∼ a4(DA2)f(0)
+
∑
0≤k<4
t
k−4
2 ak(DA
2)
1
Γ
(
4−k
2
) ∫ ∞
0
v
4−k
2 −1g(v)dv +O(Λ−1).
Now we choose the function g such that g(u2) = f(u). We rewrite the integration
over v by substituting v = u2 and obtain∫ ∞
0
v
4−k
2 −1g(v)dv =
∫ ∞
0
u4−k−2g(u2)d(u2) = 2
∫ ∞
0
u4−k−1f(u)du,
which by definition equals 2f4−k. Upon writing t = Λ−2 we have modulo Λ−1:
Tr
(
f
(DA
Λ
))
= Tr
(
g(Λ−2DA2)
)
∼ a4(DA2)f(0) + 2
∑
0≤k<4
f4−kΛ4−kak(DA2)
1
Γ
(
4−k
2
) .
Using ak(DA
2) = 0 for odd k, the proof follows.
3.2 The spectral action of almost commutative manifolds
In the previous section, we have obtained a perturbative expansion of the spectral
action for an almost commutative manifold. We will now explicitly calculate the
coefficients in this expansion, first for the canonical triple (yielding the Einstein-
Hilbert action of General Relativity) and then for a general almost commutative
manifold.
By Proposition 3.4 we have
Tr
(
f
(DA
Λ
))
∼ 2f4Λ4a0(DA2) + 2f2Λ2a2(DA2) + f(0)a4(DA2) +O(Λ−1). (3.12)
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Recall the Lichnerowicz formula from (3.6), which says /D
2
= ∆S + 14s, where ∆
S
is the Laplacian of the spin connection ∇S , and s is the scalar curvature of the
Levi-Civita connection. Using this formula, we can calculate the Seeley-DeWitt
coefficients from Theorem 3.3.
Proposition 3.5. For the canonical triple (C∞(M), L2(M,S), /D), the spectral ac-
tion is given by:
Tr
(
f
( /D
Λ
))
∼
∫
M
LM (gµν)
√
|g|d4x+O(Λ−1), (3.13)
where the Lagrangian is defined by
LM (gµν) := f4Λ
4
2pi2
− f2Λ
2
24pi2
s+
f(0)
16pi2
( 1
30
∆s− 1
20
CµνρσC
µνρσ +
11
360
R∗R∗
)
.
Proof. We have m = dimM = 4, and Tr(Id) = dimS = 2m/2 = 4. Inserting this
into Theorem 3.3 gives
a0( /D
2
) =
1
4pi2
∫
M
√
|g|d4x.
From the Lichnerowicz formula we see that F = − 14s Id, so
a2( /D
2
) = − 1
48pi2
∫
M
s
√
|g|d4x.
Using F = − 14s Id we calculate
5s2Id + 60sF + 180F 2 =
5
4
s2Id.
Inserting this into a4( /D
2
) gives
a4( /D
2
) =
1
16pi2
1
360
∫
M
Tr
(
3∆s Id +
5
4
s2Id− 2RµνRµνId
+ 2RµνρσR
µνρσId + 30ΩSµνΩ
Sµν
)√|g|d4x.
The curvature ΩS of the spin connection is defined as in (3.3), and its compo-
nents are ΩSµν = Ω
S(∂µ, ∂ν). The spin curvature Ω
S is related to the Riemannian
curvature tensor by (see, for instance, [41, p.395])
ΩSµν =
1
4
Rµνρσγ
ργσ. (3.14)
We use this and the trace identity Tr(γµγνγργσ) = 4(gµνgρσ − gµρgνσ + gµσgνρ) to
calculate the last term of a4( /D
2
):
Tr(ΩSµνΩ
Sµν) =
1
16
RµνρσR
µν
λκ Tr(γ
ργσγλγκ)
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=
1
4
RµνρσR
µν
λκ (g
ρσgλκ − gρλgσκ + gρκgσλ) = −1
2
RµνρσR
µνρσ,
(3.15)
where on the second line because of the antisymmetry of Rµνρσ in ρ and σ, the first
term vanishes and the other two terms contribute equally. We thus obtain
a4( /D
2
) =
1
16pi2
1
360
∫
M
(
12∆s+ 5s2 − 8RµνRµν − 7RµνρσRµνρσ
)√|g|d4x. (3.16)
We shall rewrite this into a more convenient form. First let us consider the Weyl
tensor Cµνρσ, which is the traceless part of the Riemann tensor. The square of the
Weyl tensor can be written as
CµνρσC
µνρσ = RµνρσR
µνρσ − 2RνσRνσ + 1
3
s2. (3.17)
Next, we shall also consider the Pontryagin class R∗R∗ given by
R∗R∗ = s2 − 4RµνRµν +RµνρσRµνρσ. (3.18)
Using (3.17) and (3.18) we calculate:
− 1
20
CµνρσC
µνρσ +
11
360
R∗R∗ = − 1
20
RµνρσR
µνρσ +
1
10
RνσR
νσ − 1
60
s2
+
11
360
RµνρσR
µνρσ − 44
360
RνσR
νσ +
11
360
s2
=
1
360
(− 7RµνρσRµνρσ − 8RνσRνσ + 5s2).
Therefore we can rewrite (3.16) and obtain
a4( /D
2
) =
1
16pi2
∫
M
( 1
30
∆s− 1
20
CµνρσC
µνρσ +
11
360
R∗R∗
)√
|g|d4x.
Inserting the obtained formulas for a0( /D
2
), a2( /D
2
) and a4( /D
2
) into (3.12) proves
the proposition.
Remark 3.6. In general, an expression of the form as2 + bRνσR
νσ + cRµνρσR
µνρσ,
for constants a, b, c ∈ R, can always be rewritten in the form αs2 + βCµνρσCµνρσ +
γR∗R∗, for new constants α, β, γ ∈ R. One should note here that the term s2 is not
present in the spectral action of the canonical triple, as calculated in Proposition 3.5.
The only higher-order gravitational term that arises is the conformal gravity term
CµνρσC
µνρσ. This feature of the spectral action will later allow us in Section 7.3 to
derive the conformal symmetry of the spectral action.
Note that alternatively, using only (3.18), we could also have written
a4( /D
2
) =
1
16pi2
1
30
∫
M
(
∆s+ s2 − 3RµνRµν − 7
12
R∗R∗
)√|g|d4x.
The integral over ∆s only yields a boundary term, so if the manifold M is com-
pact without boundary, we can discard the term with ∆s. Furthermore, for a
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4-dimensional compact orientable manifold M without boundary, we have the for-
mula ∫
M
R∗R∗νg = 8pi2χ(M),
where χ(M) is Euler’s characteristic. Hence the term with R∗R∗ only yields a topo-
logical contribution, which we will also disregard. From here on, we will therefore
consider the Lagrangian
LM (gµν) = f4Λ
4
2pi2
− f2Λ
2
24pi2
s− f(0)
320pi2
CµνρσC
µνρσ (3.19)
or
LM (gµν) = f4Λ
4
2pi2
− f2Λ
2
24pi2
s+
f(0)
480pi2
(
s2 − 3RµνRµν
)
. (3.20)
Proposition 3.7. The spectral action of the fluctuated Dirac operator of an almost
commutative manifold is given by
Tr
(
f
(DA
Λ
))
∼
∫
M
L(gµν , Bµ,Φ)
√
|g|d4x+O(Λ−1),
for
L(gµν , Bµ,Φ) := NLM (gµν) + LB(Bµ) + LH(gµν , Bµ,Φ).
Here LM (gµν) is defined in Proposition 3.5, and N is the dimension of the finite
Hilbert space HF . LB gives the kinetic term of the gauge field and equals
LB(Bµ) := f(0)
24pi2
Tr(FµνF
µν).
LH gives the Higgs Lagrangian including its interactions plus a boundary term given
by
LH(gµν , Bµ,Φ) := −2f2Λ
2
4pi2
Tr(Φ2) +
f(0)
8pi2
Tr(Φ4) +
f(0)
24pi2
∆
(
Tr(Φ2)
)
+
f(0)
48pi2
sTr(Φ2) +
f(0)
8pi2
Tr
(
(DµΦ)(D
µΦ)
)
. (3.21)
Proof. The proof is very similar to Proposition 3.5, but we now use the formula
for DA
2 given by Proposition 3.1. The trace over the Hilbert space HF yields an
overall factor N := Tr(IHF ), so we have
a0(DA
2) = Na0( /D
2
).
The square of the Dirac operator now contains three extra terms. The trace of
γµγ5 vanishes, since the trace of a product of any odd number of gamma matrices
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vanishes. Since Tr(γµγν) = 4gµν and Fµν is anti-symmetric, the trace of γ
µγνFµν
also vanishes. Thus we find that
a2(DA
2) = Na2( /D
2
)− 1
4pi2
∫
M
Tr(Φ2)
√
|g|d4x.
Furthermore we obtain several new terms from the formula for a4(DA
2). First we
calculate
1
360
Tr(60sF ) = −1
6
s
(
Ns+ 4Tr(Φ2)
)
.
The next contribution arises from the trace over F 2, which (ignoring traceless terms)
equals
F 2 =
1
16
s2 ⊗ I+ I⊗ Φ4 − 1
4
γµγνγργσ ⊗ FµνFρσ
+ γµγν ⊗ (DµΦ)(DνΦ) + 1
2
s⊗ Φ2 + traceless terms.
Taking the trace then yields
1
360
Tr(180F 2) =
N
8
s2 + 2Tr(Φ4) + Tr(FµνF
µν) + 2Tr
(
(DµΦ)(D
µΦ)
)
+ sTr(Φ2).
Another contribution arises from −∆F . Again we can simply ignore the traceless
terms and obtain
1
360
Tr(−60∆F ) = 1
6
∆
(
Ns+ 4Tr(Φ2)
)
.
The final contribution comes from the term ΩEµνΩ
Eµν , where the curvature ΩE is
given by (3.4). We have
ΩEµνΩ
Eµν = ΩSµνΩ
Sµν ⊗ I− I⊗ FµνFµν + 2iΩSµν ⊗ Fµν .
Using (3.14), we find
Tr(ΩSµν) =
1
4
RρσµνTr(γ
ργσ) =
1
4
Rρσµνg
ρσ = 0
by the anti-symmetry of Rρσµν , so the trace over the cross-terms in Ω
E
µνΩ
Eµν van-
ishes. From (3.15) we then obtain
1
360
Tr(30ΩEµνΩ
Eµν) =
1
12
(
−N
2
RµνρσR
µνρσ − 4Tr(FµνFµν)
)
.
Gathering all terms, we obtain
a4(x,DA
2) =
1
(4pi)2
1
360
(
− 48N∆s+ 20Ns2 − 8NRµνRµν
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+ 8NRµνρσR
µνρσ − 60s (Ns+ 4Tr(Φ2))
+ 360
(
N
8
s2 + 2Tr(Φ4) + Tr(FµνF
µν)
+ 2Tr
(
(DµΦ)(D
µΦ)
)
+ sTr(Φ2)
)
+ 60∆
(
Ns+ 4Tr(Φ2)
)− 30(N
2
RµνρσR
µνρσ + 4Tr(FµνF
µν)
))
=
1
(4pi)2
1
360
(
12N∆s+ 5Ns2 − 8NRµνRµν − 7NRµνρσRµνρσ
+ 120sTr(Φ2) + 360
(
2Tr(Φ4) + 2Tr
(
(DµΦ)(D
µΦ)
))
+ 240∆
(
Tr(Φ2)
)
+ 240Tr(FµνF
µν)
)
.
By comparing the first line of the second equality to (3.16), we see that we can
write
a4(x,DA
2) = Na4(x, /D
2
) +
1
4pi2
(
1
12
sTr(Φ2) +
1
2
Tr(Φ4)
+
1
2
Tr
(
(DµΦ)(D
µΦ)
)
+
1
6
∆
(
Tr(Φ2)
)
+
1
6
Tr(FµνF
µν)
)
.
Inserting these Seeley-DeWitt coefficients into (3.12) proves the proposition.
Example 3.8. Let us return to the Yang-Mills manifold M ×FYM of Example 2.6.
We have already seen in Example 2.16 that we have a PSU(N) gauge field Aµ,
which acts by the adjoint representation Bµ = adAµ on the fermions. There is
no Higgs field φ, so Φ = DF = 0. We can insert these fields into the result of
Proposition 3.7. The dimension of the Hilbert space HF = MN (C) is N2. We then
find that the Lagrangian of the Yang-Mills manifold is given by
L(gµν , Bµ) := N2LM (gµν) + f(0)
24pi2
LYM(Bµ)
Here LYM is the Yang-Mills Lagrangian given by
LYM(Bµ) := Tr(FµνFµν),
where Fµν denotes the curvature of Bµ. This was first derived in [15, 16].
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4 Electrodynamics
In the previous sections we have described the general framework for the description
of gauge theories on almost commutative manifolds. The present section serves
two purposes. First, we describe abelian gauge theories within the framework of
noncommutative geometry, which for long was thought impossible. In [54, Chapter
9], a proof is given for the claim that the inner fluctuation A + JAJ∗ vanishes
for commutative algebras. The proof is based on the claim that the left and right
action can be identified, i.e. a = a0, for a commutative algebra. Though this claim
holds in the case of the canonical triple describing a spin manifold, it need not be
true for arbitrary commutative algebras. The almost commutative manifold given
in Section 4.1 provides a counter-example.
What can be said for a commutative algebra, is that there exist no non-trivial
inner automorphisms. It is thus an important insight here that the gauge group
G(A), as defined in Definition 2.11, is larger than the group of inner automorphisms,
so that a commutative algebra may still lead to a non-trivial gauge group. In fact,
we will show that our example given below describes an abelian U(1) gauge theory.
Second, in Section 4.2 we will show how this example can be modified to pro-
vide a description of one of the simplest examples of a gauge field theory in physics,
namely electrodynamics. Because of its simplicity, it helps in gaining an understand-
ing of the formulation of gauge theories in terms of almost commutative manifolds,
and it provides a first stepping stone towards the derivation of the Standard Model
from noncommutative geometry in Section 6.
4.1 The two-point space
4.1.1 A two-point space
In this section we will discuss one of the simplest possible spaces, namely the two-
point space X = {x, y}. A complex function on this space is simply determined by
two complex numbers. The algebra of functions on X is then given by C(X) = C2.
Let us construct an even finite space FX , corresponding to the two-point space X,
given by (see Section 2.2)
FX := (C(X),HF , DF , γF ) .
We require that the action of C(X) on the finite-dimensional Hilbert space HF is
faithful, which implies that HF must be at least 2-dimensional. For now we will
restrict ourselves to the simplest case, and thus we will take HF = C2. We use the
Z2-grading γF to decompose HF = H+F ⊕ H−F = C ⊕ C into the two eigenspaces
H±F = {ψ ∈ HF | γFψ = ±ψ}. Hence, we can decompose accordingly
γF =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
.
Because the grading must satisfy the relations [γF , a] = 0 and DF γF = −γFDF ,
the hermitian Dirac operator DF must be off-diagonal and the action of an element
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a ∈ AF on ψ ∈ HF can be written as
aψ =
(
a+ 0
0 a−
)(
ψ+
ψ−
)
. (4.1)
Thus, the even finite space FX we will study in this section is given by
(AF ,HF , DF , γF ) =
(
C2,C2,
(
0 t
t 0
)
,
(
1 0
0 −1
))
, (4.2)
where DF is determined by some complex parameter t ∈ C, and where the action
of AF on HF given by (4.1).
Next, we want to introduce a real structure (or conjugation operator) on the
finite space FX , so we must give an antilinear isomorphism JF on C2 which satisfies
the conditions of Definition 2.5.
Proposition 4.1. The finite space FX for the two-point space, given by (4.2), can
only have a real structure JF if DF = 0.
Proof. We must have JF
2 = ε and JF γF = ε
′′γFJF , and we shall consider all
possible (even) KO-dimensions separately. Thus, we apply Lemma 2.7 to the finite
space FX given above and, for each even KO-dimension, also impose the relations
[a, b0] = 0 and
[
[DF , a], b
0
]
= 0. This gives:
KO-dimension 0
We have JF =
(
j+ 0
0 j−
)
C for j± ∈ U(1). For b =
(
b+ 0
0 b−
)
we then obtain
b0 =
(
j+b+j+ 0
0 j−b−j−
)
= b,
and see that this indeed commutes with the left action of a ∈ C2. Next, we
check the order one condition
0 =
[
[DF , a], b
0
]
= (a+ − a−)(b+ − b−)DF .
Since this must hold for all a, b ∈ C2, we conclude that we must require
DF = 0.
KO-dimension 2
We have JF =
(
0 j
−j 0
)
C for j ∈ U(1). We now obtain
b0 =
(
jb−j 0
0 jb+j
)
=
(
b− 0
0 b+
)
,
and see that this indeed commutes with the left action of a ∈ C2. Next, we
check the order one condition
0 =
[
[DF , a], b
0
]
= (a+ − a−)(b− − b+)DF .
Again we conclude that we must require DF = 0.
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KO-dimension 4
We have JF of the same form as in KO-dimension 0, but now with j± =
−jT± ∈ U(1). This implies that j± = 0, so the given finite space cannot have
a real structure in KO-dimension 4.
KO-dimension 6
We have JF =
(
0 j
j 0
)
C for j ∈ U(1). We again obtain
b0 =
(
jb−j 0
0 jb+j
)
=
(
b− 0
0 b+
)
,
just as for KO-dimension 2. Hence again the commutation rules are only
satisfied for DF = 0.
4.1.2 The product space
Let M be a compact 4-dimensional Riemannian spin manifold. We will now consider
the almost commutative manifold M ×FX given by the product of M with the even
finite space FX corresponding to the two-point space, as given in (4.2). Thus we
consider the almost commutative manifold given by the data
M × FX :=
(
C∞(M,C2), L2(M,S)⊗ C2, /D ⊗ I, γ5 ⊗ γF , JM ⊗ JF
)
,
where we still need to make a choice for JF . The algebra of this almost commutative
manifold is given by C∞(M,C2) ' C∞(M) ⊕ C∞(M). By the Gelfand-Naimark
theorem (see, for instance, [41, Theorem 1.4]), this algebra corresponds to the space
N := M ×X 'M unionsqM , which consists of the disjoint union of two identical copies
of the space M , and we can write C∞(N) = C∞(M) ⊕ C∞(M). We can also
decompose the total Hilbert space as H = L2(M,S)⊕L2(M,S). For a, b ∈ C∞(M)
and ψ, φ ∈ L2(M,S), an element (a, b) ∈ C∞(N) then simply acts on (ψ, φ) ∈ H as
(a, b)(ψ, φ) = (aψ, bφ).
Distances In (2.3) we have given a formula for a generalized notion of distance
on almost commutative manifolds. We can straightforwardly restrict this formula
to our finite space FX , and we write
dDF (x, y) = sup {|a(x)− a(y)| : a ∈ AF , ‖[DF , a]‖ ≤ 1} .
Note that we now have only two distinct points x and y in the space X, and we shall
calculate the distance between these points. An element a ∈ C2 = C(X) is specified
by two complex numbers a(x) and a(y), so the commutator with DF becomes
[DF , a] =
(
0 t
t 0
)(
a(x) 0
0 a(y)
)
−
(
a(x) 0
0 a(y)
)(
0 t
t 0
)
=
(
a(y)− a(x))( 0 t−t 0
)
.
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The norm of this commutator is given by |a(y)− a(x)| |t|, so ‖[DF , a]‖ ≤ 1 implies
|a(y)− a(x)| ≤ 1|t| . We thus obtain that the distance between the two points x and
y is given by
dDF (x, y) =
1
|t| .
If there is a real structure JF , we have t = 0 by Proposition 4.1, so then the distance
between the two points becomes infinite.
Let p be a point in M , and write (p, x) or (p, y) for the two corresponding points
in N = M × X. A function a ∈ C∞(N) is then determined by two functions
ax, ay ∈ C∞(M), given by ax(p) := a(p, x) and ay(p) := a(p, y). Now consider the
distance function on N given by
d /D⊗I(n1, n2) = sup
{|a(n1)− a(n2)| : a ∈ A, ‖[ /D ⊗ I, a]‖ ≤ 1} .
If n1 and n2 are points in the same copy of M , for instance if n1 = (p, x) and
n2 = (q, x) for points p, q ∈M , then their distance is determined by |ax(p)−ax(q)|,
for functions ax ∈ C∞(M) for which ‖[ /D, ax]‖ ≤ 1. Thus, in this case we obtain
that we recover the geodesic distance on M , i.e. d /D⊗I(n1, n2) = dg(p, q).
However, if n1 and n2 are points in a different copy of M , for instance if n1 =
(p, x) and n2 = (q, y), then their distance is determined by |ax(p) − ay(q)| for two
functions ax, ay ∈ C∞(M), such that ‖[ /D, ax]‖ ≤ 1 and ‖[ /D, ay]‖ ≤ 1. These latter
requirements however yield no restriction on |ax(p) − ay(q)|, so in this case the
distance between n1 and n2 is infinite. We thus find that the space N is given by
two disjoint copies of M , which are separated by an infinite distance.
It should be noted that the only way in which the distance between the two
copies of M could have been finite, is when the commutator [DF , a] would be
nonzero. This same commutator generates the Higgs field φ of (2.14), hence the
finiteness of the distance is related to the existence of a Higgs field.
4.1.3 U(1) gauge theory
We would now like to determine the gauge theory that corresponds to the almost
commutative manifold M×FX . The gauge group G(A) as defined in Definition 2.11
is given by the quotient U(A)/U(A˜J), so if we wish to obtain a nontrivial gauge
group, we need to choose J such that U(A˜J) 6= U(A). By looking at the form of
JF for the different (even) KO-dimensions, as given in Section 4.1.1, we conclude
that we need to have KO-dimension 2 or 6. In analogy with the noncommutative
description of the Standard Model [19] we choose to work in KO-dimension 6. The
almost commutative manifold M × FX then has KO-dimension 6 + 4 mod 8 =
2. This means that we can use Definition 2.17 to calculate the fermionic action.
Therefore, we will consider the finite space FX given by the data
FX :=
(
C2,C2, 0, γF =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, JF =
(
0 C
C 0
))
,
which defines a real even finite space of KO-dimension 6. Now, let us derive the
gauge group.
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Proposition 4.2. The gauge group G(AF ) of the two-point space is given by U(1).
Proof. First, note that U(AF ) = U(1) × U(1). We will show that U((A˜F )JF ) ≡
U(AF ) ∩ (A˜F )JF ' U(1) so that the quotient G(AF ) ' U(1) as claimed. Indeed,
for a ∈ C2 to be in (A˜F )JF it has to satisfy JFa∗JF = a. Since
JFa
∗J∗F =
(
0 C
C 0
)(
a1 0
0 a2
)(
0 C
C 0
)
=
(
a2 0
0 a1
)
,
this is the case if and only if a1 = a2. Thus, (A˜F )JF ' C whose unitary elements
form the group U(1), contained in U(AF ) as the diagonal subgroup.
In Proposition 3.7 we have calculated the spectral action of an almost com-
mutative manifold. Before we can apply this to the two-point space, we need to
find the exact form of the field Bµ. Since we have (A˜F )JF ' C, we find that
hF = u
(
(A˜F )JF
) ' iR. From Proposition 2.13 and Eq. (2.19) we then see that the
gauge field Aµ(x) ∈ igF = i
(
u(AF )/(iR)
)
= i su(AF ) ' R becomes traceless.
Let us consider in detail how we obtain this U(1) gauge field. An arbitrary
hermitian field of the form Aµ = −ia∂µb would be given by two U(1) gauge fields
X1µ, X
2
µ ∈ C∞(M,R). However, because Aµ only appears in the combination Aµ −
JFAµJ
−1
F , we obtain
Bµ = Aµ − JFAµJ−1F =
(
X1µ 0
0 X2µ
)
−
(
X2µ 0
0 X1µ
)
=:
(
Yµ 0
0 −Yµ
)
= Yµ ⊗ γF ,
where we have defined the U(1) gauge field Yµ := X
1
µ − X2µ ∈ C∞(M,R) =
C∞(M, i u(1)). Thus, the fact that we only have the combination A + JAJ∗ ef-
fectively identifies the U(1) gauge fields on the two copies of M , so that Aµ is
determined by only one U(1) gauge field. This ensures that we can take the quo-
tient of the Lie algebra u(AF ) with hF . We can then write
Aµ =
1
2
(
Yµ 0
0 −Yµ
)
=
1
2
Yµ ⊗ γF ,
which yields the same result:
Bµ = Aµ − JFAµJ−1F = 2Aµ = Yµ ⊗ γF . (4.3)
We summarize:
Proposition 4.3. The inner fluctuations of the almost commutative manifold M×
FX described above are parametrized by a U(1)-gauge field Yµ as
D 7→ D′ = D + γµYµ ⊗ γF .
The action of the gauge group G(A) ' C∞(M,U(1)) on D′, as in (2.20), is imple-
mented by
Yµ 7→ Yµ − iu∂µu∗, (u ∈ G(A)).
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4.2 Electrodynamics
Inspired by the previous section, which shows that one can use the framework of
noncommutative geometry to describe a gauge theory with the abelian gauge group
U(1), we shall now attempt to describe the full theory of electrodynamics. Our
approach provides a unified description of gravity and electromagnetism, albeit at
the classical level. Earlier attempts at such a unified description have originated
from the work of Kaluza [49] and Klein [52] in the 1920’s. In their approach, a
new (compact) fifth dimension is added to the 4-dimensional spacetime M . The
additional components in the 5-dimensional metric tensor are then identified with
the electromagnetic gauge potential. Subsequently it can be shown that the Einstein
equations of the 5-dimensional spacetime can be reduced to the Einstein equations
plus Maxwell equations on 4-dimensional spacetime. We note that our approach
via almost commutative manifolds is fundamentally different from Kaluza-Klein
theory. Instead of adding new dimensions, we expand our 4-dimensional manifold
M by a discrete internal two-point space X. Thus, we consider the new space
N = M×X = M unionsqM consisting of two disjoint copies of M . In our case, the gauge
group U(1) does not arise from an additional compact dimension, but instead from
the algebra of functions on the discrete space X.
We have seen that the almost commutative manifold M ×FX describes a gauge
theory with local gauge group U(1), where the inner fluctuations of the Dirac op-
erator provide the U(1) gauge field Yµ. There appear to be two problems if one
wishes to use this model for a description of (classical) electrodynamics. First, by
Proposition 4.1, the finite Dirac operator DF must vanish. However, we want our
electrons to be massive, and for this purpose we need a finite Dirac operator that
is non-zero.
Second, from [23, Ch.7, §5.2], we find the Euclidean action for a free Dirac field
to be of the form
S = −
∫
iψ(γµ∂µ −m)ψd4x, (4.4)
where the fields ψ and ψ must be considered as totally independent variables. Thus,
we require that the fermionic action Sf should also yield two independent Dirac
spinors. Let us write {e, e} for the set of orthonormal basis vectors of HF , where
e is the basis element of H+F and e of H−F . Note that on this basis, we have JF e =
e, JF e = e, γF e = e and γF e = −e. The total Hilbert space H is given by
L2(M,S)⊗HF . Since we can also decompose L2(M,S) = L2(M,S)+⊕L2(M,S)−
by means of γ5, we obtain that the positive eigenspace H+ of γ = γ5 ⊗ γF is given
by
H+ = L2(M,S)+ ⊗H+F ⊕ L2(M,S)− ⊗H−F .
An arbitrary vector ξ ∈ H+ can then uniquely be written as
ξ = ψL ⊗ e+ ψR ⊗ e,
for two Weyl spinors ψL ∈ L2(M,S)+ and ψR ∈ L2(M,S)−. One should note here
that this vector ξ is completely determined by only one Dirac spinor ψ := ψL +ψR,
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instead of the required two independent spinors. Thus, the restrictions that are
incorporated into the fermionic action of Definition 2.17 are such that the finite
space FX is in fact too restricted.
4.2.1 The finite space
It turns out that both problems sketched above can be simply solved by doubling
our finite Hilbert space. Hence, we will start with the same algebra C∞(M,C2) that
corresponds to the space N = M×X 'MunionsqM . The finite Hilbert space will now be
used to describe four particles, namely both the left-handed and the right-handed
electrons and positrons. We will choose the orthonormal basis {eR, eL, eR, eL} for
HF = C4, with respect to the standard inner product. The subscript L denotes
left-handed particles, and the subscript R denotes right-handed particles, and we
have γF eL = eL and γF eR = −eR.
We will choose JF such that it interchanges particles with their antiparticles, so
JF eR = eR and JF eL = eL. We will again choose the real structure such that is has
KO-dimension 6, so we have J2F = I and JF γF = −γFJF . This last relation implies
that the element eR is left-handed and eL is right-handed. Hence, the grading γF
and the conjugation operator JF are given by
γF =

−1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
 , JF =

0 0 C 0
0 0 0 C
C 0 0 0
0 C 0 0
 .
The grading γF decomposes the Hilbert space HF into HL ⊕ HR, where the
bases of HL and HR are given by {eL, eR} and {eR, eL}, respectively. We can
also decompose the Hilbert space into He ⊕ He, where He contains the electrons
{eR, eL}, and He contains the positrons {eR, eL}.
The elements a ∈ AF = C2 now act on the basis {eR, eL, eR, eL} as
a =
(
a1
a2
)
→

a1 0 0 0
0 a1 0 0
0 0 a2 0
0 0 0 a2
 . (4.5)
Note that this action commutes with the grading, as it should. We can also easily
check that [a, b0] = 0 for b0 := JF b
∗J∗F , since both the left and the right action are
given by diagonal matrices. For now, we will still take DF = 0, and hence the order
one condition is trivially satisfied. We have now obtained the following result:
Proposition 4.4. The finite space
FED := (C2,C4, 0, γF , JF )
as given above defines a real even finite space of KO-dimension 6.
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4.2.2 A non-trivial finite Dirac operator
Let us now consider the possibilities for adding a non-zero Dirac operator to the
finite space FED. Since DF γF = −γFDF , the Dirac operator obtains the form
DF =

0 d1 d2 0
d1 0 0 d3
d2 0 0 d4
0 d3 d4 0
 .
Next, we impose the commutation relation DFJF = JFDF , which implies d1 = d4.
For the order one condition, we calculate
[DF , a] = (a1 − a2)

0 0 −d2 0
0 0 0 −d3
d2 0 0 0
0 d3 0 0
 .
which then imposes the condition
0 =
[
[DF , a], b
0
]
= (a1 − a2)(b2 − b1)

0 0 d2 0
0 0 0 d3
d2 0 0 0
0 d3 0 0
 .
Since this must hold for all a, b ∈ C2, we must require that d2 = d3 = 0. To
conclude, the Dirac operator only depends on one complex parameter and is given
by
DF =

0 d 0 0
d 0 0 0
0 0 0 d
0 0 d 0
 . (4.6)
From here on, we will consider the finite space FED given by
FED := (C2,C4, DF , γF , JF ).
4.2.3 The almost commutative manifold
By taking the product with the canonical triple, our almost commutative manifold
(of KO-dimension 2) under consideration is given by
M × FED :=
(
C∞(M,C2), L2(M,S)⊗ C4, /D ⊗ I+ γ5 ⊗DF , γ5 ⊗ γF , JM ⊗ JF
)
.
As in Section 4.1, the algebra decomposes as C∞(M,C2) = C∞(M)⊕C∞(M), and
we now decompose the Hilbert space as H = (L2(M,S)⊗He)⊕ (L2(M,S)⊗He).
The action of the algebra on H, given by (4.5), is then such that one component
of the algebra acts on the electron fields L2(M,S)⊗He, and the other component
acts on the positron fields L2(M,S)⊗He.
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The derivation of the gauge group for FED is exactly the same as in Propo-
sition 4.2, so again we have the finite gauge group G(AF ) ' U(1). The field
Bµ := Aµ − JFAµJ∗F now takes the form
Bµ =

Yµ 0 0 0
0 Yµ 0 0
0 0 −Yµ 0
0 0 0 −Yµ
 for Yµ(x) ∈ R. (4.7)
Thus, we again obtain a single U(1) gauge field Yµ, carrying an action of the gauge
group G(A) ' C∞(M,U(1)) (as in Proposition 4.3).
As mentioned before, our space N consists of two copies of M , and the distance
between these two copies is infinite (cf. Section 4.1.2). Now, we have introduced a
non-zero Dirac operator, but it commutes with the algebra, i.e. [DF , a] = 0 for all
a ∈ A. Therefore, the distance between the two copies of M is still infinite.
To summarize, the U(1) gauge theory arises from the geometric space N =
M unionsqM as follows. On one copy of M , we have the vector bundle S ⊗ (M × He),
and on the other copy the vector bundle S ⊗ (M ×He). The gauge fields on each
copy of M are identified with each other. The electrons e and positrons e are
then both coupled to the same gauge field, and as such the gauge field provides an
interaction between electrons and positrons. Note the different role that is played
by the internal space with Kaluza-Klein theories.
4.2.4 The Lagrangian
We are now ready to explicitly calculate the Lagrangian that corresponds to the
almost commutative manifold M ×FED, and we will show that this yields the usual
Lagrangian for electrodynamics (on a curved background manifold), as well as a
purely gravitational Lagrangian. The action functional for an almost commutative
manifold, as defined in Definition 2.17, consists of the spectral action Sb and the
fermionic action Sf , which we will calculate separately.
The spectral action The spectral action for an almost commutative manifold
has been calculated in Proposition 3.7, and we only need to insert the fields Bµ
(given by (4.7)) and Φ = DF . We obtain the following result:
Proposition 4.5. The spectral action of the almost commutative manifold
M × FED =
(
C∞(M,C2), L2(M,S)⊗ C4, /D ⊗ I+ γ5 ⊗DF , γ5 ⊗ γF , JM ⊗ JF
)
is given by
Tr
(
f
(DA
Λ
))
∼
∫
M
L(gµν , Yµ)
√
|g|d4x+O(Λ−1),
for the Lagrangian
L(gµν , Yµ) := 4LM (gµν) + LY (Yµ) + LH(gµν , d).
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Here LM (gµν) is defined in Proposition 3.5. The term LY gives the kinetic term of
the U(1) gauge field Yµ and equals
LY (Yµ) := f(0)
6pi2
FµνFµν ,
where we have defined the curvature Fµν of the field Yµ as Fµν := ∂µYν − ∂νYµ.
The Higgs potential LH (ignoring the boundary term) only gives two constant terms
which add to the cosmological constant, plus an extra contribution to the Einstein-
Hilbert action:
LH(gµν) := −2f2Λ
2
pi2
|d|2 + f(0)
2pi2
|d|4 + f(0)
12pi2
s|d|2.
Proof. The trace over the Hilbert space C4 yields an overall factor N = 4. The field
Bµ is given by (4.7), and we obtain Tr(FµνF
µν) = 4FµνFµν . Inserting this into
Proposition 3.7 provides the Lagrangian LY . In addition, we have Φ2 = DF 2 = |d|2,
and the Higgs Lagrangian LH only yields extra contributions to the cosmological
constant and the Einstein-Hilbert action.
4.2.5 The fermionic action
We have written the set of basis vectors ofHF as {eR, eL, eR, eL}, and the subspaces
H+F and H−F are spanned by {eL, eR} and {eR, eL}, respectively. The total Hilbert
space H is given by L2(M,S) ⊗ HF . Since we can also decompose L2(M,S) =
L2(M,S)+ ⊕ L2(M,S)− by means of γ5, we obtain
H+ = L2(M,S)+ ⊗H+F ⊕ L2(M,S)− ⊗H−F .
A spinor ψ ∈ L2(M,S) can be decomposed as ψ = ψL + ψR. Each subspace H±F
is now spanned by two basis vectors. A generic element of the tensor product of
two spaces consists of sums of tensor products, so an arbitrary vector ξ ∈ H+ can
uniquely be written as
ξ = χR ⊗ eR + χL ⊗ eL + ψL ⊗ eR + ψR ⊗ eL, (4.8)
for Weyl spinors χL, ψL ∈ L2(M,S)+ and χR, ψR ∈ L2(M,S)−. Note that this
vector ξ ∈ H+ is now completely determined by two Dirac spinors χ := χL + χR
and ψ := ψL + ψR.
Proposition 4.6. The fermionic action of the almost commutative manifold
M × FED =
(
C∞(M,C2), L2(M,S)⊗ C4, /D ⊗ I+ γ5 ⊗DF , γ5 ⊗ γF , JM ⊗ JF
)
is given by
Sf = −i
〈
JM χ˜, γ
µ(∇Sµ − iYµ)ψ˜
〉
+ 〈JM χ˜L, dψ˜L〉 − 〈JM χ˜R, dψ˜R〉.
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Proof. The fluctuated Dirac operator is given by
DA = /D ⊗ I+ γµ ⊗Bµ + γ5 ⊗DF .
An arbitrary ξ ∈ H+ has the form of (4.8), and then we obtain the following
expressions:
Jξ = JMχR ⊗ eR + JMχL ⊗ eL + JMψL ⊗ eR + JMψR ⊗ eL,
( /D ⊗ I)ξ = /DχR ⊗ eR + /DχL ⊗ eL + /DψL ⊗ eR + /DψR ⊗ eL,
(γµ ⊗Bµ)ξ = γµχR ⊗ YµeR + γµχL ⊗ YµeL − γµψL ⊗ YµeR − γµψR ⊗ YµeL,
(γ5 ⊗DF )ξ = γ5χL ⊗ deR + γ5χR ⊗ deL + γ5ψR ⊗ deR + γ5ψL ⊗ deL.
We decompose the fermionic action into the three terms
1
2
〈Jξ˜,DAξ˜〉 = 1
2
〈Jξ˜, ( /D ⊗ I)ξ˜〉+ 1
2
〈Jξ˜, (γµ ⊗Bµ)ξ˜〉+ 1
2
〈Jξ˜, (γ5 ⊗DF )ξ˜〉,
and then continue to calculate each term separately. The first term is given by
1
2
〈Jξ˜, ( /D ⊗ I)ξ˜〉 = 1
2
〈JM χ˜R, /Dψ˜L〉+ 1
2
〈JM χ˜L, /Dψ˜R〉
+
1
2
〈JM ψ˜L, /Dχ˜R〉+ 1
2
〈JM ψ˜R, /Dχ˜L〉.
Using the fact that /D changes the chirality of a Weyl spinor, and that the subspaces
L2(M,S)+ and L2(M,S)− are orthogonal, we can rewrite this term as
1
2
〈Jξ˜, ( /D ⊗ I)ξ˜〉 = 1
2
〈JM χ˜, /Dψ˜〉+ 1
2
〈JM ψ˜, /Dχ˜〉.
Using the symmetry of the form 〈JM χ˜, /Dψ˜〉, we obtain
1
2
〈Jξ˜, ( /D ⊗ I)ξ˜〉 = 〈JM χ˜, /Dψ˜〉 = −i〈JM χ˜, γµ∇Sµψ˜〉.
Note that the factor 12 has now disappeared in the result, and this is the reason why
this factor is included in the definition of the fermionic action. The second term is
given by
1
2
〈Jξ˜, (γµ ⊗Bµ)ξ˜〉 = −1
2
〈JM χ˜R, γµYµψ˜L〉 − 1
2
〈JM χ˜L, γµYµψ˜R〉
+
1
2
〈JM ψ˜L, γµYµχ˜R〉+ 1
2
〈JM ψ˜R, γµYµχ˜L〉.
In a similar manner as above, we obtain
1
2
〈Jξ˜, (γµ ⊗Bµ)ξ˜〉 = −〈JM χ˜, γµYµψ˜〉,
where we have used that the form 〈JM χ˜, γµYµψ˜〉 is anti-symmetric. The third term
is given by
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1
2
〈Jξ˜, (γ5 ⊗DF )ξ˜〉 = 1
2
〈JM χ˜R, dγ5ψ˜R〉+ 1
2
〈JM χ˜L, dγ5ψ˜L〉
+
1
2
〈JM ψ˜L, dγ5χ˜L〉+ 1
2
〈JM ψ˜R, dγ5χ˜R〉.
The bilinear form 〈JM χ˜, γ5ψ˜〉 is again symmetric, but we now have the extra com-
plication that two terms contain the parameter d, while the other two terms contain
d. Therefore we are left with two distinct terms:
1
2
〈Jξ˜, (γ5 ⊗DF )ξ˜〉 = 〈JM χ˜L, dψ˜L〉 − 〈JM χ˜R, dψ˜R〉.
Remark 4.7. It is interesting to note that the fermions acquire mass terms with-
out being coupled to a Higgs field. However, it seems we obtain a complex mass
parameter d, where we would desire a real parameter m. By simply requiring that
our result should be similar to (4.4), we will choose d := −im, so that
〈JM χ˜L, dψ˜L〉 − 〈JM χ˜R, dψ˜R〉 = i
〈
JM χ˜,mψ˜
〉
.
The results obtained in this section can now be summarized into the following
theorem.
Theorem 4.8. The full Lagrangian of the almost commutative manifold
M × FED =
(
C∞(M,C2), L2(M,S)⊗ C4, /D ⊗ I+ γ5 ⊗DF , γ5 ⊗ γF , JM ⊗ JF
)
as defined in this section, can be written as the sum of a purely gravitational La-
grangian,
Lgrav(gµν) = 4LM (gµν) + LH(gµν),
and a Lagrangian for electrodynamics,
LED = −i
(
JM χ˜, (γ
µ(∇Sµ − iYµ)−m)ψ˜
)
+
f(0)
6pi2
FµνFµν .
Proof. The spectral action SB and the fermionic action SF are given by Proposi-
tions 4.5 and 4.6. This immediately yields Lgrav. To obtain LED, we need to rewrite
the fermionic action SF as the integral over a Lagrangian. The inner product 〈 , 〉
on the Hilbert space L2(S) is given by
〈ξ, ψ〉 =
∫
M
(ξ, ψ)
√
|g|d4x,
where the hermitian pairing ( , ) is given by the pointwise inner product on the
fibres. Choosing d = −im as in Remark 4.7, we can then rewrite the fermionic
action into
SF = −
∫
M
i
(
JM χ˜,
(
γµ(∇Sµ − iYµ)−m
)
ψ˜
)√
|g|d4x.
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4.2.6 Fermionic degrees of freedom
To conclude this section, let us make a final remark on the fermionic degrees of
freedom in the Lagrangian derived above. For this purpose, we will first give a
short introduction to Grassmann variables, and use this to find the relation between
the Pfaffian and the determinant of an antisymmetric matrix. For more details we
refer the reader to [65, §1.5]. Subsequently, we shall use the Grassmann integrals
to briefly study the path integral of the fermionic action for electrodynamics.
For a set of anticommuting Grassmann variables θi, we have θiθj = −θjθi, and
in particular, θ2i = 0. On these Grassmann variables θj , we define an integral by∫
1dθj = 0,
∫
θjdθj = 1.
If we have a Grassmann vector θ consisting of N components, we define the integral
over D[θ] as the integral over dθ1 · · · dθN . Suppose we have two Grassmann vectors
η and θ of N components. We then define the integration element as D[η, θ] =
dη1dθ1 · · · dηNdθN .
Consider the Grassmann integral over a function of the form eθ
TAη for Grass-
mann vectors θ and η of N components. The N × N -matrix A can be considered
as a bilinear form on these Grassmann vectors. In the case where θ and η are
independent variables, we find∫
eθ
TAηD[η, θ] = detA, (4.9)
where the determinant of A is given by the formula
det(A) =
1
N !
∑
σ,τ∈ΠN
(−1)|σ|+|τ |Aσ(1)τ(1) · · ·Aσ(N)τ(N),
where ΠN denotes the set of all permutations of 1, 2, . . . , N . Now let us assume
that A is an antisymmetric N ×N -matrix A for N = 2l. If we then take θ = η, we
find ∫
e
1
2η
TAηD[η] = Pf(A), (4.10)
where the Pfaffian of A is given by
Pf(A) =
(−1)l
2ll!
∑
σ∈Π2l
(−1)|σ|Aσ(1)σ(2) · · ·Aσ(2l−1)σ(2l).
Finally, using these Grassmann integrals, one can show that the determinant of a
2l × 2l skewsymmetric matrix A is the square of the Pfaffian:
detA = Pf(A)2.
So, by simply considering one instead of two independent Grassmann variables
in the Grassmann integral of eθ
TAη, we are in effect taking the square root of a
determinant.
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As mentioned after Definition 2.17, the number of degrees of freedom of the
fermion fields in the fermionic action is related to the restrictions that are incorpo-
rated into the definition of the fermionic action. These restrictions make sure that
in this case we obtain two independent Dirac spinors in the fermionic action.
In quantum field theory, one would consider the functional integral of eS over
the fields. Let us now denote A for the antisymmetric bilinear form on H+ and B
for the bilinear form on L2(M,S), given by
A(ξ, ζ) := 〈Jξ,DAζ〉, for ξ, ζ ∈ H+,
B(χ, ψ) := −i
〈
JMχ,
(
γµ(∇Sµ − iYµ)−m
)
ψ
〉
, for χ, ψ ∈ L2(M,S).
We have shown in Proposition 4.6 that for ξ = χL⊗eL+χR⊗eR+ψR⊗eL+ψL⊗eR,
where we can define two Dirac spinors by χ := χL + χR and ψ := ψL + ψR, we
obtain
1
2
A(ξ, ξ) = B(χ, ψ).
Using the Grassmann integrals that were calculated in (4.9) and (4.10), we then
obtain for the bilinear forms A and B the equality
Pf(A) =
∫
e
1
2A(ξ˜,ξ˜)D[ξ˜] =
∫
eB(χ˜,ψ˜)D[ψ˜, χ˜] = det(B).
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5 The Glashow-Weinberg-Salam Model
In the previous section we have described the theory of electrodynamics on an al-
most commutative manifold. It has been shown in [19] (see also [29]) that for a
suitable choice of the finite space, the corresponding almost commutative manifold
gives rise to the full Standard Model (see Section 6). The present section serves as
an intermediate step between these two models. We will modify the finite space FED
for electrodynamics such that it will incorporate the weak interactions. In other
words, we will reproduce the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam Model, which describes the
electroweak interactions for one generation of the leptonic sector of the Standard
Model. An important feature of the Standard Model already occurs in this elec-
troweak theory, namely the Higgs mechanism. The main purpose of this section is
to show how this Higgs mechanism arises from an almost commutative manifold,
without worrying about the quark sector present in the Standard Model.
Although it is perfectly possible to derive the fermionic action for this model,
by exactly the same approach as for electrodynamics in Section 4, we will refrain
from doing so. The Higgs mechanism is given solely in the bosonic part of the
Lagrangian, and for now we will therefore only focus on the spectral action. In
Section 6 we will discuss the full Standard Model, and we shall derive the fermionic
action there.
5.1 The finite space
We start by constructing a finite space FGWS, starting with the finite space FED
for electrodynamics from the previous section. In the latter case, the finite Hilbert
space was given by the basis {eR, eL, eR, eL}. Similarly, we will now also incorporate
the left- and right-handed neutrinos and anti-neutrinos given by {νR, νL, νR, νL}.
Together, these particles form the first generation of the leptons and anti-leptons
in the Standard Model. We write Hl = C4 for the space of leptons, given by
the basis (νR, eR, νL, eL). The space of anti-leptons Hl = C4 then has the basis
(νR, eR, νL, eL). The total finite Hilbert space is given by
HF = Hl ⊕Hl.
In the case of electrodynamics, the algebra was given by C ⊕ C. We must expand
this algebra such that it will describe the weak interactions as well. We do this by
replacing the second copy of C by the quaternions H, so we shall take
AF = C⊕H.
We can write q ∈ H as q = α+βj for α, β ∈ C. We shall write qλ for the embedding
of C in H. The quaternions H can be embedded into M2(C) as
qλ =
(
λ 0
0 λ
)
, q =
(
α β
−β α
)
. (5.1)
Note that the embedding H ⊂ M2(C) is real-linear, but not complex-linear, and
consequently the algebra AF should be considered as a real algebra. An element
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a = (λ, q) ∈ AF acts on the space of leptons Hl by multiplication with the matrix
a = (λ, q) 7→
(
qλ 0
0 q
)
=

λ 0 0 0
0 λ 0 0
0 0 α β
0 0 −β α
 . (5.2)
For the action of a on an antilepton l ∈ Hl we set al = λl.
The Z2-grading γF and the real structure JF are chosen in the same way as
for electrodynamics, such that we will again obtain a finite space of KO-dimension
6. The antilinear conjugation operator JF interchanges particles with their anti-
particles, so JF l = l and JF l = l. The Z2-grading γF is chosen such that left-
handed particles have positive eigenvalue and right-handed particles have negative
eigenvalue. As before, C stands for complex conjugation, so on the decomposition
H = HlR ⊕HlL ⊕HlR ⊕HlL we can write
γF =

−1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
 , JF =

0 0 C 0
0 0 0 C
C 0 0 0
0 C 0 0
 .
5.1.1 The finite Dirac operator
We are left only with deriving the most general form of the Dirac operator DF that
is consistent with the above definitions. First, DF must be hermitian, which implies
that we can write
DF =
(
S T ∗
T S′
)
on the decomposition H = Hl ⊕ Hl, for hermitian S, S′. Since the finite space is
even, we need that DF commutes with JF :
0 = [DF , JF ] =
(
C(TT − T ) C(S − S′)
C(S′ − S) C(T − T ∗)
)
.
This imposes the relations S′ = S and T = TT . We also require that DF anticom-
mutes with γF , which yields
0 = DF γF + γFDF
=
 S
( −1 0
0 1
)
T ∗
(
1 0
0 −1
)
T
( −1 0
0 1
)
S
(
1 0
0 −1
)
+

( −1 0
0 1
)
S
( −1 0
0 1
)
T ∗(
1 0
0 −1
)
T
(
1 0
0 −1
)
S
 .
This means that we can write
S =
(
0 Y ∗0
Y0 0
)
, T =
(
TR 0
0 TL
)
,
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where TR and TL are required to be symmetric. We will consider the restriction
that TνR = YRνR for some complex parameter YR, and T l = 0 for all other leptons
l 6= νR. As will be shown below, this restriction makes sure that the order one
condition (2.6) is satisfied. The mass matrix Y0 can be written as a diagonal matrix
by simply requiring that the basis elements of HF are mass eigenstates. Hence we
shall take
Y0 =
(
Yν 0
0 Ye
)
,
for two complex parameters Yν and Ye. We now arrive at the following result.
Proposition 5.1. The data
FGWS := (AF ,HF , DF , γF , JF )
as given above define a real even finite space of KO-dimension 6.
Proof. One immediately sees that γF commutes with the algebra AF . We have
already shown that DFJF = JFDF and [DF , γF ] = 0. We also have J
2
F = 1 and
JF γF = −γFJF . From the table in Definition 2.5 we then see that we have KO-
dimension 6. It remains to check the order one condition
[
[DF , a], b
]
= 0. The
action of the algebra on Hl is by scalar multiplication, so we find that [S, a] = 0 on
Hl. On Hl, the right action a0 = Ja∗J∗ = λ is also just scalar multiplication, so
we obtain that [[(
S 0
0 S
)
, a
]
, b0
]
= 0.
Since aνR = λνR and also aνR = λνR, the action of a commutes with T , and the
order one condition is indeed satisfied.
5.2 The gauge theory
Let us describe the gauge theory corresponding to the almost commutative manifold
M × FGWS. We will frequently make use of the Pauli matrices σa, which are given
by
σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (5.3)
5.2.1 The gauge group
First, we need to derive the local gauge group from the finite space FGWS. Let us
start by examining the subalgebra (A˜F )JF of the algebra AF = C ⊕ H, as defined
in Section 2.3.1. This subalgebra is determined by the relation aJF = JFa
∗. An
element a = (λ, q) ∈ C⊕H satisfies this relation if λ = λ = α = α and β = 0, so if
a = (x, x) for x ∈ R. Hence we find that
(A˜F )JF ' R. (5.4)
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Next, let us consider the Lie algebra hF = u
(
(A˜F )JF
)
of (2.11b). The anti-
hermitian elements u ∈ u(AF ) are given by u = (λ, q) for λ ∈ iR and for iq a linear
combination of the Pauli matrices of (5.3). In particular this means that λ = −λ.
Hence in the cross-section hF = u
(
(A˜F )JF
)
we find α = α = λ = λ = −λ = 0.
Hence hF is given by the trivial subset
hF = {0}. (5.5)
Proposition 5.2. The local gauge group of the finite space FGWS is given by
G(FGWS) '
(
U(1)× SU(2))/{1,−1}.
Proof. The unitary elements of the algebra form the group U(AF ) ' U(1)×U(H).
The quaternions are spanned by the identity matrix I and the anti-hermitian ma-
trices iσj , where σj (j = 1, 2, 3) are the Pauli matrices. A quaternion q = q0I +
iq1σ1 + iq2σ2 + iq3σ3 is unitary if and only if |q|2 = q02 + q12 + q22 + q32 = 1. By
using the embedding of H in M2(C), we find |q|2 = det(q) = 1, and this yields the
isomorphism U(H) ' SU(2) (for more details, see, for instance, [34, §1.2.B]). Note
that if q is unitary, then so is −q.
From (5.4) we know that (A˜F )JF = R. The group HF = U
(
(A˜F )JF
)
is then
given by HF = {1,−1}. From (2.10), we find the gauge group G(FGWS) to be the
quotient U(AF )/HF .
Note that, although we obtain the gauge group
(
U(1)×SU(2))/{1,−1}, this is
very similar to U(1)× SU(2), since both groups have the same Lie algebra u(1)⊕
su(2).
As shown in Proposition 2.13, the unimodularity condition is satisfied naturally
only for complex algebras. In this case however we only have a real-linear repre-
sentation of the algebra, so the unimodularity condition is not satisfied. Indeed,
in (5.5) we found that the Lie subalgebra hF is trivial, and hence the gauge field
Aµ takes values in the Lie algebra gF = u(AF )/hF = u(AF ) = u(1)⊕ su(2), which
is obviously not unimodular, because of the presence of the u(1) part. Note that
in this particular case we also would not want the unimodularity condition to be
satisfied, because that would mean that our electromagnetic U(1) gauge field would
vanish.
5.2.2 The gauge fields and the Higgs field
Let us now derive the precise form of the gauge field Aµ of (2.13) and the Higgs
field φ of (2.14). We take two elements a = (λ, q) and b = (λ′, q′) of the algebra
A = C∞(M,C ⊕ H). The inner fluctuations Aµ = −ia∂µb are obtained from
(5.2) to be Λµ := −iλ∂µλ′ on νR, Λ′µ := −iλ∂µλ
′
on eR, and Qµ := −iq∂µq′
on (νl, eL). Demanding the hermiticity of Λµ = Λ
∗
µ implies Λµ ∈ R, and also
automatically yields Λ′µ = −Λµ. Furthermore, Qµ = Q∗µ implies that Qµ is a
real-linear combination of the Pauli matrices, which span i su(2).
Next, we calculate the field φ = a[DF , b]. In the proof of Proposition 5.1 we have
already noted that the only part of DF that does not commute with the algebra is
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given by S. Therefore, we start by calculating the commutator on Hl given by
[S, b] =

0 0 Y ν(α
′ − λ′) Y νβ′
0 0 −Y eβ′ Y e(α′ − λ′)
Yν(λ
′ − α′) −Yeβ′ 0 0
Yνβ
′
Ye(λ
′ − α′) 0 0
 .
By multiplying this with the element a, we obtain
φ =

0 0 Y νφ
′
1 Y νφ
′
2
0 0 −Y eφ′2 Y eφ
′
1
Yνφ1 −Yeφ2 0 0
Yνφ2 Yeφ1 0 0
 , (5.6)
where we define2
φ1 = α(λ
′ − α′) + ββ′, φ2 = αβ′ − β(λ′ − α′),
φ′1 = λ(α
′ − λ′), φ′2 = λβ′.
By demanding φ = φ∗, we obtain φ′1 = φ1 and φ
′
2 = φ2. Hence we find that the
field φ is completely determined by the complex doublet (φ1, φ2).
In general, an inner fluctuation is given by a sum of terms, of the form A =∑
j aj [D, bj ]. For such a general inner fluctuation, we simply need to redefine Λµ :=
−∑j iλj∂µλ′j and Qµ := −∑j iqj∂µq′j , as well as
φ1 =
∑
j
αj(λ
′
j − α′j) + βjβ
′
j , φ2 =
∑
j
αjβ
′
j − βj(λ′j − α′j),
φ′1 =
∑
j
λj(α
′
j − λ′j), φ′2 =
∑
j
λjβ
′
j .
To summarize, the fields Aµ and φ are given on Hl by
Aµ =
 Λµ 00 −Λµ
Qµ
 , for Λµ ∈ R, Qµ ∈ isu(2);
φ =
(
0 Y ∗
Y 0
)
, for Y =
(
Yνφ1 −Yeφ2
Yνφ2 Yeφ1
)
, φ1, φ2 ∈ C. (5.7)
On Hl we have Aµ = Λµ and φ = 0. The gauge field Bµ = Aµ − JFAµJ∗F is then
given by
Bµ
∣∣∣
Hl
=
 0 00 −2Λµ
Qµ − ΛµI2
 , Bµ∣∣∣Hl =
 0 00 2Λµ
ΛµI2 −Qµ
 . (5.8)
2This notation looks very similar to the notation of ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ′1, ϕ
′
2 that is used in [19] (see also
[29, Ch. 1, §15.2]), but we have taken φ1 = ϕ′1 and φ2 = −ϕ′2. The reason for this change in
notation is that we obtain a prettier formula for the gauge transformation in Proposition 5.3.
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Note that the coefficients in front of Λµ in the above formulas, are precisely the
well-known hypercharges of the corresponding particles, as given by the following
table:
Particle νR eR νL eL
Hypercharge 0 −2 −1 −1
The Higgs field Φ is given in matrix-form as
Φ = DF +
(
φ 0
0 0
)
+ JF
(
φ 0
0 0
)
J∗F =
(
S + φ T ∗
T (S + φ)
)
, (5.9)
where φ is the matrix given by (5.6).
Proposition 5.3. The action of the gauge group G(M × FGWS) on the fluctuated
Dirac operator
DA = /D ⊗ I+ γµ ⊗Bµ + γ5 ⊗ Φ
is implemented by
Λµ → Λµ − iλ∂µλ,
Qµ → qQµq∗ − iq∂µq∗,(
φ1
φ2
)
→ λ q
(
φ1
φ2
)
+ (λ q − 1)
(
1
0
)
,
for λ ∈ C∞(M,U(1)) and q ∈ C∞(M,SU(2)).
Proof. We simply insert the formulas for the fields obtained in (5.7) into the trans-
formations given by (2.21). We shall write u = (λ, q) ∈ C∞(M,U(1) × SU(2)).
On Hl we see that Aµ commutes with λ. On (νR, eR) we see that Aµ also com-
mutes with qλ. Hence the only effect of the term uAµu
∗ is to replace Qµ by qQµq∗.
Secondly, we see that the term −iu∂µu∗ is given by −iλ∂µλ on νR and Hl, by
−iλ∂µλ = iλ∂µλ on eR, and by −iq∂µq∗ on (νL, eL). We thus obtain the desired
transformation for Λµ and Qµ.
For the transformation of φ, we separately calculate uφu∗ and u[DF , u∗]. Since
φ = 0 on Hl, we can restrict our calculation of uφu∗ to Hl and find
uφu∗ =
(
qλ 0
0 q
)(
0 Y ∗
Y 0
)(
q∗λ 0
0 q∗
)
=
(
0 qλY
∗q∗
qY q∗λ 0
)
,
which is still hermitian. We then calculate that
qY q∗λ =
(
α β
−β α
)(
Yνφ1 −Yeφ2
Yνφ2 Yeφ1
)(
λ 0
0 λ
)
=
(
λYν(αφ1 + βφ2) λYe(βφ1 − αφ2)
λYν(−βφ1 + αφ2) λYe(αφ1 + βφ2)
)
.
Now let us calculate the second term u[DF , u
∗], where DF is given in Section 5.1.1.
The operator T only acts on νR and therefore commutes with the algebra. On the
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restriction to Hl, the operator S commutes with the algebra. Hence again we can
restrict our calculation to Hl. The term u[S, u∗] splits into uSu∗−S, and (similarly
to uφu∗) we find
uSu∗ =
(
0 qλY
∗
0 q
∗
qY0q
∗
λ 0
)
and
qY0q
∗
λ =
(
α β
−β α
)(
Yν 0
0 Ye
)(
λ 0
0 λ
)
=
(
λYνα λYeβ
−λYνβ λYeα
)
.
Combining the two contributions to the transformation, we find that the transfor-
mation uφu∗ + u[S, u∗] yields
Y =
(
Yνφ1 −Yeφ2
Yνφ2 Yeφ1
)
→ Y ′ =
(
Yνφ
′
1 −Yeφ
′
2
Yνφ
′
2 Yeφ
′
1
)
=
(
λYν(αφ1 + βφ2) λYe(βφ1 − αφ2)
λYν(−βφ1 + αφ2) λYe(αφ1 + βφ2)
)
+
(
λYν(α− 1) λYeβ
−λYνβ λYe(α− 1)
)
.
where we have defined φ′1 := λ(αφ1 + βφ2 + α)− 1 and φ′2 := λ(−βφ1 + αφ2 − β).
Rewriting this in terms of q then proves the proposition.
In (2.21), we have seen that in general the transformation of the field φ is not a
linear transformation. In the present model, Proposition 5.3 shows that it can be
reduced to an affine transformation of the doublet φ1, φ2. This can be rewritten in
the linear form (
φ1 + 1
φ2
)
→ λ q
(
φ1 + 1
φ2
)
.
One should note here that, whereas the complex doublet (φ1, φ2) corresponds to the
field φ, the doublet (1, 0) corresponds to the operator S, which is a part of DF . We
thus see that the combination S + φ has a linear transformation under the gauge
group.
5.3 The spectral action
In this section we will calculate the bosonic part of the Lagrangian of the Glashow-
Weinberg-Salam Model. The general form of this Lagrangian has already been
calculated in Proposition 3.7 so we only need to insert the expressions (5.8) and (5.9)
for the fields Bµ and Φ. We first start with a few lemmas, in which we capture the
rather tedious calculations that are needed to obtain the traces of FµνF
µν , Φ2, Φ4
and (DµΦ)(D
µΦ).
Lemma 5.4. The trace of the square of the curvature of Bµ is given by
Tr(FµνF
µν) = 12ΛµνΛ
µν + 2Tr(QµνQ
µν).
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Proof. Let us define the curvatures of the U(1) and SU(2) gauge fields by
Λµν := ∂µΛν − ∂νΛµ,
Qµν := ∂µQν − ∂νQµ + i[Qµ, Qν ]. (5.10)
Using (5.8), we then find that the curvature Fµν of Bµ can be written as
Fµν
∣∣∣
Hl
=
 0 00 −2Λµν
Qµν − ΛµνI2
 ,
Fµν
∣∣∣
Hl
=
 0 00 2Λµν
ΛµνI2 − (Q)µν
 .
The curvature squared thus becomes
FµνF
µν
∣∣∣
Hl
=
 0 00 4ΛµνΛµν
QµνQ
µν + ΛµνΛ
µνI2 − 2ΛµνQµν
 ,
FµνF
µν
∣∣∣
Hl
=
 0 00 4ΛµνΛµν
(Q)µν(Q)
µν + ΛµνΛ
µνI2 − 2Λµν(Q)µν
 .
Since Qµν is traceless, the cross-term −2ΛµνQµν will drop out after taking the trace.
Note that since Qµ is hermitian we have Qµ = Q
T
µ . We then see that Qµν is also
hermitian, since
(Qµν) = ∂µQν − ∂νQµ + i[Qµ, Qν ] = ∂µQTν − ∂νQTµ + i[QTµ , QTν ]
=
(
∂µQν − ∂νQµ − i[Qµ, Qν ]
)T
= (Qµν)
T .
This implies that
Tr
(
(Qµν)(Qµν)
)
= Tr
(
(Qµν)
T (Qµν)T
)
= Tr
((
QµνQµν
)T)
= Tr
(
QµνQ
µν
)
.
We thus obtain that
Tr(FµνF
µν) = 12ΛµνΛ
µν + 2Tr(QµνQ
µν).
Lemma 5.5. The traces of Φ2 and Φ4 are given by
Tr
(
Φ2
)
= 4a|H ′|2 + 2c,
Tr
(
Φ4
)
= 4b|H ′|4 + 8e|H ′|2 + 2d,
where H ′ denotes the complex doublet (φ1 + 1, φ2) and, following [19] (see also [29,
Ch. 1, §15.2]),
a = |Yν |2 + |Ye|2,
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b = |Yν |4 + |Ye|4,
c = |YR|2, (5.11)
d = |YR|4,
e = |YR|2|Yν |2.
Proof. The field Φ is given by (5.9), and its square equals
Φ2 =
(
(S + φ)2 + T ∗T (S + φ)T ∗ + T ∗(S + φ)
T (S + φ) + (S + φ)T (S + φ)
2
+ TT ∗
)
.
The square of the off-diagonal part yields T ∗T = TT ∗ = |YR|2 on νR and νR, and
zero on l 6= νR, νR. The component S + φ is given by
S + φ =
(
0 Y ∗ + Y ∗0
Y + Y0 0
)
.
We then calculate
X := (Y + Y0)
∗(Y + Y0) = |H ′|2
( |Yν |2 0
0 |Ye|2
)
.
where we have defined the complex doublet H ′ := (φ1 + 1, φ2). Similarly, we define
X ′ := (Y + Y0)(Y + Y0)∗ and note that Tr(X) = Tr(X ′) by the cyclic property of
the trace. Since X = X∗ and Tr(X) = Tr(XT ), we also have Tr(X) = Tr(X). We
thus obtain that
Tr
(
Φ2
)
= Tr(X +X ′ +X +X
′
) + 2|YR|2
= 4Tr(X) + 2|YR|2 = 4(|Yν |2 + |Ye|2)|H ′|2 + 2|YR|2.
In order to find the trace of Φ4, we calculate
(X + T ∗T )2 = |H ′|4
( |Yν |4 0
0 |Ye|4
)
+ 2|H ′|2
( |YR|2|Yν |2 0
0 0
)
+
( |YR|4 0
0 0
)
.
We now also obtain a contribution from the off-diagonal part of Φ2. Any term of
the form (S + φ)T ∗(S + φ)T (or a cyclic permutation thereof) vanishes. We do
obtain contributions from Tr
(
(S + φ)T ∗T (S + φ)
)
and three other similar terms,
which each yield the contribution |H ′|2|YR|2|Yν |2. We thus obtain
Tr
(
Φ4
)
= Tr
(
(X + T ∗T )2 + (X ′)2 + (X + TT ∗)2 + (X
′
)2
)
+ 4|H ′|2|YR|2|Yν |2
= Tr
(
4X2 + 4XT ∗T + 2(T ∗T )2
)
+ 4|H ′|2|YR|2|Yν |2
= 4|H ′|4(|Yν |4 + |Ye|4)+ 8|H ′|2|YR|2|Yν |2 + 2|YR|4.
Lemma 5.6. The trace of (DµΦ)(D
µΦ) is given by
Tr
(
(DµΦ)(D
µΦ)
)
= 4a|D˜µH ′|2,
where H ′ denotes the complex doublet (φ1 + 1, φ2), and the covariant derivative D˜µ
on H ′ is defined as
D˜µH
′ = ∂µH ′ + iQaµσ
aH ′ − iΛµH ′.
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Proof. We need to calculate the commutator [Bµ,Φ]. We note that Bµ commutes
with the off-diagonal part of DF . It is thus sufficient to calculate the commutator
[Bµ, S + φ] on Hl. We shall write Qµ = Q1µσ1 + Q2µσ2 + Q3µσ3 as a superposition
of the Pauli matrices of (5.3) for real coefficients Qaµ. We then obtain by direct
calculation
[Bµ, S + φ] =

0 0 −Y νχ1 −Y νχ2
0 0 −Y eχ2 Y eχ1
Yνχ1 Yeχ2 0 0
Yνχ2 −Yeχ1 0 0
 ,
where we have defined the new doublet χ = (χ1, χ2) by
χ1 := (φ1 + 1)(Q
3
µ − Λµ) + φ2(Q1µ − iQ2µ),
χ2 := (φ1 + 1)(Q
1
µ + iQ
2
µ) + φ2(−Q3µ − Λµ).
We then obtain that
Dµ(S + φ) = ∂µφ+ i[Bµ, S + φ]
=

0 0 Y ν(∂µφ1 − iχ1) Y ν(∂µφ2 − iχ2)
0 0 −Y e(∂µφ2 + iχ2) Y e(∂µφ1 + iχ1)
Yν(∂µφ1 + iχ1) −Ye(∂µφ2 − iχ2) 0 0
Yν(∂µφ2 + iχ2) Ye(∂µφ1 − iχ1) 0 0
 .
We want to calculate the trace of the square of DµΦ, for this reason we only need
to calculate the terms on the diagonal of (DµΦ)(D
µΦ). We thus find
TrHl
(
(Dµ(S + φ))(D
µ(S + φ))
)
= 2a
(
|∂µφ1 + iχ1|2 + |∂µφ2 + iχ2|2
)
,
where we have used a = |Yν |2 + |Ye|2 as in (5.11). The column vector H ′ is given
by the complex doublet (φ1 + 1, φ2). We then note that ∂µφ + iχ is equal to the
covariant derivative D˜µH
′, so that we obtain
TrHl
(
(Dµ(S + φ))(D
µ(S + φ))
)
= 2a|D˜µH ′|2.
The trace over Hl yields exactly the same contribution, so we need to multiply this
by 2 and thus obtain the desired result.
Proposition 5.7. The spectral action of the AC-manifold
M × FGWS =(
C∞(M,C⊕H), L2(M,S)⊗ (C4 ⊕ C4), /D ⊗ I+ γ5 ⊗DF , γ5 ⊗ γF , JM ⊗ JF
)
defined in this section is given by
Tr
(
f
(DA
Λ
))
∼
∫
M
L(gµν ,Λµ, Qµ, H ′)
√
|g|d4x+O(Λ−1),
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for the Lagrangian
L(gµν ,Λµ, Qµ, H ′) := 8LM (gµν) + LA(Λµ, Qµ) + LH(gµν ,Λµ, Qµ, H ′).
Here LM (gµν) is defined in Proposition 3.5. The term LA gives the kinetic terms
of the gauge fields and equals
LA(Λµ, Qµ) := f(0)
12pi2
(
6ΛµνΛ
µν + Tr(QµνQ
µν)
)
.
The Higgs Lagrangian LH (ignoring the boundary term) gives
LH(gµν ,Λµ, Qµ, H ′) := bf(0)
2pi2
|H ′|4 + −2af2Λ
2 + ef(0)
pi2
|H ′|2
− cf2Λ
2
pi2
+
df(0)
4pi2
+
af(0)
12pi2
s|H ′|2 + cf(0)
24pi2
s+
af(0)
2pi2
|D˜µH ′|2. (5.12)
Proof. We will use the general form of the spectral action of an almost commutative
manifold as calculated in Proposition 3.7. From Lemma 5.4 we immediately find the
term LA. Combining the formulas of Tr
(
Φ2
)
and Tr
(
Φ4
)
obtained in Lemma 5.5
we find the Higgs potential
− f2Λ
2
2pi2
Tr(Φ2) +
f(0)
8pi2
Tr(Φ4)
=
bf(0)
2pi2
|H ′|4 + −2af2Λ
2 + ef(0)
pi2
|H ′|2 − cf2Λ
2
pi2
+
df(0)
4pi2
.
Note that the last two constant terms yield a contribution to the cosmological
constant term 4f4Λ
4
pi2 that arises from LM . The coupling of the Higgs field to the
scalar curvature s is given by
f(0)
48pi2
sTr(Φ2) =
af(0)
12pi2
s|H ′|2 + cf(0)
24pi2
s.
Here the second term yields a contribution to the Einstein-Hilbert term − f2Λ23pi2 s ofLM . The last term is the kinetic term of the Higgs field including the minimal
coupling to the gauge fields, obtained from Lemma 5.6, which gives
f(0)
8pi2
Tr
(
(DµΦ)(D
µΦ)
)
=
af(0)
2pi2
|D˜µH ′|2.
5.4 Normalization of kinetic terms
In Proposition 5.7 we have calculated the bosonic Lagrangian. We will now rescale
the gauge fields Λµ and Qµ and the Higgs field H
′ in such a way that their kinetic
terms are properly normalized.
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5.4.1 Rescaling the Higgs field
We start with the Higgs field H ′ → H, and we will require that its kinetic term is
normalized as ∫
M
1
2
|D˜µH|2
√
|g|d4x.
This normalization is achieved by rescaling the Higgs field as
H :=
√
af(0)
pi2
H ′, (5.13)
5.4.2 The coupling constants
Next, let us consider the gauge fields Λµ and Qµ = Q
a
µσ
a. We shall now introduce
coupling constants g1 and g2 into the model by rescaling these fields as
Λµ =
1
2
g1Bµ, Q
a
µ =
1
2
g2W
a
µ .
Note that we use the conventional notation Bµ for the U(1) hypercharge field, which
should not be confused with the gauge field we introduced in (2.16). We define the
curvatures Bµν and Wµν by setting
Λµν =
1
2
g1Bµν , Q
a
µν =
1
2
g2W
a
µν .
Using (5.10), this yields
Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ,
W aµν = ∂µW
a
ν − ∂νW aµ − g2abcW bµW cν ,
where we have used the relation [σb, σc] = 2iabcσa for the Pauli matrices. We then
rewrite the trace of the square of the curvature, given by Lemma 5.4, to give
Tr(FµνF
µν) = 3g1
2BµνB
µν + g2
2W aµνW
µν,a, (5.14)
where we have used the relation Tr(σaσb) = 2δab. Note that the covariant derivative
D˜µH can be written as
D˜µH = ∂µH +
1
2
ig2W
a
µσ
aH − 1
2
ig1BµH. (5.15)
5.4.3 Electroweak unification
It would be natural to require that the kinetic terms of the gauge fields, given by the
squares of the curvatures, are properly normalized. That is, we require that both
these squares of the curvatures have the coefficient 14 . This imposes the relations
f(0)
8pi2
g1
2 =
1
4
and
f(0)
24pi2
g2
2 =
1
4
. (5.16)
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This then means that the coupling constants are related by g2
2 = 3g1
2. The values
of the coupling constants depend on the energy scale at which they are evaluated,
and their scale-dependence is determined by the renormalization group equations.
Let ΛEW be the scale at which the equality g2
2 = 3g1
2 holds. Our model of the
electroweak theory is then naturally defined at this scale ΛEW , and one could use
the renormalization group equations to ‘run down’ this model to lower energies.
We will not provide the details here. Instead, we will discuss this renormalization
scheme for the full Standard Model in Section 8.
5.5 The Higgs mechanism
When writing down a gauge theory with massive gauge bosons, one encounters the
difficulty that the mass terms of these gauge bosons are not gauge invariant. The
Higgs field plays a central role in obtaining these mass terms within a gauge theory.
The Higgs mechanism provides a spontaneous breaking of the gauge symmetry. In
this section we will describe how the Higgs mechanism breaks the U(1) × SU(2)
symmetry and introduces mass terms for the gauge bosons.
From Proposition 5.7 we have obtained the Higgs Lagrangian LH . If we drop
all the terms that are independent of the Higgs field H, we obtain the Lagrangian
L(gµν , Bµ,W aµ , H) :=
bpi2
2a2f(0)
|H|4 − 2af2Λ
2 − ef(0)
af(0)
|H|2 + 1
12
s|H|2 + 1
2
|D˜µH|2.
(5.17)
We wish to find the value of H for which this Lagrangian obtains its minimum
value. In order to simplify the following discussion, we shall from here on assume
that the scalar curvature s vanishes identically. We may thus consider the Higgs
potential
Lpot(H) := bpi
2
2a2f(0)
|H|4 − 2af2Λ
2 − ef(0)
af(0)
|H|2.
If 2af2Λ
2 < ef(0), the minimum of this potential is obtained for H = 0, and in this
case there will be no symmetry breaking. We shall now assume that 2af2Λ
2 > ef(0).
The minimum of the Higgs potential is then obtained if the field H satisfies
|H|2 = 2a
2f2Λ
2 − aef(0)
bpi2
. (5.18)
The fields that satisfy this relation are called the vacuum states of the Higgs field.
We shall choose a vacuum state (v, 0), where the vacuum expectation value v is a
real parameter such that v2 is given by (5.18).
We want to simplify the expression for the Higgs potential. First, we note that
the potential only depends on the absolute value |H|. A transformation of the
doublet H by an element u ∈ U(1)×SU(2) is written as H → uH. Since a unitary
transformation preserves the absolute value, we see that Lpot(uH) = Lpot(H) for
any u ∈ U(1)× SU(2). We can use this gauge freedom to transform the Higgs field
into a simpler form. Consider elements of U(1)× SU(2) of the form(
a −b
b a
)
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such that |a|2 + |b|2 = 1. The doublet H can in general be written as (h1, h2), for
some h1, h2 ∈ C. We then see that we can write(
h1
h2
)
=
(
a −b
b a
)( |H|
0
)
, a =
h1
|H| , b =
h2
|H| .
This means that we can always use the gauge freedom to write the doublet H in
terms of one real parameter. Let us define a new real-valued field h by setting
h(x) := |H(x)| − v. We then obtain
H = u(x)
(
v + h(x)
0
)
, u(x) :=
(
a(x) −b(x)
b(x) a(x)
)
. (5.19)
Inserting this transformed Higgs field into the Higgs potential, we obtain an expres-
sion in terms of the real parameter v and the real field h(x):
Lpot(h) = bf(0)
2pi2
(v + h)4 − 2af2Λ
2 − ef(0)
pi2
(v + h)2
=
bpi2
2a2f(0)
(h4 + 4vh3 + 6v2h2 + 4v3h+ v4)
− 2af2Λ
2 − ef(0)
af(0)
(h2 + 2vh+ v2).
Using (5.18), the value of v2 is given by
v2 =
2a2f2Λ
2 − aef(0)
bpi2
.
We then see that in Lpot the terms linear in h cancel each other. This is of course no
surprise, since the change of variables |H(x)| → v+h(x) means that at h(x) = 0 we
are in the minimum of the potential, where the first order derivative of the potential
with respect to h must vanish. We thus obtain the simplified expression
Lpot(h) = bpi
2
2a2f(0)
(
h4 + 4vh3 + 4v2h2 − v4
)
. (5.20)
We now observe that the field h(x) has obtained a mass term and has two self-
interactions given by h3 and h4. We also have another contribution to the cosmo-
logical constant given by −v4.
5.5.1 Massive gauge bosons
Next, let us consider what this procedure entails for the remainder of the Higgs
Lagrangian LH . We first consider the kinetic term of H, including its minimal
coupling to the gauge fields, given by
Lmin(Bµ,W aµ , H) :=
1
2
|D˜µH|2.
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The transformation of (5.19) is a gauge transformation, and to make sure that
Lmin is invariant under this transformation, we also need to transform the gauge
fields. The field Bµ is unaffected by the local SU(2)-transformation u(x). The
transformation of Wµ = W
a
µσ
a is obtained from Proposition 5.3 and is given by
Wµ → uWµu∗ − 2i
g2
u∂µu
∗.
One then easily checks that we obtain the transformation D˜µH → uD˜µH, so that
|D˜µH|2 is invariant under such transformations. So we can just insert the doublet
(v + h, 0) into (5.15) and obtain
D˜µH = ∂µ
(
v + h
0
)
+
1
2
ig2W
a
µσ
a
(
v + h
0
)
− 1
2
ig1Bµ
(
v + h
0
)
= ∂µ
(
h
0
)
+
1
2
ig2W
1
µ
(
0
v + h
)
+
1
2
ig2W
2
µ
(
0
i(v + h)
)
+
1
2
ig2W
3
µ
(
v + h
0
)
− 1
2
ig1Bµ
(
v + h
0
)
.
We can then calculate its square as
|D˜µH|2 = (D˜µH)†(D˜µH)
= (∂µh)(∂µh) +
1
4
g2
2(v + h)2(Wµ,1W 1µ +W
µ,2W 2µ +W
µ,3W 3µ)
+
1
4
g1
2(v + h)2BµBµ − 1
2
g1g2(v + h)
2BµW 3µ .
Note that the last term yields a mixing of the gauge fields Bµ and W
3
µ . The
electroweak mixing angle θw is defined by
cw := cos θw =
g2√
g12 + g22
, sw := sin θw =
g1√
g12 + g22
.
Note that the relation g2
2 = 3g1
2 for the coupling constants implies that we obtain
the values cos2 θw =
1
4 and sin
2 θw =
3
4 at the electroweak unification scale ΛEW .
Let us now define new gauge fields by
Wµ :=
1√
2
(W 1µ + iW
2
µ), W
∗
µ :=
1√
2
(W 1µ − iW 2µ),
Zµ := cwW
3
µ − swBµ, Aµ := swW 3µ + cwBµ. (5.21)
We will show that the new fields Zµ and Aµ become mass eigenstates. The fields
W 1µ and W
2
µ already were mass eigenstates, but the fields Wµ and W
∗
µ are chosen
such that they obtain a definite charge. We can write
W 1µ =
1√
2
(Wµ +W
∗
µ), W
2
µ =
−i√
2
(Wµ −W ∗µ),
W 3µ = swAµ + cwZµ, Bµ = cwAµ − swZµ,
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and inserting this into the expression for |D˜µH|2 yields
1
2
|D˜µH|2 = 1
2
(∂µh)(∂µh) +
1
4
g2
2(v + h)2Wµ∗Wµ +
1
8
g2
2
cw2
(v + h)2ZµZµ. (5.22)
We thus see that the fields Wµ, W
∗
µ and Zµ acquire a mass term (where Zµ has
a larger mass than Wµ,W
∗
µ) and that the field Aµ is massless. The masses of the
W -boson and Z-boson are given by
MW =
1
2
vg2, MZ =
1
2
v
g2
cw
. (5.23)
Remark 5.8. In the procedure described above we have assumed that the scalar
curvature s vanishes identically. Now suppose that the scalar curvature does not
vanish, and consider the full Higgs potential of (5.17). Since the scalar curvature
s is a function on M , the vacuum expectation value of this full potential will in
general not be a spacetime constant, and therefore we can no longer ignore the
kinetic term in the Higgs potential. The vacuum expectation value v will now be
given by the solution to the equation
−1
2
DµD
µv(x) +
(−2af2Λ2 + ef(0)
af(0)
+
1
12
s(x)
)
v(x) +
bpi2
a2f(0)
v(x)3 = 0.
Unfortunately, this differential equation cannot be solved exactly, and this poses a
problem in applying the Higgs mechanism. In Section 7 we will propose a solution
to this problem, by invoking the conformal invariance of the spectral action.
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6 The Standard Model
One of the major applications of noncommutative geometry to physics has been
the derivation of the Standard Model of high energy physics from a suitably chosen
almost commutative manifold [19, 25] (see also [29]). In Section 5 we have already
discussed the electroweak sector (for one generation) of the Standard Model. In
this section we will also incorporate the quark sector with the strong interactions,
and show that we obtain the full Standard Model.
6.1 The finite space
The first description of the finite space yielding the Standard Model (without right-
handed neutrinos) was given by Alain Connes in [25]. A newer version of this finite
space was given in [19], where now the finite space has KO-dimension 6. This solved
the problem of fermion doubling pointed out in [55] (see also the discussion in [29,
Ch. 1, §16.3]), and at the same time allowed for the introduction of Majorana masses
for right-handed neutrinos, along with the popular seesaw mechanism.
In [19], the starting point for the finite space is a left-right symmetric algebra
ALR. One then obtains a subalgebra AF ⊂ ALR by requiring that AF should admit
the Dirac operator DF to contain an off-diagonal part. A discussion of how the
algebra ALR occurs naturally is given in [18]. For the purpose of this section we will
not go into these details. Instead, we simply state the finite space that will be used.
Keeping in mind the previous sections and the fact that we now wish to obtain the
Standard Model, the choices below should not be too mysterious.
We take the finite space FGWS of Section 5.1 as our starting point. In order to
incorporate the strong interactions, we add the 3 × 3 complex matrices M3(C) to
the algebra, and define
AF := C⊕H⊕M3(C).
We keep the Hilbert spaces Hl = C4 and Hl = C4 for the description of the leptons
and antileptons. For the quarks, we define Hq = C4 ⊗ C3, where the basis of C4
is given by {uR, dR, uL, dL} and the three colors of the quarks are given by the
factor C3. Similarly, we also have the antiquarks in Hq. Combined, we obtain the
96-dimensional Hilbert space for three generations of fermions and antifermions:
HF :=
(Hl ⊕Hl ⊕Hq ⊕Hq)⊕3 .
An element of the algebra AF is given by a = (λ, q,m), where the quaternion q can
be embedded into M2(C) as in (5.1). The action of an element a on the space of
leptons Hl and the space of quarks Hq is given just as in (5.2) by
a = (λ, q,m)
Hl−−→

λ 0 0 0
0 λ 0 0
0 0 α β
0 0 −β α
 , a = (λ, q,m) Hq−−→

λ 0 0 0
0 λ 0 0
0 0 α β
0 0 −β α
⊗ I3.
For the action of a on an antilepton l ∈ Hl we set al = λI4l, and on an antiquark
q ∈ Hq we set aq = (I4 ⊗m)q.
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The grading and the conjugation operator are also chosen in the same way as in
Section 5.1. The grading γF is such that all left-handed fermions have eigenvalue
+1, and all right-handed fermions have eigenvalue −1. The conjugation operator
JF interchanges a fermion with its antifermion. The Dirac operator DF is again of
the form (
S T ∗
T S
)
.
The operator S is now given by
Sl := S|Hl =

0 0 Yν 0
0 0 0 Ye
Y ∗ν 0 0 0
0 Y ∗e 0 0
 , Sq ⊗ I3 := S|Hq =

0 0 Yu 0
0 0 0 Yd
Y ∗u 0 0 0
0 Y ∗d 0 0
⊗ I3,
where Yν , Ye, Yu and Yd are 3 × 3 mass matrices acting on the three generations.
The symmetric operator T only acts on the right-handed (anti)neutrinos, so it is
given by TνR = YRνR for a 3×3 symmetric Majorana mass matrix YR, and Tf = 0
for all other fermions f 6= νR. Note that νR here stands for a vector with N = 3
components for the number of generations.
Proposition 6.1. The data
FSM := (AF ,HF , DF , γF , JF )
as given above define a real even finite space of KO-dimension 6.
Proof. The action of AF on Hq, given by I4⊗m, commutes with all other operators,
and hence it has no effect on the commutation relations. The proof is then the same
as in Proposition 5.1.
6.2 The gauge theory
6.2.1 The gauge group
We shall now consider the almost commutative manifold M ×FSM , and we wish to
describe the gauge theory corresponding to M×FSM . Let us start by examining the
subalgebra (A˜F )JF of the algebra AF = C⊕H⊕M3(C), as defined in Section 2.3.1.
For an element a = (λ, q,m) ∈ C⊕H⊕M3(C), the relation aJF = JFa∗ now yields
λ = λ = α = α and β = 0, as well as m = λI3. So, a ∈ (A˜F )JF if and only if
a = (x, x, x) for x ∈ R. Hence we find that
(A˜F )JF ' R.
Next, let us consider the Lie algebra hF = u
(
(A˜F )JF
)
of (2.11b). Since u(AF )
consists of the anti-hermitian elements of AF , we again obtain as in (5.5) that the
cross-section hF = u
(
(A˜F )JF
)
is given by the trivial subalgebra {0}.
Proposition 6.2. The local gauge group G(FSM) of the finite space FSM is given
by
G(FSM) '
(
U(1)× SU(2)× U(3))/{1,−1}.
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Proof. As in Proposition 5.2, we find that U(H) = SU(2), so the unitary group
U(AF ) is given by U(1)× SU(2)×U(3). The subgroup HF = U
(
(A˜F )JF
)
is again
given by HF = {1,−1}. By Proposition 2.12, the gauge group is given by the
quotient of the unitary group with this subgroup.
The gauge group that we obtain here is not the gauge group of the Standard
Model, because (even ignoring the quotient with the finite group {1,−1}) we have a
factor U(3) instead of SU(3). As mentioned in Proposition 2.13, the unimodularity
condition is only satisfied for complex algebras. In our case, the action of the algebra
C ⊕ H ⊕M3(C) on the Hilbert space HF is not complex-linear, since it involves
complex conjugation. Therefore, the unimodularity condition is not satisfied. As in
[19, §2.5] (see also [29, Ch. 1, §13.3]), we shall now demand that the unimodularity
condition is satisfied, so for u = (λ, q,m) ∈ U(1)× SU(2)× U(3) we require
det|HF (u) = 1 =⇒
(
λ detm
)12
= 1.
For u ∈ U(1)×SU(2)×U(3), we denote U = uJuJ∗ for the corresponding element
in G(FSM). We shall then consider the subgroup
SG(FSM) =
{
U = uJuJ∗ ∈ G(FSM) | u = (λ, q,m),
(
λ detm
)12
= 1
}
.
The effect of the unimodularity condition is that the determinant of m ∈ U(3) is
identified (modulo the finite group µ12 of 12th-roots of unity) to λ. In other words,
imposing the unimodularity condition provides us, modulo some finite abelian
group, with the gauge group U(1) × SU(2) × SU(3). Let us go into a little more
detail, following (but slightly modifying) [19, Prop. 2.16] (see also [29, Prop. 1.185]).
The group U(1)× SU(2)× SU(3) is actually not the true gauge group of the Stan-
dard Model, since it contains a finite abelian subgroup (isomorphic to) µ6 which
acts trivially on all bosonic and fermionic particles in the Standard Model (see for
instance [7]). The group µ6 is embedded in U(1)×SU(2)×SU(3) by λ 7→ (λ, λ3, λ2).
The true gauge group of the Standard Model is then given by
GSM := U(1)× SU(2)× SU(3)/µ6.
Proposition 6.3. The unimodular gauge group SG(FSM) is isomorphic to
SG(FSM) ' GSM o µ12.
Proof. We define the homomorphism ρ : SG(FSM)→ µ12 by setting ρ(U) = λ detm.
The kernel of ρ is given by
Ker(ρ) = {U = uJuJ∗ ∈ G(FSM) | u = (λ, q,m), λ detm = 1}.
The homomorphism ϕ : U(1)× SU(2)× SU(3)→ SG(FSM) is given by
ϕ(λ, q,m) = (λ3, q, λ−1m)J(λ3, q, λ−1m)J∗.
We observe that
ρ
(
ϕ(λ, q,m)
)
= ρ
(
(λ3, q, λ−1m)J(λ3, q, λ−1m)J∗
)
= λ3 det(λ−1m) = detm = 1,
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so that ϕ indeed maps into SG(FSM), and we obtain that Im(ϕ) = Ker(ρ).
The kernel of ϕ is given by all (λ, q,m) for which (λ3, q, λ−1m) = ±1. This
implies that λ3 = ±1, and thus q = λ3I2 and m = λ2I3. The requirement λ3 = ±1
implies λ ∈ µ6, so we obtain that Ker(ϕ) =
{
(λ, λ3, λ2) | λ ∈ µ6
} ' µ6. Hence, the
map ϕ˜ : GSM → SG(FSM) induced by ϕ is an injective group homomorphism. Since
GSM ' Im(ϕ˜) = Ker(ρ), we see that in fact GSM is embedded as a normal subgroup
of SG(FSM), and the quotient SG(FSM)/GSM is then isomorphic to Im(ρ) = µ12.
6.2.2 The gauge fields and the Higgs field
Let us now derive the precise form of the gauge field Aµ of (2.13) and the Higgs
field φ of (2.14). The calculations are similar to those in Section 5.2.2, and the
formulas for Λµ and Qµ follow immediately from (5.7). The Higgs field φ is slightly
different, and is now given by
φ|Hl =
(
0 Y ∗
Y 0
)
, φ|Hq =
(
0 X∗
X 0
)
⊗ I3, φ|Hl = 0, φ|Hq = 0, (6.1)
where, for φ1, φ2 ∈ C, we now have
Y =
(
Yνφ1 −Yeφ2
Yνφ2 Yeφ1
)
, X =
(
Yuφ1 −Ydφ2
Yuφ2 Ydφ1
)
.
The Higgs field Φ is then given as in (5.9) by
Φ = DF +
(
φ 0
0 0
)
+ JF
(
φ 0
0 0
)
J∗F =
(
S + φ T ∗
T (S + φ)
)
, (6.2)
The biggest difference is the occurrence of a field V ′µ := −im∂µm′, acting on Hq,
for m,m′ ∈ M3(C). Demanding V ′µ to be hermitian yields V ′µ ∈ i u(3), so V ′µ is a
U(3) gauge field instead of an SU(3) gauge field. As mentioned above, we need
to impose the unimodularity condition to obtain an SU(3) gauge field. Hence, we
require that the trace of the gauge field Aµ over HF vanishes, and we obtain
Tr|Hl
(
ΛµI4
)
+ Tr|Hq
(
I4 ⊗ V ′µ
)
= 0 =⇒ Tr(V ′µ) = −Λµ.
So, we can define a traceless SU(3) gauge field Vµ by V µ := −V ′µ− 13Λµ. The gauge
field Aµ is thus given by
Aµ|Hl =
 Λµ 00 −Λµ
Qµ
 , Aµ|Hq =
 Λµ 00 −Λµ
Qµ
⊗ I3,
Aµ|Hl = ΛµI4, Aµ|Hq = −I4 ⊗ (V µ +
1
3
Λµ),
for a U(1) gauge field Λµ, an SU(2) gauge field Qµ and an SU(3) gauge field Vµ.
The action of the field Bµ = Aµ − JFAµJ−1F on the fermions is then given by
Bµ|Hl =
 0 00 −2Λµ
Qµ − ΛµI2
 ,
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Bµ|Hq =
 43ΛµI3 + Vµ 00 − 23ΛµI3 + Vµ
(Qµ +
1
3ΛµI2)⊗ I3 + I2 ⊗ Vµ
 . (6.3)
Note that the coefficients in front of Λµ in the above formulas, are precisely the
well-known hypercharges of the corresponding particles, as given by the following
table:
Particle νR eR νL eL uR dR uL dL
Hypercharge 0 −2 −1 −1 43 − 23 13 13
Proposition 6.4. The action of the gauge group SG(M × FSM) on the fluctuated
Dirac operator
DA = /D ⊗ I+ γµ ⊗Bµ + γ5 ⊗ Φ
is implemented by
Λµ → Λµ − iλ∂µλ, Qµ → qQµq∗ − iq∂µq∗, V µ → mV µm∗ − im∂µm∗,(
φ1 + 1
φ2
)
→ λ q
(
φ1 + 1
φ2
)
,
for λ ∈ C∞(M,U(1)), q ∈ C∞(M,SU(2)) and m ∈ C∞(M,SU(3)).
Proof. The proof is similar to Proposition 5.3. Let us write u = (λ, q,m) ∈
C∞
(
M,U(1) × SU(2) × SU(3)). The term uAu∗ now not only replaces Qµ by
qQµq
∗, but also V µ by mV µm∗. Secondly, we see that the term −iu∂µu∗ is given
by −iλ∂µλ on νR, uR and Hl, by −iλ∂µλ = iλ∂µλ on eR and dR, by −iq∂µq∗
on (νL, eL) and (uL, dL), and finally by −im∂µm∗ on Hq. We thus obtain the de-
sired transformation for Λµ, Qµ and V µ. The transformation of φ is exactly as in
Proposition 5.3.
6.3 The spectral action
In this section we will calculate the bosonic part of the Lagrangian of the Standard
Model from the spectral action. The general form of this Lagrangian has already
been calculated in Proposition 3.7 so we only need to insert the expressions (6.2)
and (6.3) for the fields Φ and Bµ. As in Section 5.3, we first start with a few lemmas,
in which we capture the rather tedious calculations that are needed to obtain the
traces of FµνF
µν , Φ2, Φ4 and (DµΦ)(D
µΦ).
Lemma 6.5. The trace of the square of the curvature of Bµ is given by
Tr(FµνF
µν) = 24
(10
3
ΛµνΛ
µν + Tr(QµνQ
µν) + Tr(VµνV
µν)
)
.
Proof. The lepton sector yields the same result as in Lemma 5.4, only multiplied
by a factor 3 for the number of generations. For the quark sector, we obtain on Hq
the curvature
Fµν |Hq =
 43ΛµνI3 + Vµν 00 − 23ΛµνI3 + Vµν
(Qµν +
1
3ΛµνI2)⊗ I3 + I2 ⊗ Vµν
 ,
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where we have now defined the curvature of the SU(3) gauge field by
Vµν := ∂µVν − ∂νVµ + i[Vµ, Vν ].
If we calculate the trace of the square of the curvature Fµν , the cross-terms again
vanish, so we obtain
Tr|Hq (FµνFµν) =
(
16
3
+
4
3
+
1
3
+
1
3
)
ΛµνΛ
µν + 3Tr(QµνQ
µν) + 4Tr(VµνV
µν).
We multiply this by a factor 2 to include the trace over the antiquarks, and by
a factor 3 for the number of generations. Adding the result to the trace over the
lepton sector, we finally obtain
Tr(FµνF
µν) = 80ΛµνΛ
µν + 24Tr(QµνQ
µν) + 24Tr(VµνV
µν).
Lemma 6.6. The traces of Φ2 and Φ4 are given by
Tr
(
Φ2
)
= 4a|H ′|2 + 2c,
Tr
(
Φ4
)
= 4b|H ′|4 + 8e|H ′|2 + 2d,
where H ′ denotes the complex doublet (φ1 + 1, φ2) and, following [19] (see also [29,
Ch. 1, §15.2]),
a = Tr
(
Y ∗ν Yν + Y
∗
e Ye + 3Y
∗
u Yu + 3Y
∗
d Yd
)
,
b = Tr
(
(Y ∗ν Yν)
2 + (Y ∗e Ye)
2 + 3(Y ∗u Yu)
2 + 3(Y ∗d Yd)
2
)
,
c = Tr
(
Y ∗RYR
)
, (6.4)
d = Tr
(
(Y ∗RYR)
2
)
,
e = Tr
(
Y ∗RYRY
∗
ν Yν
)
.
Proof. The proof is analogous to Lemma 5.5, where the coefficients a, b, c, d, e have
now been redefined to incorporate the quark sector, and the trace is taken over the
generation space.
Lemma 6.7. The trace of (DµΦ)(D
µΦ) is given by
Tr
(
(DµΦ)(D
µΦ)
)
= 4a|D˜µH ′|2,
where H ′ denotes the complex doublet (φ1 + 1, φ2), and the covariant derivative D˜µ
on H ′ is defined as
D˜µH
′ = ∂µH ′ + iQaµσ
aH ′ − iΛµH ′.
Proof. The proof is as in Lemma 5.6. Since Φ commutes with the gauge field Vµ,
this gauge field does not contribute to the covariant derivative D˜µ.
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Proposition 6.8. The spectral action of the AC-manifold M ×FSM defined in this
section is given by
Tr
(
f
(DA
Λ
))
∼
∫
M
L(gµν ,Λµ, Qµ, Vµ, H ′)
√
|g|d4x+O(Λ−1),
for the Lagrangian
L(gµν ,Λµ, Qµ, Vµ, H ′) := 96LM (gµν) + LA(Λµ, Qµ, Vµ) + LH(gµν ,Λµ, Qµ, H ′).
Here LM (gµν) is defined in Proposition 3.5. The term LA gives the kinetic terms
of the gauge fields and equals
LA(Λµ, Qµ, Vµ) := f(0)
pi2
(10
3
ΛµνΛ
µν + Tr(QµνQ
µν) + Tr(VµνV
µν)
)
.
The Higgs potential LH (ignoring the boundary term) gives
LH(gµν ,Λµ, Qµ, H ′) := bf(0)
2pi2
|H ′|4 + −2af2Λ
2 + ef(0)
pi2
|H ′|2
− cf2Λ
2
pi2
+
df(0)
4pi2
+
af(0)
12pi2
s|H ′|2 + cf(0)
24pi2
s+
af(0)
2pi2
|D˜µH ′|2. (6.5)
Proof. We will use the general form of the spectral action of an almost commutative
manifold as calculated in Proposition 3.7. The gravitational Lagrangian LM now
obtains a factor 96 from the trace over HF . From Lemma 6.5 we immediately
find the term LA. For the newly defined coefficients a, b, c, d, e of (6.4), the Higgs
potential has exactly the same form as in Proposition 5.7.
6.3.1 The coupling constants and unification
The SU(3) gauge field Vµ can be written as Vµ = V
i
µλ
i, for the Gell-Mann matrices
λi and real coefficients V iµ. As in Section 5.4.2, we will introduce coupling constants
into the model by rescaling the gauge fields as
Λµ =
1
2
g1Bµ, Q
a
µ =
1
2
g2W
a
µ , V
i
µ =
1
2
g3G
i
µ.
By using the relations Tr(σaσb) = 2δab and Tr(λiλj) = 2δij , we now find that the
Lagrangian LA of Proposition 6.8 can be written as
LA(Bµ,Wµ, Gµ) = f(0)
2pi2
(5
3
g1
2BµνB
µν + g2
2WµνW
µν + g3
2GµνG
µν
)
.
It is natural to require that these kinetic terms are properly normalized, and this
imposes the relations
f(0)
2pi2
g3
2 =
f(0)
2pi2
g2
2 =
5f(0)
6pi2
g1
2 =
1
4
. (6.6)
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The coupling constants are then related by
g3
2 = g2
2 =
5
3
g1
2,
which is precisely the relation between the coupling constants at unification, com-
mon to grand unified theories (GUT). We shall discuss this further in Section 8.2.
By rescaling the Higgs field H ′ → H as in (5.13), we obtain the following result:
Theorem 6.9. The spectral action (ignoring topological and boundary terms) of
the AC-manifold M × FSM is given by
SB =
∫
M
(
48f4Λ
4
pi2
− cf2Λ
2
pi2
+
df(0)
4pi2
+
(
cf(0)
24pi2
− 4f2Λ
2
pi2
)
s− 3f(0)
10pi2
CµνρσC
µνρσ
+
1
4
BµνB
µν +
1
4
W aµνW
µν,a +
1
4
GiµνG
µν,i +
bpi2
2a2f(0)
|H|4
− 2af2Λ
2 − ef(0)
af(0)
|H|2 + 1
12
s|H|2 + 1
2
|D˜µH|2
)√
|g|d4x.
6.4 The fermionic action
In order to obtain the full Lagrangian for the Standard Model, we also need to
calculate the fermionic action Sf of Definition 2.17. First, let us have a closer look
at the fermionic particle fields and their interactions.
By an abuse of notation, let us write νλ, νλ, eλ, eλ, uλc, uλc, dλc, d
λc
for a set
of independent anticommuting Dirac spinors. We then write a generic Grassmann
vector ξ˜ ∈ H+cl as follows:
ξ˜ = νλL ⊗ νλL + νλR ⊗ νλR + νλR ⊗ νλL + νλL ⊗ νλR
+ eλL ⊗ eλL + eλR ⊗ eλR + eλR ⊗ eλL + eλL ⊗ eλR
+ uλcL ⊗ uλcL + uλcR ⊗ uλcR + uλcR ⊗ uλcL + uλcL ⊗ uλcR
+ dλcL ⊗ dλcL + dλcR ⊗ dλcR + d
λc
R ⊗ dλcL + d
λc
L ⊗ dλcR ,
where in each tensor product it should be clear that the first component is an anti-
commuting Weyl spinor, and the second component is a basis element of HF . Here
λ = 1, 2, 3 labels the generation of the fermions, and c = r, g, b labels the color index
of the quarks.
Let us have a closer look at the gauge fields of the electroweak sector. For the
physical gauge fields of (5.21) we can write
Q1µ + iQ
2
µ =
1√
2
g2Wµ, Q
1
µ − iQ2µ =
1√
2
g2W
∗
µ ,
Q3µ − Λµ =
g2
2cw
Zµ, Λµ =
1
2
swg2Aµ − 1
2
sw
2g2
cw
Zµ,
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−Q3µ − Λµ = −swg2Aµ +
g2
2cw
(1− 2cw2)Zµ,
Q3µ +
1
3
Λµ =
2
3
swg2Aµ − g2
6cw
(1− 4cw2)Zµ,
−Q3µ +
1
3
Λµ = −1
3
swg2Aµ − g2
6cw
(1 + 2cw
2)Zµ.
(6.7)
We have rescaled the Higgs field in (5.13), so we can write H =
√
af(0)
pi (φ1 +
1, φ2). We shall parametrize the Higgs field as H = (v+ h+ iφ
0, i
√
2φ−), where φ0
is real and φ− is complex. We write φ+ for the complex conjugate of φ−. Thus, we
can write
(φ1 + 1, φ2) =
pi√
af(0)
(v + h+ iφ0, i
√
2φ−). (6.8)
As in Remark 4.7, we will need to impose a further restriction on the mass
matrices in DF , in order to obtain physical mass terms in the fermionic action. From
here on, we will require that the matrices Yx are antihermitian, for x = ν, e, u, d.
We shall then define the hermitian mass matrices mx by writing
Yx =: −i
√
af(0)
piv
mx. (6.9)
Similarly, we shall also take YR to be anti-hermitian, and we introduce a hermitian
(and symmetric) Majorana mass matrix mR by writing
YR = −imR. (6.10)
Theorem 6.10. The fermionic action of the almost commutative manifold M×FSM
is given by
SF =
∫
M
(Lkin + Lgf + LHf + LR)√|g|d4x.
We suppress all generation and color indices. The kinetic terms of the fermions are
given by
Lkin := −i(JMν, γµ∇Sµν)− i(JMe, γµ∇Sµe)− i(JMu, γµ∇Sµu)− i(JMd, γµ∇Sµd).
The minimal coupling of the gauge fields to the fermions is given by
Lgf := swg2Aµ
(
− (JMe, γµe) + 23 (JMu, γµu)− 13 (JMd, γµd)
)
+
g2
4cw
Zµ
(
(JMν, γ
µ(1 + γ5)ν) + (JMe, γ
µ(4sw
2 − 1− γ5)e)
+ (JMu, γ
µ(− 83sw2 + 1 + γ5)u) + (JMd, γµ( 43sw2 − 1− γ5)d)
)
+
g2
2
√
2
Wµ
(
(JMe, γ
µ(1 + γ5)ν) + (JMd, γ
µ(1 + γ5)u)
)
+
g2
2
√
2
W ∗µ
(
(JMν, γ
µ(1 + γ5)e) + (JMu, γ
µ(1 + γ5)d)
)
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+
g3
2
Giµ
(
(JMu, γ
µλiu) + (JMd, γ
µλid)
)
.
The Yukawa couplings of the Higgs field to the fermions are given by
LHf := i(1 + h
v
)
(
(JMν,mνν) + (JMe,mee) + (JMu,muu) + (JMd,mdd)
)
+
φ0
v
(
(JMν, γ5mνν)− (JMe, γ5mee) + (JMu, γ5muu)− (JMd, γ5mdd)
)
+
φ−√
2v
(
(JMe,me(1 + γ5)ν)− (JMe,mν(1− γ5)ν)
)
+
φ+√
2v
(
(JMν,mν(1 + γ5)e)− (JMν,me(1− γ5)e)
)
+
φ−√
2v
(
(JMd,md(1 + γ5)u)− (JMd,mu(1− γ5)u)
)
+
φ+√
2v
(
(JMu,mu(1 + γ5)d)− (JMu,md(1− γ5)d)
)
.
The Majorana masses of the right-handed neutrinos (and left-handed anti-neutrinos)
are given by
LR := i(JMνR,mRνR) + i(JMνL,mRνL).
Proof. The proof is similar to Proposition 4.6, though the calculations are now a
little more complicated. From Definition 2.17 we know that the fermionic action is
given by SF =
1
2 〈Jξ˜,DAξ˜〉, where the fluctuated Dirac operator is given by
DA = /D ⊗ I+ γµ ⊗Bµ + γ5 ⊗ Φ.
We rewrite the inner product on H as 〈ξ, ψ〉 = ∫
M
(ξ, ψ)
√|g|d4x. As in Proposi-
tion 4.6, the expressions for Jξ˜ = (JM ⊗ JF )ξ˜ and ( /D ⊗ I)ξ˜ are obtained straight-
forwardly. We will use the symmetry of the form (JM χ˜, /Dψ˜), and then we obtain
the kinetic terms as
1
2
(Jξ˜, ( /D ⊗ I)ξ˜) = (JMνλ, /Dνλ) + (JMeλ, /Deλ) + (JMuλc, /Duλc) + (JMdλc, /Ddλc).
The other two terms in the fluctuated Dirac operator yield more complicated ex-
pressions. For the calculation of (γµ ⊗ Bµ)ξ˜, we use Eq. (6.3) for the gauge field
Bµ, and we can insert the expressions of (6.7). As in Proposition 4.6, we now use
the antisymmetry of the form (JM χ˜, γ
µψ˜). For the coupling of the fermions to the
gauge fields, a direct calculation then yields
1
2
(Jξ˜, (γµ ⊗Bµ)ξ˜) =
swg2Aµ
(
− (JMeλ, γµeλ) + 23 (JMuλc, γµuλc)− 13 (JMd
λc
, γµdλc)
)
+
g2
4cw
Zµ
(
(JMν
λ, γµ(1 + γ5)ν
λ) + (JMe
λ, γµ(4sw
2 − 1− γ5)eλ)
+ (JMu
λc, γµ(− 83sw2 + 1 + γ5)uλc) + (JMd
λc
, γµ( 43sw
2 − 1− γ5)dλc)
)
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+
g2
2
√
2
Wµ
(
(JMe
λ, γµ(1 + γ5)ν
λ) + (JMd
λc
, γµ(1 + γ5)u
λc)
)
+
g2
2
√
2
W ∗µ
(
(JMν
λ, γµ(1 + γ5)e
λ) + (JMu
λc, γµ(1 + γ5)d
λc)
)
+
g3
2
Giµλ
dc
i
(
(JMu
λd, γµuλc) + (JMd
λd
, γµdλc)
)
,
where in the weak interactions the projection operator 12 (1 + γ5) is used to select
only the left-handed spinors.
Next, we need to calculate 12 (Jξ˜, (γ5 ⊗ Φ)ξ˜). The Higgs field is given by Φ =
DF + φ + JFφJ
∗
F , where φ is given by (6.1). Let us first focus on the four terms
involving only the Yukawa couplings for the neutrinos. Using the symmetry of the
form (JM χ˜, γ5ψ˜), we obtain
1
2
(JMν
κ
R, γ5Y
κλ
ν (φ1 + 1)ν
λ
R) +
1
2
(JMν
κ
R, γ5Y
λκ
ν (φ1 + 1)ν
λ
R)
+
1
2
(JMν
κ
L, γ5Y
λκ
ν (φ1 + 1)ν
λ
L) +
1
2
(JMν
κ
L, γ5Y
κλ
ν (φ1 + 1)ν
λ
L)
= (JMν
κ
R, γ5Y
κλ
ν (φ1 + 1)ν
λ
R) + (JMν
κ
L, γ5Y
λκ
ν (φ1 + 1)ν
λ
L).
Using (6.8) and (6.9), and dropping the generation labels, we can now rewrite
(JMνR, γ5Yν(φ1 + 1)νR) + (JMνL, γ5Y ν(φ1 + 1)νL)
= i(1 +
h
v
)(JMν,mνν)− φ
0
v
(JMν, γ5mνν).
For e, u, d we obtain similar terms, with the only difference that for e and d the sign
for φ0 is changed. We also find terms that mix the neutrinos and electrons, and by
the symmetry of the form (JM χ˜, γ5ψ˜), these are given by the four terms
√
2
v
(
φ−(JMeL,meνL) + φ+(JMνL,mνeL)− φ−(JMeR,mννR)− φ+(JMνR,meeR)
)
.
There are four similar terms with ν and e replaced by u and d, respectively. We
can use the projection operators 12 (1 ± γ5) to select left- or right-handed spinors.
Lastly, the off-diagonal part T in the finite Dirac operator DF yields the Majorana
mass terms for the right-handed neutrinos (and left-handed anti-neutrinos). Using
(6.10), these Majorana mass terms are given by
(JMνR, γ5YRνR) + (JMνL, γ5Y RνL) = i(JMνR,mRνR) + i(JMνL,mRνL).
We thus obtain that the mass terms of the fermions and their couplings to the Higgs
field are given by
1
2
(Jξ˜, (γ5 ⊗ Φ)ξ˜) =
i(1 +
h
v
)
(
(JMν,mνν) + (JMe,mee) + (JMu,muu) + (JMd,mdd)
)
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+
φ0
v
(
(JMν, γ5mνν)− (JMe, γ5mee) + (JMu, γ5muu)− (JMd, γ5mdd)
)
+
φ−√
2v
(
(JMe,me(1 + γ5)ν)− (JMe,mν(1− γ5)ν)
)
+
φ+√
2v
(
(JMν,mν(1 + γ5)e)− (JMν,me(1− γ5)e)
)
+
φ−√
2v
(
(JMd,md(1 + γ5)u)− (JMd,mu(1− γ5)u)
)
+
φ+√
2v
(
(JMu,mu(1 + γ5)d)− (JMu,md(1− γ5)d)
)
+ i(JMνR,mRνR) + i(JMνL,mRνL),
where we have suppressed all indices.
In Theorems 6.9 and 6.10 we have calculated the action functional of Defini-
tion 2.17 for the almost commutative manifold M × FSM defined in this section.
However, we should still check whether this action coincides with the action of
the Standard Model. This comparison has been worked out in detail in [19] (see
also [29, Ch. 1, §17]), and it confirms that our almost commutative manifold indeed
yields the full Lagrangian of the Standard Model (with neutrino mixing and see-saw
mechanism).
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7 Conformal invariance
In this section, we shall first briefly introduce conformal transformations, and sub-
sequently discuss the conformal invariance of Weyl gravity. We then introduce the
idea of conformal symmetry breaking in the context of a single real-valued scalar
field conformally coupled to gravity. Next, we shall explicitly calculate the confor-
mal transformation of the asymptotic expansion of the spectral action for a general
almost commutative manifold, and show that it is invariant up to a kinetic term of
a dilaton field, similar to what was found in [17]. Subsequently, we shall use this
conformal invariance to revisit the Higgs mechanism discussed in Section 5.5.
7.1 Conformal invariance
7.1.1 Conformal transformations
A conformal transformation of the metric is given by gµν → g˜µν = Ω2gµν , where Ω ∈
C∞(M,R+) is a smooth, strictly positive function. Note that this transformation
does not change the coordinates xµ of M , but only the metric.
The Riemannian curvature and its derived tensors are completely determined
by the metric gµν . Using the conformal transformation of the metric, an explicit
calculation will show that the transformed scalar curvature s˜, corresponding to the
transformed metric g˜µν , is given by [80, Appendix D]
s˜ = Ω−2
(
s− 2(m− 1)∇β∇β(ln Ω)− (m− 1)(m− 2)∇β(ln Ω)∇β(ln Ω)
)
, (7.1)
where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection for the metric gµν . Particularly interesting is
the Weyl tensor Cµνρσ, which is seen to be conformally invariant (for more details,
see [80, Appendix D]).
7.1.2 Conformal gravity
We define the Weyl action by
SW[g] :=
∫
M
CµνρσC
µνρσ
√
|g|d4x.
We will show in the next proposition that this Weyl action is conformally invariant,
and for this reason it is also called the action of conformal gravity.
Proposition 7.1. In the case dim(M) = m = 4, the Weyl action is conformally
invariant.
Proof. As mentioned before, we know that the Weyl tensor is conformally invariant.
However, since the metric does transform under conformal transformations, this
invariance depends on the position of the indices. We can calculate that
C˜µνρσ = g˜µαC˜
α
νρσ = Ω
2gµαC
α
νρσ = Ω
2Cµνρσ.
Similarly, since g˜µν = Ω−2gµν , we have
C˜µνρσ = Ω−6Cµνρσ.
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The determinant |g| of the metric can be written as |g| = µνρσg1µg2νg3ρg4σ, so we
see that |g˜| = Ω8|g|, and hence that √|g˜| = Ω4√|g|. Combining this we find that
C˜µνρσC˜
µνρσ
√
|g˜| = Ω2CµνρσΩ−6CµνρσΩ4
√
|g| = CµνρσCµνρσ
√
|g|.
7.2 Conformal symmetry breaking
Consider a real-valued scalar field φ transforming as φ→ Ω−1φ. The most general
invariant action for φ is:
S(gµν , φ) =
∫
M
(
1
2
(∂µφ)(∂
µφ) +
1
12
sφ2 + λφ4
)√
|g|d4x.
Note that there is no (tachyonic) Higgs mass term −µ2φ2.
Suppose we have a constant s < 0 and λ > 0. The potential 112sφ
2 + λφ4 then
obtains a minimum for φ = v satisfying
1
12
sv + 2λv3 = 0 ⇒ v2 = −s
24λ
.
If on the other hand the scalar curvature is not a constant, then the vacuum ex-
pectation value v would also no longer be a constant. Therefore we can no longer
ignore the kinetic term in the Higgs potential. We thus have to consider the full
Higgs potential
L = 1
2
(∂µφ)(∂
µφ) +
1
12
sφ2 + λφ4.
The extremal points of this Lagrangian are obtained for a vacuum expectation value
v given by the solution to the equation
−1
2
∂µ∂
µv +
1
12
sv + 2λv3 = 0.
Unfortunately, this differential equation cannot be solved exactly, so we are unable
to find an exact solution for the vacuum expectation value. However, this problem
can be avoided by invoking the conformal invariance of the Higgs potential. A good
treatment of such a spontaneous breaking in the case of conformal gravity with a
conformally coupled scalar field can be found in [59]. For this purpose, we now
perform a conformal transformation for a conveniently chosen Ω(x) =
√
s(x)/s0 for
some constant s0. The Higgs potential is then transformed into
L → L˜ = 1
2
(∂˜µφ˜)(∂˜
µφ˜) +
1
12
s0φ˜
2 + λφ˜4.
Since we now have a constant scalar curvature s0, we can ignore the kinetic term
and easily solve for the minimum of this transformed potential. We then find a
vacuum expectation value v0 given by
v0
2 =
−s0
24λ
.
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We shall now introduce a new variable h by writing
φ˜(x)→ Ω(x)−1(v0 + h(x)).
This transformation spontaneously breaks the conformal invariance of the Lagrangian,
which results into the broken Lagrangian
L(gµν , h) = 1
2
(∂µh)(∂
µh) +
1
12
(v0 + h)
2s0 + λ(v0 + h)
4
=
1
2
(∂µh)(∂
µh) + λ
(
h4 + 4v0h
3 + 4v0
2h2 − v04
)
.
Remark 7.2. Under the assumption that φ(x) 6= 0, there is an alternative approach
to the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the conformal invariance (see e.g. [32]).
Namely, we can then choose the conformal transformation Ω(x) = φ(x)/φ0 for some
constant φ0. The Lagrangian in this case becomes
L(gµν) = φ0
2
12
s˜+ λφ0
4.
Hence with this alternative transformation we recover the usual Einstein-Hilbert
Lagrangian for gravity including a cosmological constant, and the scalar field φ has
completely disappeared.
7.3 Conformal transformations of the spectral action
The scale invariance of the spectral action has been discussed by Chamseddine and
Connes in [17]. In their approach, the constant cut-off scale Λ in the definition of the
spectral action (see (2.23)) is replaced by a dynamical scale Λeη, thus introducing
a dilaton field η. In this section we will not discuss the general approach of [17],
but we only focus on the asymptotic expansion of the spectral action for an almost
commutative manifold. We will explicitly show that this asymptotic expansion is
invariant under conformal transformations.
Under a conformal transformation given by Ω ∈ C∞(M,R+), we will let the
fields Bµ and Φ of (2.16) and (2.17) transform as
B˜µ = Bµ, Φ˜ = Ω
−1Φ.
The spectral action depends on the choice of the cut-off scale Λ, and it is no sur-
prise that a conformal transformation should also affect this cut-off scale. We thus
transform the constant Λ into a dynamical scale given by
Λ˜ = Ω−1Λ.
Proposition 7.3. A conformal transformation of the spectral action of an almost
commutative manifold (cf. Proposition 3.7) yields (ignoring boundary terms) the
Lagrangian
L(g˜µν , B˜µ, Φ˜, Λ˜) = L(gµν , Bµ,Φ,Λ) + Nf2Ω
−2Λ2
4pi2
∇β(Ω)∇β(Ω)
√
|g|.
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Proof. We shall calculate the conformal transformations of the different terms in
the Lagrangian separately. We shall ignore topological and boundary terms and use
(3.19) for LM . We then find that
LM (g˜µν , Λ˜)
√
|g˜| = f4Ω
−4Λ4
2pi2
Ω4
√
|g|
− f2Ω
−2Λ2
24pi2
s˜Ω4
√
|g| − f(0)
320pi2
CµνρσC
µνρσ
√
|g|,
where we have used the conformal invariance of the Weyl action (cf. Proposition 7.1).
Inserting the formula for s˜ given by (7.1), we obtain several extra terms, and we
have
LM (g˜µν , Λ˜)
√
|g˜|
= LM (gµν ,Λ)
√
|g|+ f2Λ
2
4pi2
(
∇β∇β(ln Ω) +∇β(ln Ω)∇β(ln Ω)
)√
|g|.
On the second line, the first term is a total divergence and yields a boundary term,
which we will ignore, and the second term can be rewritten as
∇β(ln Ω)∇β(ln Ω) = Ω−2∇β(Ω)∇β(Ω).
Hence we obtain (ignoring the boundary term)
LM (g˜µν , Λ˜)
√
|g˜| = LM (gµν ,Λ)
√
|g|+ f2Λ
2
4pi2
Ω−2∇β(Ω)∇β(Ω)
√
|g|.
Since the gauge field Bµ does not transform, neither does Fµν . However, we do
have
F˜µν = g˜µαg˜νβF˜αβ = Ω
−4gµαgνβFαβ = Ω−4Fµν .
From this we find that the kinetic term of the gauge field remains invariant under
conformal transformations:
LB(B˜µ)
√
|g˜| = f(0)
24pi2
Tr(FµνΩ
−4Fµν)Ω4
√
|g| = LB(Bµ)
√
|g|.
We shall split LH into two parts, and we shall write L1 for the Higgs potential
(ignoring the boundary term) and L2 for the kinetic term and the minimal coupling
to the other fields. The Higgs potential L1 transforms as
L1(Φ˜, Λ˜)
√
|g˜| = −f2Ω
−2Λ2
2pi2
Tr(Ω−2Φ2)Ω4
√
|g|+ f(0)
8pi2
Tr(Ω−4Φ4)Ω4
√
|g|
= −f2Λ
2
2pi2
Tr(Φ2)
√
|g|+ f(0)
8pi2
Tr(Φ4)
√
|g| = L1(Φ,Λ)
√
|g|.
For the last part of the Lagrangian we have
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L2(g˜µν , B˜µ, Φ˜)
√
|g˜| = f(0)
48pi2
s˜Tr(Ω−2Φ2)Ω4
√
|g|
+
f(0)
8pi2
Tr
(
(D˜µΩ
−1Φ)(D˜µΩ−1Φ)
)
Ω4
√
|g|.
The first term is given by
f(0)
48pi2
s˜Tr(Ω−2Φ2)Ω4
√
|g| = f(0)
48pi2
sTr(Φ2)
√
|g|
− f(0)
8pi2
(
∇β∇β(ln Ω) +∇β(ln Ω)∇β(ln Ω)
)
Tr(Φ2)
√
|g|.
We shall rewrite
∇β∇β(ln Ω) = ∇β
(
Ω−1∇β(Ω)
)
= −Ω−2∇β(Ω)∇β(Ω) + Ω−1∇β∇β(Ω)
and
∇β(ln Ω)∇β(ln Ω) = Ω−2∇β(Ω)∇β(Ω),
and obtain
f(0)
48pi2
s˜Tr(Ω−2Φ2)Ω4
√
|g| = f(0)
48pi2
sTr(Φ2)
√
|g| − f(0)
8pi2
Ω−1∇β∇β(Ω)Tr(Φ2)
√
|g|.
Dµ has been defined in Proposition 3.1 by DµΦ = [∇Eµ ,Φ]. The transformation
of ∇E is determined by the transformation of ∇, and it only yields new terms which
commute with Φ. Therefore we can conclude that D˜µ = Dµ, and D˜
µ = Ω−2Dµ.
From this we find that
D˜µΩ
−1Φ = Ω−1(DµΦ) + (∂µΩ−1)Φ.
We then find that the second term of L2 decomposes as
f(0)
8pi2
Tr
(
(DµΩ
−1Φ)(DµΩ−1Φ)
)
Ω2
√
|g| = f(0)
8pi2
Tr
(
(DµΦ)(D
µΦ)
)√|g|
+
f(0)
8pi2
Ω(∂µΩ
−1)Tr
(
DµΦ2
)√|g|+ f(0)
8pi2
Ω2(∂µΩ
−1)(∂µΩ−1)Tr
(
Φ2
)√|g|.
Note that Tr
(
[Bµ,Φ2]
)
= 0 by the cyclic property of the trace, so that Tr
(
DµΦ2
)
=
Tr
(
∂µΦ2
)
. Combining both terms of L2, we see that
L2(g˜µν , B˜µ, Φ˜)
√
|g˜| = L2(gµν , Bµ,Φ)
√
|g| − f(0)
8pi2
Ω−1∇β∇β(Ω)Tr(Φ2)
√
|g|
− f(0)
8pi2
Ω−1(∂µΩ)Tr
(
∂µΦ2
)√|g|+ f(0)
8pi2
Ω−2(∂µΩ)(∂µΩ)Tr
(
Φ2
)√|g|.
By using the fact that ∇βf = ∂βf for functions f ∈ C∞(M), we note that
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∇β
(
Ω−1∇β(Ω)Tr(Φ2)
)
= −Ω−2∂β(Ω)∂β(Ω)Tr(Φ2)
+ Ω−1∇β∇β(Ω)Tr(Φ2) + Ω−1∂β(Ω)Tr(∂βΦ2),
and thus we can conclude that
L2(g˜µν , B˜µ, Φ˜)
√
|g˜| = L2(gµν , Bµ,Φ)
√
|g| − f(0)
8pi2
∇β
(
Ω−1∇β(Ω)Tr(Φ2)
)√
|g|.
Ignoring this boundary term, we see that LH is invariant under conformal transfor-
mations.
Remark 7.4. Let us write the conformal scaling factor as Ω = eη. We can then
write the transformation of the Lagrangian as
L(g˜µν , B˜µ, Φ˜, Λ˜)
√
|g˜| = L(gµν , Bµ,Φ,Λ)
√
|g|+ Nf2
4pi2
Λ2(∂βη)(∂βη)
√
|g|.
So the only effect of the conformal transformation is that we obtain in the La-
grangian the kinetic term (∂βη)(∂βη) of a dilaton field η.
7.4 The Higgs mechanism revisited
In Section 5.5 we have discussed the Higgs mechanism for the Glashow-Weinberg-
Salam model under the assumption that the scalar curvature s vanishes identically.
If the scalar curvature does not vanish, we gain an additional term in the Higgs
potential given by the conformal coupling s|H|2. Since the scalar curvature s is a
function on M , the vacuum expectation value of this full potential will in general
not be a spacetime constant, and therefore we can no longer ignore the kinetic term
in the Higgs potential. The vacuum expectation value v will now be given by the
solution to the equation
−1
2
DµD
µv(x) +
(−2af2Λ2 + ef(0)
af(0)
+
1
12
s(x)
)
v(x) +
bpi2
a2f(0)
v(x)3 = 0.
Unfortunately, this differential equation cannot be solved exactly, and this poses
a problem in applying the Higgs mechanism. However, as in Section 7.2, we can
avoid this problem by invoking the conformal invariance of the spectral action.
Thus, let us perform a conformal transformation for a conveniently chosen function
Ω(x). This transformation needs to be such that the coefficients in the above
equation become constants. Before we continue, consider the effect of a conformal
transformation given by Ω(x) on the field Φ, which transforms as
Φ =
(
S + φ T ∗
T (S + φ)
)
−→ Ω−1(x)Φ =
(
Ω−1(x)
(
S + φ
)
Ω−1(x)T ∗
Ω−1(x)T Ω−1(x)(S + φ)
)
.
The rescaling of S + φ is given by the rescaling of the doublet H → Ω(x)−1H.
However, the conformal transformation also affects the off-diagonal part T (which
gives the Majorana mass for the right-handed neutrinos) and hence it affects the
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constants c, d and e of (5.11). So, when performing a conformal transformation,
these constants must be transformed accordingly.
We now choose the conformal transformation given by
Ω(x) :=
√
2af2Λ2 − ef(0)
af(0)
− 1
12
s(x)Ω0,
where Ω0 is some arbitrary constant. For the transformed v˜(x) = Ω
−1(x)v(x) we
then obtain the equation
−Ω−20 v˜(x) +
bpi2
a2f(0)
v˜(x)3 = 0,
and the solution to this equation yields the constant vacuum expectation value
v0 =
a
√
f(0)√
bpiΩ0
.
Note that, because of the freedom we have in choosing Ω0, we are free to take v0 = 1
through a global conformal transformation. However, for clarity we will simply leave
v0 as it is, without specifying its value.
Remark 7.5. The minimum of the Higgs potential is obtained for a non-vanishing
Higgs field if and only if 2af2Λ
2 − ef(0) − 112af(0)s(x) > 0. When 112af(0)s(x) >
2af2Λ
2 − ef(0), the total coefficient in front of |H|2 becomes positive, and hence
the minimum of the Higgs potential is obtained for H = 0. So, when the scalar
curvature s becomes large enough, there will be no spontaneous symmetry breaking.
A varying scalar curvature can thus cause a transition from a broken to an unbroken
theory. This is interesting in the context of cosmological applications of the spectral
action, as studied for instance in [12, 61, 67, 70].
Theorem 7.6. The (gauge and conformal) transformation of the Higgs field, given
by
H = Ω−1(x)u(x)
(
v0 + h(x)
0
)
, h(x) := Ω(x)|H(x)| − v0, (7.2)
breaks both the gauge symmetry and the conformal symmetry. The resulting spon-
taneously broken bosonic action (ignoring topological and boundary terms) of the
Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model is given by
SB =
∫
M
(
4f4Λ
4
pi2
− cf2Λ
2
pi2
+
df(0)
4pi2
− bpi
2
2a2f(0)
v0
4
+
(
cf(0)
24pi2
− f2Λ
2
3pi2
)
s− f(0)
40pi2
CµνρσC
µνρσ
+
1
4
BµνB
µν +
1
4
W aµνW
µν,a +
f2Λ
2
3pi2
(∂βη)(∂βη)
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+
1
2
(∂µh)(∂µh) +
bpi2
2a2f(0)
(
h4 + 4v0h
3 + 4v0
2h2
)
+
1
4
g2
2(v0 + h)
2Wµ∗Wµ +
1
8
g2
2
cw2
(v0 + h)
2ZµZµ
)√
|g|d4x.
Here we have introduced the dilaton field η by setting Ω(x) = eη(x), as in Remark 7.4.
Proof. As has been shown in Proposition 7.3, the full Lagrangian LH (when inte-
grated over M) is conformally invariant. Thus, we can simply replace H by the
doublet (v0 + h(x), 0) in the formula for LH given in Proposition 5.7. Using the
rescaling of the Higgs field of (5.13), the Higgs potential and the Higgs kinetic term
are then rewritten as in (5.20) and (5.22). For the gauge kinetic terms, we use
(5.14) and impose the relations (5.16). The gravitational Lagrangian LM of Propo-
sition 5.7 obtains a kinetic term for a dilaton field η by Remark 7.4. Combining all
terms then proves the proposition.
Remark 7.7. In the Higgs Lagrangian LH , as given in Proposition 5.7, there is one
term proportional to s|H|2. One might expect that after the spontaneous symmetry
breaking this would yield a contribution to the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian in the
form of sv0
2. However, this is not the case, since this term combines with the other
terms proportional to v0
2, and then their coefficient is also seen to be proportional
to v0
2. In this way, we are only left with the constant term − bpi22a2f(0)v04, which
contributes to the cosmological constant.
Furthermore, after the conformal transformation there also remains no coupling
between the Higgs field h and the scalar curvature s, since this coupling has been
absorbed into the mass term v0
2h2. Hence, the term s|H|2 has completely disap-
peared from the action.
7.4.1 The Higgs mechanism for the Standard Model
The above approach for the conformal symmetry breaking of the Glashow-Weinberg-
Salam model generalizes straightforwardly to the description of the full Standard
Model of Section 6. In exactly the same way as in Theorem 7.6, we can now rewrite
the spectral action of Proposition 6.8, and obtain the following result.
Theorem 7.8. The spontaneously broken bosonic action (ignoring topological and
boundary terms) of the Standard Model is given by
SB =
∫
M
(
48f4Λ
4
pi2
− cf2Λ
2
pi2
+
df(0)
4pi2
− bpi
2
2a2f(0)
v0
4
+
cf(0)s
24pi2
− 4f2Λ
2s
pi2
− 3f(0)
10pi2
CµνρσC
µνρσ
+
1
4
BµνB
µν +
1
4
W aµνW
µν,a +
1
4
GiµνG
µν,i +
4f2Λ
2
pi2
(∂βη)(∂βη)
+
1
2
(∂µh)(∂µh) +
bpi2
2a2f(0)
(
h4 + 4v0h
3 + 4v0
2h2
)
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+
1
4
g2
2(v0 + h)
2Wµ∗Wµ +
1
8
g2
2
cw2
(v0 + h)
2ZµZµ
)√
|g|d4x.
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8 Phenomenology
In Theorems 6.10 and 7.8, we have derived the full Lagrangian for the Standard
Model from the almost commutative manifold M × FSM . The coefficients in this
Lagrangian are given in terms of:
• the moments f(0), f2 and f4 of the function f in the spectral action;
• the cut-off scale Λ in the spectral action;
• the vacuum expectation value v0 of the Higgs field;
• the coefficients a, b, c, d, e of (6.4) determined by the mass matrices in the
finite Dirac operator DF .
We can find several relations among these coefficients in the Lagrangian, which
we shall derive in the following section. Inspired by the relation g3
2 = g2
2 = 53g1
2
obtained from (6.6), we will assume that these relations hold at the unification scale.
Subsequently, we will use the renormalization group equations to obtain predictions
for the Standard Model at ordinary energies. For the first part, we mainly follow
the same outline as in [19, §5] (see also [29, Ch. 1, §17]). We then incorporate also
the running of the neutrino masses as in [46].
8.1 Mass relations
8.1.1 Fermion masses
Recall from (6.9) that we have defined the mass matrices mx of the fermions by
rewriting the matrices Yx in the finite Dirac operator DF . Inserting the formula
(6.9) for Yx into the expression for a given by (6.4), we obtain
a =
af(0)
pi2v02
Tr
(
m∗νmν +m
∗
eme + 3m
∗
umu + 3m
∗
dmd
)
,
which yields
Tr
(
m∗νmν +m
∗
eme + 3m
∗
umu + 3m
∗
dmd
)
=
pi2v0
2
f(0)
.
From (5.23) we know that the mass of the W-boson is given by MW =
1
2v0g2. Using
the normalization equation (6.6), which expresses g2 in terms of f(0), we can then
write
f(0) =
pi2v0
2
8MW
2 . (8.1)
Inserting this into the expression above, we obtain a relation between the fermion
mass matrices mx and the W-boson mass MW :
Tr
(
m∗νmν +m
∗
eme + 3m
∗
umu + 3m
∗
dmd
)
= 2g2
2v0
2 = 8MW
2. (8.2)
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If we would assume that the mass of the top quark is much larger than all other
fermion masses, we may neglect the other fermion masses. In that case the above
relation would yield the constraint
mtop .
√
8
3
MW . (8.3)
8.1.2 The Higgs mass
For the Higgs boson h we obtain a mass mh by writing the term proportional to h
2
in Theorem 7.8 in the form
bpi2
2a2f(0)
4v0
2h2 =
1
2
mh
2h2.
We then see that the Higgs mass is given by
mh =
2pi
√
bv0
a
√
f(0)
. (8.4)
By inserting (8.1) into this expression for the Higgs mass, we see that MW and mh
are related by
mh
2 = 32
b
a2
MW
2.
Next, we introduce the quartic Higgs coupling constant λ by writing
bpi2
2a2f(0)
h4 =:
1
24
λh4.
From (6.6), we then find
λ = 24
b
a2
g2
2. (8.5)
We then find that the Higgs mass can be expressed in terms of the mass MW of the
W-boson, the coupling constant g2 and the quartic Higgs coupling λ as
mh
2 =
4λMW
2
3g22
. (8.6)
8.1.3 The seesaw mechanism
Let us consider the mass terms for the neutrinos. The matrix DF described in Sec-
tion 6.1 provides the Dirac masses as well as the Majorana masses of the fermions.
After a rescaling as in (6.9), the mass matrix restricted to the subspace of HF with
basis {νL, νR, νL, νR} is given by
0 m∗ν m
∗
R 0
mν 0 0 0
mR 0 0 m
∗
ν
0 0 mν 0
 .
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Suppose we consider only one generation, so that mν and mR are just scalars. The
eigenvalues of the above mass matrix are then given by
±1
2
mR ± 1
2
√
mR2 + 4mν2.
If we assume that mν  mR, then these eigenvalues are approximated by ±mR and
±mν2mR . This means that there is a heavy neutrino, for which the Dirac mass mν
may be neglected, and its mass is given by the Majorana mass mR. However, there
is also a light neutrino, for which the Dirac and Majorana terms conspire to yield
a mass mν
2
mR
, which is in fact much smaller than the Dirac mass mν . This is called
the seesaw mechanism. Thus, even though the observed masses for these neutrinos
may be very small, they might still have a large Dirac mass (or Yukawa coupling).
From (8.2) we have obtained a relation between the masses of the top quark
and the W-boson, by neglecting all other fermion masses. However, because of the
seesaw mechanism, it might be that one of the neutrinos has a Dirac mass of the
same order of magnitude as the top quark. It would then not be justified to neglect
all other fermion masses, but instead we need to correct for such massive neutrinos.
Let us introduce a new parameter ρ (typically taken to be of order 1) for the
ratio between the Dirac mass mν for the tau-neutrino and the mass mtop of the top
quark (at unification scale), so we shall write mν = ρmtop. Instead of (8.3) we then
obtain the restriction
mtop .
√
8
3 + ρ2
MW . (8.7)
8.2 Renormalization group flow
In this section we shall evaluate the renormalization group equations (RGEs) for
the Standard Model from ordinary energies up to the unification scale. For the
validity of these RGEs we need to assume the existence of a big desert up to the
unification scale. One assumes
• that there exist no new particles (besides the known Standard Model particles
and the Higgs boson) with a mass below the unification scale;
• that perturbative quantum field theory remains valid throughout the big
desert.
Furthermore, we shall also ignore any gravitational contributions to the renormal-
ization group flow.
8.2.1 Coupling constants
In Section 6.3.1 we have introduced the coupling constants for the gauge fields, and
we have obtained the relation g3
2 = g2
2 = 53g1
2. This is precisely the relation
between the coupling constants at unification, common to grand unified theories
(GUT). Thus, it would be natural to assume that our model is defined at the
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scale ΛGUT . However, it turns out that there is no scale at which the relation
g3
2 = g2
2 = 53g1
2 holds exactly, as we will see below.
The renormalization group β functions of the (minimal) standard model are
taken from [56–58] or [37]. We shall simplify the expressions by ignoring the 2-loop
contributions, and instead consider only the 1-loop approximation. By inserting the
number of ng = 3 generations, the renormalization group equations (RGEs) then
read (see [56, Eq. (B.2)] or [37, Eq. (A.1)])
dgi
dt
= − 1
16pi2
big
3
i , b =
(
−41
6
,
19
6
, 7
)
,
where t = logµ. At first order, these equations are uncoupled from all other param-
eters of the Standard Model, and the solutions for the running coupling constants
gi(µ) at the energy scale µ are easily seen to satisfy
gi(µ)
−2 = gi(MZ)−2 +
bi
8pi2
log
µ
MZ
, (8.8)
where MZ is the mass of the Z-boson [66]:
MZ = 91.1876± 0.0021 GeV.
The experimental values of the coupling constants at the energy scaleMZ are known,
and are given by [66]
g1(MZ) = 0.3575± 0.0001, g2(MZ) = 0.6519± 0.0002, g3(MZ) = 1.220± 0.004.
Using these experimental values, we obtain the running of the coupling constants
in Fig. 1. As can be seen in this figure, the running coupling constants do not meet
in one point, and hence they do not determine a unique unification scale ΛGUT . In
other words, the relation g3
2 = g2
2 = 53g1
2 cannot hold exactly at any energy scale,
unless we drop the big desert hypothesis. Nevertheless, in the remainder of this
section we shall assume that this relation holds approximately. We shall consider
the range for ΛGUT determined by the triangle of the running coupling constants
in Fig. 1. The scale Λ12 at the intersection of
√
5
3g1 and g2 determines the lowest
value for ΛGUT , and is given by
Λ12 = MZ exp
(
8pi2( 35g1(MZ)
−2 − g2(MZ)−2)
b2 − 35b1
)
= 1.03× 1013 GeV. (8.9)
The highest value Λ23 is given by the solution of g2 = g3, which yields the value
Λ23 = MZ exp
(
8pi2(g3(MZ)
−2 − g2(MZ)−2)
b2 − b3
)
= 9.92× 1016 GeV. (8.10)
We will assume that the Lagrangian we have derived from the AC-manifold M×FSM
is valid at some scale ΛGUT , which we take between Λ12 and Λ23. All relations
obtained in Section 8.1 are assumed to hold approximately at this scale, and all
predictions that will follow from these relations are therefore also only approximate.
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Figure 1: The running of the gauge coupling constants.
8.2.2 Renormalization group equations
The running of the neutrino masses has been studied in a general setting for non-
degenerate seesaw scales in [4]. In the following we shall consider the case where only
the tau-neutrino has a large Dirac mass mν , which cannot be neglected with respect
to the mass of the top-quark. In the remainder of this section, we shall calculate the
running of the Yukawa couplings for the top-quark and the tau-neutrino, as well as
the running of the quartic Higgs coupling. Let us write ytop and yν for the Yukawa
couplings of the top quark and the tau-neutrino, defined by
mtop =
1
2
√
2ytopv0, mν =
1
2
√
2yνv0, (8.11)
where v0 is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field.
We shall follow a similar approach as in [46]. Let mR be the Majorana mass for
the right-handed tau-neutrino. By the Appelquist-Carazzone decoupling theorem
[5], we then distinguish two energy domains: E > mR and E < mR. We shall
again neglect all fermion masses except for the top quark and the tau neutrino. For
high energies E > mR, the renormalization group equations are given by (see [57,
Eq. (B.4)], [4, Eq. (15)] and [58, Eq. (B.3)])
dytop
dt
=
1
16pi2
(
9
2
y2top + y
2
ν −
17
12
g21 −
9
4
g22 − 8g23
)
ytop,
dyν
dt
=
1
16pi2
(
3y2top +
5
2
y2ν −
3
4
g21 −
9
4
g22
)
yν , (8.12)
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dλ
dt
=
1
16pi2
(
4λ2 − (3g12 + 9g22)λ+ 9
4
(g1
4 + 2g1
2g2
2 + 3g2
4)
+ 4(3y2top + yν
2)λ− 12(3y4top + yν4)
) .
Below the threshold E = mR, the Yukawa coupling of the tau-neutrino drops out
of the RG equations and is replaced by an effective coupling
κ = 2
yν
2
mR
,
which provides an effective mass ml =
1
4κv0
2 for the light tau-neutrino. The renor-
malization group equations of ytop and λ for E < mR are then given by
dytop
dt
=
1
16pi2
(
9
2
y2top −
17
12
g21 −
9
4
g22 − 8g23
)
ytop,
dλ
dt
=
1
16pi2
(
4λ2 − (3g12 + 9g22)λ+ 9
4
(g1
4 + 2g1
2g2
2 + 3g2
4)
+ 12y2topλ− 36y4top
)
.
(8.13)
The equation for yν is replaced by an equation for the effective coupling κ given by
[4, Eq. (14)]
dκ
dt
=
1
16pi2
(
6y2top − 3g22 +
λ
6
)
κ. (8.14)
8.2.3 Running masses
The numerical solutions to the coupled differential equations of (8.12) to (8.14) for
ytop, yν and λ depend on the choice of three input parameters:
• the scale ΛGUT at which our model is defined;
• the ratio ρ between the masses mν and mtop;
• the Majorana mass mR which produces the threshold in the renormalization
group flow.
The scale ΛGUT is taken to be either Λ12 = 1.03 × 1013 GeV or Λ23 = 9.92 ×
1016 GeV, given by (8.9) and (8.10). We will determine the numerical solution to
(8.12) to (8.14) for a range of values for ρ and mR. First, we need to start with
the initial conditions of the running parameters at the scale ΛGUT . By inserting
the top-quark mass mtop =
1
2
√
2ytopv0, the tau-neutrino mass mν = ρmtop, and the
W-boson mass MW =
1
2g2v0 into (8.7), we obtain the constraints
ytop(ΛGUT ) .
2√
3 + ρ2
g2(ΛGUT ), yν(ΛGUT ) .
2ρ√
3 + ρ2
g2(ΛGUT ),
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where from (8.8) we have the values g2(Λ12) = 0.5444 and g2(Λ23) = 0.5170.
From (8.5) we have an expression for the quartic coupling λ at ΛGUT . Approxi-
mating the coefficients a and b from (6.4) by a ≈ (3 +ρ2)m2top and b ≈ (3 +ρ4)m4top,
we obtain the boundary condition
λ(ΛGUT ) ≈ 24 3 + ρ
4
(3 + ρ2)2
g2(ΛGUT )
2.
Using these boundary conditions, we can now numerically solve the RG equa-
tions of (8.12) from ΛGUT down to mR, which provides us with the values for
ytop(mR), yν(mR) and λ(mR). At this point, the Yukawa coupling yν is replaced
by the effective coupling κ with the boundary condition
κ(mR) = 2
yν(mR)
2
mR
.
Next, we numerically solve the RG equations of (8.13) and (8.14) down to MZ to
obtain the values for ytop, κ and λ at ordinary energy scales.
The running mass of the top quark at these ordinary energies is then given by
(8.11). We find the running Higgs mass by inserting λ into (8.6). We shall evaluate
these running masses at their own energy scale. For instance, our predicted mass
for the Higgs boson is the solution for µ of the equation µ =
√
λ(µ)/3v0. In this
equation we shall ignore the running of the vacuum expectation value v0.
The effective mass of the light neutrino is determined by the effective coupling
κ, and we choose to evaluate this mass at the scale MZ . Thus, we calculate the
masses by
mtop(mtop) =
1
2
√
2ytop(mtop)v0, ml(MZ) =
1
4
κ(MZ)v0
2, mh(mh) =
√
λ(mh)
3
v0,
where, from the W-boson mass [66] MW = 80.399± 0.023 GeV, we insert the value
v0 = 246.66 ± 0.15. The results of this procedure for mtop, ml and mh are given
in Table 2. In this table, we have chosen the range of values for ρ and mR such
that the mass of the top-quark and the light tau-neutrino are in agreement with
the experimental values [66]
mtop = 172.0± 0.9± 1.3 GeV, ml ≤ 2 eV.
For comparison, we have also included the simple case where we ignore the Yukawa
coupling of the tau-neutrino (by setting ρ = 0), in which case there is also no
threshold at the Majorana mass scale. As an example, we have plotted the running
of λ, ytop, yν and κ for the values of ΛGUT = Λ23 = 9.92 × 1016 GeV, ρ = 1.2, and
mR = 3× 1012 GeV in Figs. 2 to 5.
For the allowed range of values for ρ and mR which yield plausible results for
mtop and ml, the mass mh of the Higgs boson takes its value within the range
167 GeV ≤ mh ≤ 176 GeV.
The errors in this prediction produced by the initial conditions (other than mtop and
ml) taken from experiment, and by ignoring higher-loop corrections to the RGEs,
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ΛGUT (10
13 GeV) 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03
ρ 0 0.90 0.90 1.00 1.00 1.10 1.10
mR (10
13 GeV) − 0.25 1.03 0.30 1.03 0.35 1.03
mtop (GeV) 183.2 173.9 174.1 171.9 172.1 169.9 170.1
ml (eV) 0 2.084 0.5037 2.076 0.6030 2.080 0.7058
mh (GeV) 188.3 175.5 175.7 173.4 173.7 171.5 171.8
ΛGUT (10
16 GeV) 9.92 9.92 9.92 9.92 9.92
ρ 0 1.10 1.10 1.20 1.20
mR (10
13 GeV) − 0.30 2.0 0.35 9900
mtop (GeV) 186.0 173.9 174.2 171.9 173.5
ml (eV) 0 1.939 0.2917 1.897 6.889× 10−5
mh (GeV) 188.1 171.3 171.6 169.1 171.2
ΛGUT (10
16 GeV) 9.92 9.92 9.92 9.92
ρ 1.30 1.30 1.35 1.35
mR (10
13 GeV) 0.40 9900 100 9900
mtop (GeV) 169.9 171.6 169.8 170.6
ml (eV) 1.866 7.818× 10−5 8.056× 10−3 8.286× 10−5
mh (GeV) 167.1 169.3 167.4 168.4
Table 2: Numerical results for the masses mtop of the top-quark, ml of the light
tau-neutrino, and mh of the Higgs boson, as a function of ΛGUT , ρ, and mR.
are smaller than this range of possible values for the Higgs mass, and therefore we
shall ignore these errors. However, the most recent results [6, 22] from the ATLAS
and CMS experiments at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN have already excluded
our predicted range at the 99% confidence level.
It might be that our big desert hypothesis all the way up to GUT-scale is wrong.
In fact, the mismatch of the three lines in Figure 1 indicates that this hypothesis can
not be correct. Improvements for this problem in the context of noncommutative
geometry have been proposed in [14]. Also, it is interesting to see what supersym-
metry has to say in the context of noncommutative geometry, since in, for instance,
the minimally supersymmetric Standard Model the three lines supposedly do meet.
The recent [11] appears to be promising in this respect.
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Figure 2: The running of the quartic Higgs coupling λ for ΛGUT = 9.92×1016 GeV,
ρ = 1.2, and mR = 3× 1012 GeV.
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Figure 3: The running of the top-quark Yukawa coupling ytop for ΛGUT = 9.92 ×
1016 GeV, ρ = 1.2, and mR = 3× 1012 GeV.
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Figure 4: The running of the tau-neutrino Yukawa coupling yν for ΛGUT = 9.92 ×
1016 GeV, ρ = 1.2, and mR = 3× 1012 GeV.
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Figure 5: The running of the effective coupling κ for ΛGUT = 9.92 × 1016 GeV,
ρ = 1.2, and mR = 3× 1012 GeV.
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9 Outlook
In this review article, we have presented the ideas from noncommutative geome-
try that allows for a geometrical description of the Standard Model of high-energy
physics, in addition allowing for predictions. As a geometrical theory, it unifies
gravity and the Standard Model, albeit on a classical level. At present, this geo-
metrical description of gravity and the Standard Model faces two main challenges.
First, as mentioned in Remark 2.2, the almost commutative spacetimes discussed in
this article are all based on Riemannian spacetimes. In order to properly describe
physical theories, a generalization of the noncommutative geometry framework to
pseudo-Riemannian (e.g. Lorentzian or Minkowskian) spacetimes is required. Some
progress in this direction has been obtained in [44, 64, 74, 76] though this program
is far from being completed.
Second, noncommutative geometry only describes physics at the classical level.
Let us now comment on some recent developments on the problem of quantization
in the context of noncommutative geometry.
Ever since Heisenberg, it was believed that uncertainty relations between space-
time coordinates might improve the short-distance singularities appearing in a quan-
tum theory of fields. Eventually, this led Snyder [73] to the study of the Moyal-type
relations already presented in the Introduction. The corresponding uncertainty re-
lations were also found in [33] when combining the principles of quantum theory
with those of general relativity.
Although this noncommutativity indeed improves its UV-behaviour, it turned
out [63] that scalar quantum field theory on a Moyal plane has bad behaviour at
the IR-side: the notorious UV/IR-mixing. Because of this, it was very surprising
that [42] came up with a scalar field theory that was renormalizable. This theory
is presently under construction (in the sense of constructive quantum field theory)
[43, 68].
As far as the spectral action approach is concerned, there are some recent results
by one of the authors on renormalization of the spectral action as a higher-derivative
theory [75, 77]. As usual for higher-derivative gauge theories (cf. [36, Section 4.4]),
this renders the Yang–Mills spectral action (on a flat background spacetime) su-
perrenormalizable with counterterms proportional to the Yang–Mills action, indeed
appearing at lowest order in the spectral action.
An interesting open problem is whether the above results could lead to a more
intrinsic understanding of quantization, that is, in the context of noncommutative
geometry. Inevitably, such a quantum noncommutative geometry has to combine
ideas from (loop) quantum gravity with those from quantum gauge theories. Within
the noncommutative geometry setup, one would then arrive at a unified and geo-
metrical formulation of quantum gravity with matter.
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